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A STUDY OF Ml,THEMATICS ANXIETY 'V'HTH PARTICULAR

ATTENTION TO TREATMENT METHODS

ABSTRACT

This thesis is the result of some extensive research in England,

canada and t~e United States of America. Prominent educationalists

were interviewed and research institutions were visited. Ideas and

projects have been investigated and used to provide a foundation for

rerredial suggestions i.n the South African context.

The nature of mathematics anxiety is fully discussed and provides a

background to the complexities of the ?roblem. T~e question of why

~arJhematics is unique as a school subject is discussed and the

manifesta t_ion of mathematics anxiety is descri.bed in terms of the

interaction of socio-cultural, emotive, cognitive and educational

influences.

The rreasurement of mathematics anxiety is an important aspect of

remediation and various assessment techniques are revieWed.

Mathematics anxiety scales have evolved from scales measuring general

and test anxlety. For the assessment of large grou?s the Mathematics

Anxiety Rating SCale (MARS) or an adapted version of this scale is

reco:rr.ended whilst individual assessrrent is seen as the ideal when

small grou?s of mathematics anxious pupils have been identified. Two

adaptations of the MARS test were used in an exploratory study in a
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Durban primary school and a College of Education and the results of

ti1ese tes~s are discussed.

Treatmen~ methods are categorised in t~erms of socio-cult~ural, emotive,

c~~itive and educational factors. In each category the idea of

creatins an awareness of the problem of ~athematics anxiety amongst

J?UtJi!s, teachers and tBrents is seen as an impor,tant aspect of the

remedial process. For this reason, background research and ideas are

discussed before treatment methods are suggested.

Intervention procedures involve general strategies as well as

attention to individual difficulties. The importance of an early

intervention prograr:llne is stressed but remedial met-hods are seen as

flexible and adaptable to all education institutions. Proposed

procedures are interrela~ed and overlapping In parts but provide a

comprehensive answer to the complex problem of mathematics anxiety.

The ultimate aim of a mathematics anxie~y remediation programme should

be to provide a better understanding of mathema~ics, a long-lasting

improvement in mathematics ability and a greater enjoYment and

appreciation of the subject.
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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

PART 1: THE PROBLEM

The concept of mathematics anxiety has received increasing attention

over the past number of years. The advent of the computer age and the

widening array of vocations that require a theoretical and practical

knmvledge of mathematics have all contributed to the emphasis on

mathematics achievement.

There is general agreement that mat-hematics is an imPJrtant subject w

a rrodern world and that the apF€arance of mathematics anxiety is as

likely to cause inadequacy as any real lack of mathematical ability.

Fears and self defeating attitudes of the mathematics anxious have

been identified and ample evidence has been presented that emotions as

well as intellect play a r'ole in the learning of mathematics. (Lazarus

1974; Tobias 1976, 1978). This interest in mathematics anxiety has

resulted in the publication of research findings on its nature and

aetiol~j, suggested methods of approaching the problem and t-he

establishment of progra'1UTl2S designed to corr'bat the problem. The bulk

of t-his research has been carried out in Eng land, Canada and the

United States of America. In the United States of America various

colleges and private institutions have been offering remedial courses

for the past few years.

The term "mathematics anxiety" has become a popular educational phrase

and is often used in the popular press in the U.S.A. and Canada. It

is associated wit-h fear of matheoatics, avoidance of mathematics and

even poor att.it~ude towards mat;1erTBtics. One has to <jruard against
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disregardin0 this phenomena and assuming that it has little academic

significance because of the publ ici ty it ree-elVes. The mathematics

educator must be concerned with any ~henomena that could influence the

efficiency of his or her teaching and mathematics anxiety is a most

important issue which many educators are nOVJ recognising as a

hindrance to learning mathematics.

From the psychologists point of view, "anxiety" has been a term which

has been studied for many years and has caused some difficulty when it

comes to a definition. For this reason psychologists started to look

at more s~ific for~s of anxiety and test anxiety and later

mathematics anxiety evolved from their interest in establishing some

clarity on the global term of anxiety.

Studies and research findings have now reached a stage where it is

fairly safe to assume that many people learn far less mathematics than

they otherwise might owing to mathematics anxiety (Dougherty 1981) .

Therefore it is crucial to investigate and determine where mathematics

anxiety originates and how to alleviate the condition as it variously

occurs.

PART 2: IMroRTAi\TCE OF THE STUDY

"The import_ance of I1'1athematics for understanding the social and

natural sciences, and indeed ~uch of daily life, hardly needs emphasis

and the im?Jrt_ance of good mathematics teaching, particularly in the

primary schools, 1S widely recognised". (The Royal Society, 1976, p2)
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This staterrent emphasises the widely recognised importance of

mathematics and the gro'Ning concern for factors which may hinder one 's

proy-ress in the subject. Gooc mathematics teaching is undoubtedly a

crucial factor but emotional factors and lack of cognitive skills

should also be of concern to the mathematics teacher. All these

factors can cause fear or anxiety and Schonell and Schonell (1957,

p70) came to the conclusion that "normal emotional reactions are more

important t..han normal intellectual ones to progress in r:oathematics".

For this reason ~t..hematics teac~ing can only be good if the teacher

is concerned about mathematics anxiety and the affective and ccxjTIitive

variables that are connected to mathematics anxiety and hindering the

progress of their pupils.

In their work with backward children Schonell and Schonell (1957, p70)

found that "in rrany cases the confus ion, the loss of seIf-esteelli and

self-confidence has been so great as almost to inhibit normal

intellectual expression".

Good mathematics teaching necessarily involves consideration of bot..h

errotional and intellectual concerns as well as classroom strategies

and school prograrr~s which keep in ~ind both anxiety and performance.

T;iere are several reaS'''>il::' ,-Jhy a stud.! I)f the ways to effectively

combat mathematics anxiety -LS a worthwhile task. The following are

some of t-..he most important reasons \vh lch have been expressed by

leading aut..horities in this field.
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1. t<lathematics Anxiety is '.lic.esprea.::

"A majority of individuals probably suffer from some form of

mathematical anxiety" (Crumpton 1977, pH). Some people may not feel

anXlOUS until they reach university level while others may panic at

primary school. Zacharias (1976, p22) stated that mathematics anxiety

"afflicts almost: everyone" and Lazar-us (1974, p17) felt that "the

children and adults who should be judged mathophobic outnumber by far

those who are comfortable with mathematics."

2. f"1at-hematics Anxiety affects performance.

Research concerning mathematics anxiety and learning seems to indicate

that high levels of anxiety hinder academic progress. Negative

correlations have been found between Mathematics Anxiety Ratings and

performance on the mathematics component of the Differential Aptitude

Test (OAT) (Richardson and Suinil 1972; Suinn et al 1972).

3. ~~thematics anxiety causes mathematics avoidance.

Children and adults who are anxious about mathe~tics tend to avoid

mathematics altogether or take an easy option. Tobias (1976, p56)

noticed that "sorre of her students were even contemplating changing

their majors to avoid matherratics prerequisit-_es" . This problem

appears to be universal as even students in NatAl schools appear to

select courses which provide an "easy way out". Boys are generally

encouraged to take mathematics but in fact are too quick to resort to

the stAndard grade level. Girls may give up rrathematics altogether or

Qpt for a standard grade course which is far below their capabilities.

Mathematics avoidance leads to a limited choice of courses at
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university as even fields that are thought of as non-mathemtical have

become il'Ore mathematized. This course restriction subsequent.ly 1imits

the career development of the student.

4. Vi_cious circle effect.

People who feel highly anX10US about mathematics often rationalise

that it 1S unimportant and the fact t-hat they are incompetent in

var10US areas of mathematics is of no consequence. These people tend

to pass on these feelings of anxiety. Parents who are convinced that

mathematics is inessential and unimportant are likely to pass on these

feelings to their children. Likewise, a teacher with anxiety towards

mathematics could drastically affect the attitude of the children he

or she teaches. If this "vicious circle" effect is not stopped,

mathematics anXiOUS children will continuously be emerging from our

schools and finding themselves as parents and teachers ready to

perpetuate a similar syndrome.

PART 3: INTENTION OF THE STUDY

OUring the past 30 years extensive research has been conducted

concerning mathematics anxiety. Included in such research have been

studies dealing with the relationship between anxiety and educational

achievement and the relationship between anxiety and certain learner

characteristics. The question of whether or not mathematics anxiety

is r!lore predominant in females than males has received a significant

volume of attention whilst the development of prograrrrnes to combat the

pr-oblem has received relatively 1ittle ai:tention.
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Whilst much of t.he infonnation and many of the tlleories have been

considered, a complete survey of all this literature is beyond the

scope of this study. It is necessary to consider all factors and

significant research findings but the emphasis will be on literature

involving the programmatic development of ways to alleviate the

problem and ensure G~at its perpetuation is stemmed.

The intention of this study is to review the research and literature

on matherratics anxiety and to emphasise the most important issues

which must be included in remediation. For an adequate background to

tJhe problem it is necessary to explore the nature and aetiology of

mathematics anxiety; to investigate how it is measured; to analyse and

categorise research and theoretical ideas and to review and assess the

effectiveness of various treatment procedures. The three chapters

that follow will deal with three issues and are entitled:

1. The nature of mathematics anxiety,

2. The assessment of mathematics anxiety, and

3. The treatment of mathenBtics anxiety.

Throughout these chapters it will become evident that mathematics

anxiety cannot be stUdied l.n isolation. There are many factors

directly or indirectly linked to mathematics anxiety and witJhout an

investigation of some important related aspects this study would not

be complete. Mathematics anxiety is complex in nature and its causes

aild effects are lilul t ifaceted. Treatment processes cannot be simple

and short-termed but must necessarily be diverse and with long-term

goals.
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The following three aifils should form the basis of one's approach to

the trearJment of mathematics anxiety.

1. Remediation of socio-cultural, emotive, cognitive and educational

factors that influence mathematics anxiety.

2. Intervention procedures should be suitable for school level and

particularly the primary school.

3. Long-term improvement of mathematics anxiety, attitude and

ability.

In addition every attempt will be made to relate remedial ideas to the

South African context.

It 1S intended to illustrate in this study that the answer to a

solution to mathematics anxiety is to create an awareness amongst

parents, pupils and teachers of the multitude of factors that affect

rnat,~ematics performance and to counter-act these factors l.n as many

situations as possible.
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CHAPTER 11

THE NATURE OF r1ATI-IEMATICS ANXIETY

PART I : DEFINITION

Aiken (1976, p9S) referred to ootheootics anxiety simply as "anxiety

in the presence of rPatherPatics". Zacharias (1976, p22) coined the

'MJrd "rrar-hophobia" for the condition of disliking or fearing

rrar~~ematics. Lazarus (1974, p16) further identified rrathophobia as

"an unnatural and im?E=ditive dread of mathematics" and goes on to say

that "a student can develop this errotional and intellectual block,

making further progress in matherratics and closely related fields very

difficult". Such a stude t "rapidly develops a fatalistic attitude

about his problems wir-h mat-hematics, fully expecting to do badly". The

individual develops a self-sustaining syndrome whereby his low level

of functioning leads to difficulty and failure which i.n turn leads to

further anxiety which itself reinforces negative attitudes.

Dougherty (1981), a consultant to the rrathematics anxiety programme at

Wesleyan Um.versity, warns against confusing matherratics an:x:iety with

an attitude of "disdain" for mathematics, technology and SCIence.

"Mar...hematics anXIety is an unspecific fear based on a projected

feeling of indadequacy vis-a-vis some conte~plated eX?erlence with

mathematics" (Dougherty 1981, pS).

Auslander (1979 Pg 17) says that "mat.hematics anxiety can be defined

as the experience of lilental disorganisation, panic, and fear that

prevents a person from learning mathematics". She goes on to say that
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a lack of enthusiasm for rrathematics, technology and science "may

actually be partially attributable to mathematics anxiety".

Buxton (Personal Interview 1984) prefers to use the term "panic". He

feels that. the word "panic" is a rrore specific description because it

means a "total blackout" whereas anxiety is a rrare general form.

Kogel:ran (Personal Interview 1984) also uses the word "panic" but he

describes it as a rranifestation of intense anxiety. He says that

"once panic begins to take hold, normal functioning is impaired and

the skills necessary for learning and performing become inaccessible".

It is significant. to note r..hat there is a tendency arrongst theorists

to not only describe the feelings of mathematics anxiety but to also

give some indication of either the sources or the consequences. The

aetiology and the possible consequences of mathematics anxiety are

impossible to condense into sorre short definition.

The obvious general consequence of mathematics anxiety is one's

performance in mathematics. Richardson and Suinn's definition is

widely used ln the United States of America and is generally accepted

as a good description of the condition. Richardson and Suinn (1972,

p551) stated that "mat..hematics anxiety involves feel ings of tension

and anxiety that interfere with the manipulations of numbers and the

solving of mathematical problems in a wide variety of ordinary life

and academic situations". They clearly see the problem as more than

just scholar orientated bu·t rather an impediment in general life.
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The consequences of mat~e~itics anxiety are far-reaching and are more

likely to affect a person ln general life because although it may be

easy to avoid mat~ematics courses at school or university it is

difficult to get through life being fearful of nurrbers.

Furthermore, Richardson and Suinn (1972, p551) contended that

"ma+-~ematics anxiety exists among many individuals who do not

ordinarily suffer from other tensions". Dreger (1957, p350) supported

r..his view in an earlier study on college aged st:.udents which led him

to conclude t..hat "number anxiety does appear to be a separate

(composite) factor from general anxiety". Mathematics anxiety has

bec~ a functional psychological term to represent a specific anxiety

state and although people who are generally anxious may also suffer

from the anxiety state of mathematics anxiety, it also includes people

who do not generally feel anxious. In addition it should be mentioned

~1at mat~ematics anxiety is not merely connected with test anxiety in

a mathematical setting but specifically described feel ings of anxiety

that interfere ·,vith the utilization of mathematics skills in "many

daily life and academic situations" (Ricardson and Suinn 1972, p551).

There are many theories which help to explain this unlqueness of

mathematics anxiety and it is perhaps appropriate to now consider how

they relate to the sources of mathematics anxiety.

PART 2: SOURCES OF MATHEMATICS ANXIETY

Few studies clarify the source of mathematics anxiety. It is often

associated with fear, avoidance, dislike and the psychological

construct is taken as well-defined and measureable. The general term
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of "anxiety" has yielded little agreemen i : from psychologists in that

theories vary from those emphasising that anxiety has biochemical

origins to others which say that anxiety is a learned response. With

mathematics anxiety the sources tend to relate to a more psycho-social

point of view and although related to general anxiety most of r..he

sources are unique to mar..hematics anxiety.

Susan Bregman (1978, p41) says that "no-one knows precisely Why

mar..hematics anxiety occurs - whether the reasons be within the

individual, the classroom, or the society at large - but answers are

gradually emerging". For the purpose of clarity it may be beneficial

to attempt to structure the sources of mathematics anxiety under

certain headings. This is a difficult task because all factors

involved in causing anxiety must necessarily be closely linked and any

categorisation will lead to a certain amount of overlap?ing. However,

the following four aspects could provide a clearer view of the sources

of mathematics anxiety.

1. Socio-cultural factors

2. flnotive factors

3. Cognitive factors

4. Educational factors

2.1 Socio-cultural Factors

Sheila Tobias cautions against the use of r..he term "mathematics

anxiety" WhlCh reflects on ly the psychological aspect. She makes the

r::oint that the use of this term could further stereotype women in that

it might become a sociably acceptable fact that women suffer from

"mathematics anxiety". Sociologists hold that the factors that cause
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mathematics anxiety are more "?JEtical and social" and not wholly

"psychological and educational". For this reason rerrediation should

seek to focus not so much on curing the individual as on rectifying

the conditions which foster these feelings (Tobias, 1978, [21, p7).

It is becoming socially acceptable to "not be able to do mat..hematics".

Many professional men who are otherwise proud of their achievements

'.."ill sharrelessly admit to being "no good at mat..hematics". Parents

who iTlay find t..hemselves unable to cope wit..h the "new mat..hs" or are

very corrunitt.ed to old met..hods and ideas :ay e;~?ress n~:]aUV2

feelings to r_hen chi.l~re:l .There is often quite a strong conflict.

between homes and schools because parents do not understand the

logical progress of their child's mathematics course.

Parents often influence their children by revealing their

expectations. Studies have shown that fathers do not expect their

daughters to do par1.icularly well 1£1 mathematics and that they

consider "being good at mat..heiTlatics" a masculine trait (Jacobs, 1978).

Mothers also are reluctant to motivate daughters to do well at

mathematics because ~re often than not the mothers were not

successful in mathematics. In general, rrany parents are more

concerned wi.th their son's academic progress and more concerned that

t_he son 1S well catered for academically. The daughter may feel

anxious if she does not live u? to this subordinate role, whilst the

son may become anxious under the pressure being put to bear on him to

do well (Jacobs, 1978).
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2.2 Errotive Factors

The socio-cu1tura1 factors described above are often the cause of

certain errotive reactions by individuals as mentioned in the

concluding sentence of the previous section. The individual may

develop psychological blockages which will seriously impair his or her

mathematics performance. It is important to realise that mathematics

anxiety can afflict people suffering from general anxiety but may also

afflict an individual who does not normally feel anxIous. In

addition, mathematics anxiety is not necessarily related to general

intelligence as it often afflicts people who are highly successful in

other subjects. Several convincing argwnents have been put forward

which attempt to clarify the issue of errotive interference in the

mathematics progress of each individual.

2.2.1 Connotative meanings

Richardson and Woolfolk (Sarason, 1980, p271) e~phasise the fact that

mathematics has a unique and important component which appears to be

its connotative meanings for many j?eople. They say that "being gooo.

at" or "liking" mathematics connotes:-

Certainty

Perfection

HiSh intelligence

Genius

Some arcane wi sdom

Highly specialised knowledge remote from common sense

The essence of practicality

A characteristically masculine activity
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These connotations cause people to develop certain emotive reactions

to the subject and each individual may be affected in a different way

by the various connotative meanings connected with mathematics.

Certain pupils may assume that doing mathematics is beyond them and

only a subject for the gifted few. The fact that an individual who lS

good at mathematics lS set apart from others and that being good at

mathematics is seen as a characteristically masculine activity can

lead to several emotive reactions. Males who are not good at

mathematics may feel inadequate whilst r-hose that excel may feel out

of 2lace. Certainly there has been evidence of girls who do well at

mathematics and are not eager to reveal their aptitude for fear of

being regarded as strange (Jacobs, 1978).

2.2.2 t.;.'1e Myt-hs of Mathematics

Kogelman and Warren (1978, p30) believe that people develop certain

emotive reactions towards mathematics because of 12 myths which have

gradually become entrenched in our society. These myths are:-

1. Men are better in mathematics r-han women.

2. Mathematics requires logic, not intuition.

3. In doing mathematics you must always know how you got the answer.

4. Mathematics is not creative.

5. There is a best way to do a math problem.

6. It's always important to get an answer exactly right.

7. I t I s bad to count on your f inger·s .

8. Mathematlclans do problems quickly In their heads.

9. Mathematics requires a good memory.

10. Mathematics is done by working intensely until the problem is

solved.
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4. Mathematics is not creative.

5. There is a best way to do a math problem.

6. It's always important to get an answer exactly right.

7. I t I s bad to count on your f inger·s .

8. Mathematlclans do problems quickly In their heads.
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11. Some people have a "mth mind" and some don I t.

12. There is a magic key to doing marJhematics.

Kogelman and Warren emphasise the mystification that surrounds

marJhematics and see this as a mjor cause of the manifestation of

anxiety. Many of these myths are forned at an early age at school and

are often because of misguided attitudes of both parents and teachers.

More detailed discussion will follow in Chapter IV in connection witJh

treatment.

2.2.3 sex-differences

When considering emtive issues one cannot ignore the vast amount of

literature on sex-related factors influencing mathematics anxiety.

~Bny people are obviously concerned about the sources of marJhematics

anxiety which may lead to inequality between the sexes in later life.

Hill (Jacobs, 1978, p7) says that "perhaps the most serious

influences, the subtle messages society conveys 1n a myriad,

difficult-to-pin-point ways, represent b~e area 1n which we in

education must concentrate our greatest efforts. The attitudes and

conditioning related to t...he individual female I 5 role and the perceived

need and appropriateness of mathematical study to b~at role, are

developed early and are the result of innu~rable interrelated

experiences, both in school and out. Thus the critical character of

the elementary school in middle or junior high school experiences and

the influence of teachers, counsellors and parents becorileS apparent".

Many girls tend to have more difficulty with mathematics as they

progress. However, this is also true for boys ann the teacher should

be careful not to be over concerned and thus emphasise the problem of
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sex-differences. Society, l.n general, regards women and men

differently when it comes to role expectations and l:his often

influences how the individual reacts to mathematics. Whilst

acknowledging thlS, it is not the main concern of this study.

2.3 Cognitive Factors

There is no doubt that emotive factors play an important role in the

manifestation of mathematics anxiety. However, there are certain

cognitive factors unique to mathematics which often cause a setJback in

mathematics progress. These factors are related to the content and

nature of the subject which does actually cause sorre difficulty as

pupils progress through scha)l.

2.3.1 Mathematics progression

Brush (1981) found that there are many features of mathematics that

students observe, dislike and find increasingly &.xiety provoking as

they grow older. She compared the natural progression in the subject

English with that of mathematics and points out the follo\ving four

as?,=cts where :nathematics LS at a disadvantage:

(a) Maths gets more difficult (more abstract) as one progresses at

school.

(b) Students spend more and more time learning what is already

known and less and less tirre contributing their own ideas.

(c) After arithmetic the everyday uses of the material learned l.n

class seems limited.

(d) Working with n~~bers does not seem to contribute to a better

understanding of oneself or of society; the subject seems very

impersonal.
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If one considers rJhese aspects in regards to English as a subject it

is not surprising that students find mathe:ratics !fOre anxiety

provoking.

SELF RATINGS OF AMJUNT OF ANXIETY EXPERIENCED BY

STUDENTS IN SITUATIONS INVOLVING MATl-JEtft..ATICS AND ENGLISH
I
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The graph illustrates the ratings of pupil's anxiety in English and

MatJhematics hor.! 6tJh to 12th grade of about 1500 students from three

New England SChool systems. With a range of 12 to 60 (a high number

represents great~er anxiety), Brush was able to illustrate the

'interesting trend' evident in the graph. It a~pears that there are

features of mathematics that students find increasingly anxiety

provoking as they get older.
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2.3.2 Measurability and Evaluation

Brush (1981) claims that one of .the maLn reasons for increased anxiety

Ln mathematics is the evaluation aspect. English is more evaluative

in t~,e early years when spelling tests, gr~~r exercises and

comprehension tests play an important part. In later years English

increasingly becomes a study of literature and there are many

opportunities for students to express their own ideas. Mat-hematics on

t-he other hand, becomes more and more tied to a lecture mode 1 of

course presentation, with frequent graded assignments and regular

tests.

Ability in mathematics is more measurable than ability in most other

subjects and this often leads to mathematics anxiety because of a fear

of exposure. Many students will not ask questions in cl3ss because of

their rear of being found out. They feel that "everyone knows I do

not understand this. The teacher kJ10h'S. Friends know. I'd better

not make it worse by asking a question" (Tobias, 1978, [1] p45). This

type of reaction is particularly disabling because the fear of

exposure keeps the pupil from constructive action. Questions in

subjects such as English and History do not require such precise and

measurable answers and pupils are encouraged to express different

poi.nts of view.

2.2.3 Continuity

The continuity aspect of mathematics is also a factor whi.ch makes it

unlque. r'\ost other subjects are relatively easy to grasp at any

level. Learnin9 about the 2nd World War ln History does not need too
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much reference to earlier events. However, mathematics is constantly

building utJOn it-self and absence from school, a rrove to a new school,

a lnisunderstood topic or a badly tAught section of the work can all

have a profound effect on a pupil's progression. Until t-he missing

topic is learned there is a feeling of helplessness and uncertainty

which inevitably leads to anxiety. This anxiety, although at first

confined to a certin section of the W)rk, often develops into a

general anxiety whenever one lS confronted with mat-hematics.

2.3.4 Avoidance

Related to the continuity aspect is the tendency to avoid mat--hemati.cs.

Dr Judi~~ Jacobs (Personal Interview, 1932) refuses to accept t-he term

mathematics anxiety and prefers to refer to the anxious type of

student as mathematics avoiders. Mat-hematics anxiety may be viewed as

a cause or an effect of mathematics avoidance. Negative and

self-defeating feelings generated by lnathematics anxiety could lead to

matJhematics avoidance while on the ot--her hand, students who have not

actively used mat--hematics for some time may find that the

unfamiliarity, awkwardness and forgetfulness they experience could

lead to mathematics anxiety.

Because they have avoided mathematics over long periods of time, those

who are affec~ed with mat-hematics anxiety typically exhibit below

average ability. This lowered ability in turn compounds the anxiety

associated \vith mathematics. A spiralLing effect is created - anxiety

results in avoidance - which results in reduced ability to perform

mathematical operations - which generates increased anxiety and so on.
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An important distinction to make is that mathematics avoiders are not

necessarily mathematics anxious, but may have chosen to avoid

mathematics because of such factors as ignorance of its importance 1n

careers or the stereotyped view of mathematics as a rrale domain. The

potential cause and effect relationships of mathenBtics anxiety and

mathematics avoidance suggests some overlap in their origins which

stems from social and cultural attitudinal variables.

2.3.5 Language and Notation

The language and notations used in mathematics is undoubtedly a cause

for concern amongst many ?upils. One could argue that the language of

matJ1ematics ~s un~que ~n itself and the need to learn this new

language before one can understand matJ1ematics is a source of anxiety.

The following aspects relating to mathematics language and notation

should be noted.

1. Mat.herntics is a com?lex language which is not easily related

to the "real" world.

2. Mathematics language is not used as frequently as the home

language of tJ1e individual.

3. Mathematics language uses fewer symbols and hence requires

a certain eX?ertise in the spatial relationship between

symbols and their meaning.

4. Mathematics teachers often neglect teaching the language

and notation or they do not realise that ?upils find

the language difficult.

Other factors could be mentioned here but this is not the main purpose

of the study. As a result of the problems listed above the student is
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not familiar or confident wit-h b~e language of mathematics and this

can lead to anxiety.

2.3.6 Rote-Learning

Elerrentary mathematics may be presented as a series of rout_ines which

can be fairly easily memorised. However, the nurnber of routines to be

learnt eventually becomes overbearing and these routines are difficult

to adapt to other problems based on the sane mathemati.cal ideas.

In addition, rote-learning enables the pupil to reach an answer

without being able to interpret his methods and without understanding

what is happening in mathematics. Wib~ this lack of inducement to

int.:erpret his actions a general att.:itude of cognitive passivity will

develop. This attitude will perpetuate itself as failure to interpret

rrethods will lead to increasing difficulties as mat-hematics

progresses. The apparent success whi.ch rote-learning had provided

during the early years IS no longer evident and the pupil becomes

L.creasingly anxious as his methods become less effective.

2.4 Educational Factors

Many aspects discussed under t-he prevlous three headings may be tenred

"educational". However, for the purpose of this study educational

factors will be those relatlng more specifically to the school. The

school has an obligation to society and to the individual to present

mathematics in such a way t-hat each individual can develop an

understanding of and an enjoyment of the subject. When considering

the sources of mathematics anxiety, educational factors within the

school i.s the obvious place to start one's investigation.
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Sources of anxiety may be traced directly to the teacher and his or

her classroom strategies. However, there are many factors involved ~n

education at school level which can influence the teacher's approach.

The teaching of mathematics is influenced through the hierarchical

structures of:-

(a) The education department

(b) The headmaster

(c) The head of the mathematics department within the school

(d) The teacher.

These structures need to be investigated if remediation is to be

effect i ve. However, it 1 s the teacher: who is seen as the ma i.n source

of anxiety within this hierarchy. Kogelffi3n and Warren (1980, p18) say

that "traumatic experiences with teachers are frequently recalled.

Long lasting negative effects seem to result from being called to the

blackboard and feeling humiliated". These authors complain tl1at

~athematics ~s often seen as rigid and authoritArian because

mathematics books are too formal and emphasis is on conmrumication of a

specific body of knowledge. They believe tl1at individuality and

invention are not encouraged.

Johnson (1981, p2) points out that "research shows that the attitude

of the teacher is a prime determinant of the attitude of the child".

She goes on to descr:i..be what. is obviously a universal problem.

"Research regarding the attitude of prospective elementary

school teachers towards maths indicates that there exists

a great i1laI1y negative feelings towards the subject. It has

been found that these negative feelings towards matl1s are a
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consequence of the pri~ary school experiences of ~~e

prospective teachers. These teachers enter the academic

prog-raITUTe for training to become a teacher with negative

feelings towarus maths and if no changes occur they will

begin their career with negative attitudes towards a subject

which they must effectively and positively present to

elementary students in order to not continue to perpetuate

these negative feelings t.hrough another generation of

students" (Johnson, 1981, p3).

Or Lynn Joffe (Personal Interview, 1984) echoes these sentiments when

she says that "our study suggests that Primary School teachers are not

very confident about their own performance in mathematics" and hence

1:.!'1ey are passing on negative views to their students. She also makes

the point that secondary school teachers are often "mathematics

graduates first and teachers second" and that they often find it

extremely'difficult to understand why children are having

difficulties. If they haven't the patience or teaching skills they

often create anxiety.

For r--his reason one of the main concerns of this study wl11 be to

outline met.hods which combat this emergence of inadequate mathematics

teachers. Teachers who are suffering from mathematics anxiety

thernse 1ves wl.11 pass this on to their pupi1s . Teachers who may not be

anxious themselves may also cause anxiety in their pupils if they use

faulty teaching methods and create a negative attitude towards

mathematics. Obviously the teaching methods and content of the

courses of prospective teachers for both primary and high school have
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to be carefully considered to effect a change in attitude. Unless

prospective teachers are receiving some help with t-..heir anxieties it

is unlikely that they will be able to help the future generations.

Discussions of classroom procedures and routines that can be used to

prevent negative experiences and create more enjoyment with

~athematics are essential. Learning how to alleviate the anxiety of

their future pupils will help the student teachers elimirJate the fear

that he or she personally feels. Teaching to avoid mahematics anxiety

should become a matter of concern for all those involved in education.

PART 3: OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTEE

Whilst considering socio-cultural, emotive, cognitive and educational

sources of anxiety it should once again be emphasised that these four

areas are closely interrelated. The sources of mathematics anxiety

are both varied and complex and hence alleviation of the problem is no

easy task. Experiments which have tended to show that mathematics

anxiety can be reduced by short-term methods have not successfully

revealed long-term success and enjoyment in mathematics. The purpose

of categorising the sources of mathematics anxiety is to focus

attention on t-..he areas \vhich must necessarily receive remediation.

The very complexity of this proble~ suggests that the only approach to

remediation must involve several fact~ors and that the programme must

include as many people as possible who can influence the course of the

individual's mathematics progress.

'!"wo aspects of causation are clear. Firstly, there is no single cause

of mathemat-_ics anxiety and secorJdly, causes differ for each

individua 1.
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CHAPTER III

PART 1: INTRODL~TION

If treal~ment of mathemat:.i.cs anxiety is to be effective it is necessary

to identify those F€ople suffering from mathernatics anxiety. SEveral

scales have been develc't".€d to measure mathematics afl,'{iety and most of

these scales have evolved from general anxiety and test anxiety

scales.

In many instances ;rathemat ics anxiety scales are associated with

measures of mathematics perforrnance and conclusions are reached

according to t~e correllations revealed. In some cases researchers

may use a batt.ety of tests in their studies whereby certain links

bet.ween I1Bt~ematics anxiety and attitudes or F€rsonality traits may be

investigated..

In this chapter some of the :i'Ore popular mathematics anxiety scales

will be discussed and the testing methods used 1n certain research

projects will be investigated. FinaJ1y, ideas develop?d from research

in England and the U.S.A. have been used to experir.ent with t:ests in a

Durban primal}' school and a Co11e<]e of Education

PAHT :2: MEASUREMENTS OF MATHEHNrICS ANXIETY
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rrore sophisticated i.nstruments. The following provides a brief

description of how mathemat~ics a."I:<iety scales developed.

2.1 The Th.ree number-anxiet~y Items from the Taylor SCale

The Taylor Scale is a manifest anxiety scale consisting of 46 items.

One of the earliest mathematlcs specifications was developed by Dreger

and Aiken (1957) who used ~Jrr'ee items from the Taylor scale which are

related to mathematics. The three items asked the subject to resp:md

to the questions:-

(a) whether or not arithmetic made him nervous

(b) whether or not he would "freeze up" Wllenever he saw a

mathematics problem, and

(c) whether or not he was as good in mathematics as in other

subjects.

This early development ln mathemati.cs anxiety scales was fairly brief

but it did indicate a rrove from rrore general studies of anxiety to an

investigation of a specific anxiety trait.

2.2 The National Lonqitudinal Study of Mathematics Abilities

Wilson and ~Jle (1972) describe two mathematical scales which were

develoI;:€d for use in the National Longitudinal Study of Mathematics

Ability which ,vas carried out in the United States of America. These

scales are an example of how test anxiety measures vlere used to

develop mathematics anxiety scales. More specifically, the

Achievement:. Anxiety Test (AAT) developed by Alpert and Haber (1960)

was rrodified. The MT is said to measure "the facilitating and
•

debilitating effects of anxiety on achievement performance." These

tests were modified to relate more specifically to mathematics
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anxiety. The result was two scales; one which measures facilitating

mathemat-. ics anxiety or the degree to which a students' mat.:.herrat ics

achievemnt is facilitated by stressful conditions; and a second scale

which measures debilitating anxiety or the degree to which students'

mathematics achievement is harmed by stressful conditions. However,

there is no information about reliability or validity data for any of

t-hese scales and they are not widely used.

2.3 Fennema and SherTIBn Scales

Fennema and Sherman (1976) have developed nine 12 item scales designed

to measure a number of different attitudes and feelings about the

learning of mathematics by female and male High School .students.

These scales assess t-he student's confi.dence in learning mathematics;

the view of mathematics as a male domain; usefulness of mathematics;

attitudes of mother, father and teachers towards the student's

learning of mathematics; and several ot--,~er factors. One of the scales

measures mathematics anxiety. Students resrond to a five roint

likert-ty~ scale in order to indicate the extent to which t--hey agree

or disagree wit-h 12 statements that express feeling anxious, tense, or

at ease with mathematics problems and tests. Six items are scored

fOsitively and six negatively. Male and female norms based on two

large High School samples are presented, and a split-half reliability

co-efficient of 0,89 is rep:>rted for t--he scale. The battery of nine

scales are highly respected and \videly used in America and deserve

close study by anyone interested in mathematics anxiety treatment or

research.

However, Richardson and Woolfolk (Sarason, 1980, p273) ?Oint out that
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"no information is given concerning test-retest stability or validity

of t-he scale, and it would be desirable to have more precise

information than given about internal consistency reliability to

ensure that each item of this very brief scale correlated

substantially with total scores on the instrument a
•

2.4 Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS)

Suinn (Richardson and Suinn, 1972, p55l) , constructed the MARS in

order to "provide a measure of anxiety associated with the single area

of t-he manipulation of numbers and the use of mathematical concepts".

The MARS is undoubtedly the best known scale for measuring mat-hematics

anxiety and it is frequently referred to in the literature on t:he

subject.

Two for~s of MARS have been used in research: A 98 item scale and a 94

item scale. The items include brief descriptions of ordinary life and

academic situations involving the manipulations of numbers or solving

of mathematical problems that may arouse anxiety. A total mathematics

anxiety score 1S calculated by assigning a value of 1 to 5

corresponding to the level of an;{iety checked (1 for "not at all"

anXlOUS to 5 for "very much" anxious), and then surrrning all the

values.

A copy of MARS has been included in the Appendix because of its

popularity amongst. researchers in the U.S.A. (see appendix, p39). The

~in reason for it.s w1despread use is the normative data which

Richardson and Suinn (1972) and Suinn, Edie, Nicoletti and Spinelli

(1972) have provided. Three studies have been conducted to collect
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normative data on the MARS. Richardson and Suinn (1972) reported that

on the 98 item form, data on a sample of 397 students enrolled in a

larse state university in Hissouri, had been collected. The mean score

for this sillTI?le was 215,38 (possible high score of 490, low score 98) ,

the standard deviation was 65,38; the test-retest reliability

co-efficient was 0,85 and the internal reliability co-efficient was

0,97. A separate sample of 30 junior and senior students were

administered the MARS and tJhen the Differential Aptitude Test (OAT).

The Pearson product-moment correlation co-efficient between subjects'

scores was -0,64. Richardson and Suinn (1972, p551) contended tJhat

"since high an.xiety interferes with performance and ?=>Or performance

produces anxiety, this result provides evidence that the MARS does

measure matJhematics anxiety".

Suinn et al (1972) reported that normative data had been collected on

a sample of 119 students enrolled in a large state university. The

mean and standard deviations were 197,3 and 55,5 respectively, on the

first testing and 179,9 and 55,9 respectively on tJhe second testing.

The test-retest reliability co-efficient was 0,78 after 2 weeks.

Correlations between MARS and OAT were -0,35 and -0,32 indicating that

"high anxiety as measured by MARS is associated with low performance

on OAT tasks" (Suinn et aI, 1972, p303). The mean score of students

vJho sought therapy for mathelTBtics anxiety was 256,9 ifldicating a high

level of mathematics anxiety and providing evidence of the validity of

MARS.

Richardson and Woolfolk (Sarason, 1980) recently performed a princi::>le

components factor analysis with a varimax rotation of the factors on
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the 397 students' MARS scores from the Richardson and Suinn (1972)

study and also determined the item-total correlation for each MARS

item. They found that "almost all MARS items correlate wit-.ll t-_otal

scores above 0,40 and that all t.:.he items describing evaluative

academic and problem solving situations correlate rrore highly with

total MARS scores than do items concerning everyday, non-evaluative

number manipulations". (Sarason, 1980, p274).

Richardson and Woolfolk (Sarason, 1980) selected 40 MARS items with

the highest item-total correlations (from 0,74 to 0,56). They claim

that this 40 item scale is "presumably at least as reliable, stable

and valid as the original MARS and is alrrost certainly dominated by a

single ho~ngeneous factor of anxiety concerning evaluative test taking

and problem solving mathematics situations". (sarason, 1980, p274).

The normative data associated with the ~WffiS test nBkes it a rrost

reliable instrument to use in research and rrore detAil will be

discussed later. First let us briefly discuss sorre more diverse

testing and the use of multidimensional scales.

PART 3: ~IDLTIDlMENSIONALSCALES

It is often found that researchers are interested in various attitudes

to matJhematics and in many cases most of ~~ese dimensions have some

bearing on mathematics anxi.ety. When considering treat--ITlent procedures

for mathematics anxiety it can be valuable to know if mathematics 1S

regarded as useful and enjoyable, as well as if one is confident

dealing \vHh mathematics and rrot ivated to become involved 1n

mat"J1emat ics. The question of stereotyping of mathematics as a ma le

domain is also one 'Nhich needs clarification.
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The Fennema and Shernan scales offer this type of multidimensional

measurement. However, Visser (1983, p8) contends that existing scales

for measuring attitudes to mathematics "are either unidimensional and

thus fail to measure complex aspects of attitudes to mathematics, or

t-l1ey consist of several scales, some of which are highly correlated

and therefore measure essentially the same attitude".

She developed two original semantic differential sc~les and four

Likert-scales adapted from existing scales. One of the dimensions In

the Likert-scales was labelled the "confidence scale" and included

items measuring "anxiety when confronted wi th mat-l1ematics".

It was found that the semantic differential is more suited for

measuring general attitudes to mat-l1ematics while Likert-type scales

may "easily be constructed for measuring more specific attitudes to

mat-l1emat ics" (Visser, 1983, p8). The four Likert-scales she developed

measuring confidence, motivation, male domain and usefulness proved to

be "relatively independent". However, confidence, motivation and

anxiety do seem to be related and it a?pears to be difficult to

separate these three aspects on a Likert-type scale.

Whilst multidimensional type studies on mat-l1ematics attitudes can be

int~eresting, the aspects which one cou Id cons ider are un limited and

could lead to a rather complicated study. There is, however, no doubt

that attitude to various aspects regarding mathematics will have a

profound influence on anxiety when dealing wit-l1 mathematics.
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3.1 National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER)

Questionnaires

The NFER have undertaken a continuous study of mathematics on behalf

of the Assessment of Performance unit (APU) of the Deparrs.ent of

Education and Science (England, Wales and Northern Ireland). Since

1978, four attitude questionnaires have been administered to 11 and 15

year olds in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The questionnaires

are designed to measure various dimensions of attitude (see App:=ndix,

p47) but the authors point out that "since mathematical concepts are

highly interrelated, the boundaries between sub-categories are not

seen as imFenneable for reporting purposes".

It will be noted that alt~ough anxiety was not a specific section of

rJhe questionnaire the inferences permeate throughout the four

sections. Part A is composed of statements expressing feelings about

how useful, enjoyable and di.fficult mathematics is, as a school

subject. Pupils are asked to rate the degree to which they agree wi rJh

each statement. Part B is designed to indicate opinions about

particular aspects of the mathematics curriculum when just a topic

name 1S glven. Pupils are asked to use sererate three-point scales to

rate how useful and difficult they find the given topics. Part C

attempts to ellicit more specific information about how pupils view a

particular topic, having just completed a representative item. Pupils

are asked to work through examples drawn from the APU \vritten test

bank. After each one, they are asked to say how difficult they fOllild

that item and how useful they consider it might be, both now and in

the future. Finally, Part 0 was designed to gain information about
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how pupils see mathematics in relation to other school subjcts;

whether pupils regard the matherratical performa.nce of gnls and boys

respectively as similar or different; and other issues that pupils

regard as relevant to their views of mathematics.

These questionnaires are unique in that they include various scales

(from Likert-type scales to open-ended questions) and divide some of

the questions according to a particular mathematics topic. The

implications are that certain sections of the mathematics curriculum

are rrore anxiety provoking than ot.l1ers. This type of questionnaire

can be rrost elucidating as it not only provides information on

attitudes towards mat.l1ematics but also provides information on topics

which cause difficulty and anxiety.

It is important not to isolate anxiety and attitudes from what is

essentially the cr~x of the problem, i.e. being able to perform well

at mathefllati.cs. and enjoy the subject. For this reason it is essential

t.l1at any remedial progralillfe includes some investi.gation into the

topics or section of t.l1e curriculum that are causing problems and may

add to anxiety.

3.2 BruneI University, Department of Education

Researchers Dr R Rees, G Barr and J Cur·nyn, at BruneI Un i.versi ty ln

England have rrade a study of "the nature and developrnent of

mat.l1ematical ability from late primary to early secondary". Their

findings on mat-.l1ematics performance suggest that one needs to take a

much closer look at performance testing. This team headed by

Professor Furneaux have developed "their investigations based on

.'
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Spearman's theory of intelligence. They are ~rticularly interested

in investigating what they have described as two distinct types of

mathematical ability, viz. general intellectual ability (g) and a

capacity for "mathelTlatical inference". Their defining characteristic

of "mathematical inference" is its apparent independence of g. More

will be said about this interesting development at a later stage. For

the purpose of testing it was interesting to note that matJhematics

anxiety again played an integral part in this study. A comprehen~ive

battery of tests was used and included the following:

(a) Mathematics Test - Primary and Secondary (see Appendix, p18)

(b) AHI (From NFER) - measures "g" (a;:;,tit.:.ude test)

(c) Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ)

(d) Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale (CMP.S) (see Appendix, p29)

(e) Test Anxiety Questionnaire (see Appendix, p30)

(f) Semantic differential measures of attitudes towards school

and mathematics (see Aj?pendix, p27).

In ooth the NFER and the BruneI testing a much more indivi.dualistic

approach to assessment was evident. Problems invoking emotive issues

were discussed on an individual basis and the cognitive approaches to

problem solving were carefully assessed by I i.stening to pupils

describe their path to the solution.

PART 4: ASSESSr1ENT BY INTERVIEW

The maG~ematics anxiety tests described earlier are obviously

convenient measures when dealing with large nwnbers of students.

However, one should always consider the possibility of assesslng

students individually. In schools, mathematics teachers should work

closely witjh the school counsellor and in teacher training colleges
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convenient measures when dealing with large nwnbers of students.

However, one should always consider the possibility of assesslng

students individually. In schools, mathematics teachers should work

closely witjh the school counsellor and in teacher training colleges
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tutors who exercise a pastoral care should be able to assess if

mathe~tics anxiety exists.

4.1 Emotive Assess~ent

Buxton (1981, p22) chooses to investigate the emotions of a selected

few adults for his book "Do you panic about matherratics?". He 1S

critical of researchers in t-J1e United States of America who emphasise

the statistical approach and points out that Krutetski of rJ1e Soviet

Union has been more concerned with the individual. He says that it

"is amusing that a society t-J1at claims to emphasise the individual

should resort to heavy statistical work while one that extols the

collective examines individuals". In the case of mat-J1ematics anxiety

the treat-Jnent methods should involve some classroom group remediation

as well as individual attention when considered necessary. General

assessment at group level by using written tests can indicate a

general need for rernediation. However, much import~ant infornution can

be found from the individual on a person to person basis. In this way

anxiety problems as well as problem solving strategies can be more

easily recognised. It is essential that a maU1ellBtics educator as

well as a psychologist work in conjunctlon for individual assessments

because not only will emotions be exposed but also faulty beliefs and

methods concerning mathematics. By interviewing his subjects Buxton

(1981) was able to not only categorise them as evidently mathematics

anxlouS, but also identify the most important sources of rJ1eir

anxiety.

Kogelman and Warren (1978, p18) adept a similar approach in their

course "Mind over Math" and they describe some of the res?Onses of

.'
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t.....~e ir clients which revea I the sources of anxiet ies •

"Gloria: I relT'ember my seventh srade teacher. She d1dn I t care.

She cou loo I t be bothered wi t-..h me because I was too

slow" .

"Mary: Math was fun In t..he beginning of school. In the

fourth grade G~e teacher announced to the class

that she hated math and was going to have a special

teacher come in to teach it".

These two examples are indicative of t..he type of fears that can

develop and t..he source of t..hese fears. The value of t..he interview

situation is the fact that the client can reveal the problem and it's

source in a very explicit manner. This allows for precise planning of

remedial action. It is also obviously a much more individual approach

to the problem.

4.2 Perfo~ce Assessment

In the interview situation the mathematics instructor will also be

able to ask questions of a more specific nature pertaining to the

contents of mat..hematics. Topics which have caused blockages or are so

poorly understood that t..hey are causing future progress to be slow,

can be revealed in the interview. The method of doing problems will

often reveal whether or not t..he student has truly understood t..he topic

or just learnt a how-to-do method.

Rees and Barr (1984, p188) say that "finding out what went on lD a

learner's mind is crucial to effective djagnosis". At BruneI

University they decided to record students I "rout_es t.o solution" in
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two ways. The "interview-free" situation allows the student to t...alk

tJrrough a solution wit~out interference whilst in the interview

situation there is dialogue between interviewer and student. For

research purposes the first method allows for effective initial

diagnosis. When there is a need to probe further the interview

situation is used.

Rees and Barr (1984, p152) suggest that the only way to really know

what a child is t~inking is to ask them to think aloud and listen to

their routes to the solution. This approach could be useful in

indicating if the child is simply using rote-learning methods which

are often a source of anxiety. An example of a 9 year old child doing

a question on equivalent fractions is given.

Task : What nurrbers must go In t~e box to make the following

true? 2

o
1

3

Student

Task :

2 is double one -----so six is double 3.

What number must go in the box to make the following

o
8

3

12

Student Well it goes into ----- that ---- well ----(Coughs)

sorry ---- you Umes that by ---- you I ve added 4 so

that ---- oh ---- hold it I' m stuck ---- ah (laughs)

right so ---- that ---- you've added 4, ~ause eight

goes ---- four and eight ---- I mean four goes into

eight and twelve so ---- so ---- so ---- it goes

mr:mTUT1lTlITIl ---- so four goes tJrree t irnes into that

---- ooooh!
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Student :

Inst~ructor

41

Your'e doing well. Keep trying.

So it goes two into eight so I think it will be

two.

This type of interview situation is invaluable for assessing what may

cause anxieties. The first:. example can easily be completed using

several rote-le3rned methods. The one used by the student is

probably the mer..hod that is [('ost corruron. However, r..he second example

requires a clear understanding of equivalent fractions and ratios.

The "thinking aloud" of the student appears to be rather jwnbled but

is in fact the tyPe of thinking that he might be involved in more

frequently once he reached High SChool. The laughs are often an

indication of anxiety and for ~any students would mean giving up. In

r..his example the interviewer listens carefully and is able to

encourage the pupil to continue. Although it is not practical to deal

wit.."l each child I s problems individually the teacher can gaw

invaluable insiyht into methods that children use whi.ch are often not

thought of by the teacher and which may be related to the pupil's

anxiety. Faulty learning methods as well as a lack of understanding of

what the pupils find difficult are ingredients for developing anxiety.

The interview situation reveals these problems and gives the teacher a

greater insight into the requirements and anxieti.es of his pupi Is.

In similar interviews with trainee teachers, Rees and Barr (1984,

p194) were also able to reveal anxieties about mar~ematics.

The following comments were recorded:

"I have never been able to do i71athematics".

"I like mathematics but cannot do it".
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III now tolerate mathematics but hated it at school".

III have done quite a lot of mat--hernatics at colle')e but I am scared

of teaching nunoers to young children ll
•

The National Foundation for Educational Research were also able to

include individual assessment in u1eir surveys. A n~~er of the

students who completed t--he attitude questionnaire were also given a

practical test which was administered individually by an instructor.

This tester then was asked to assess the student on different scales

l.e. Attitude to topic, Confidence mode of r.esponse, Willingness to

h:mdle apparatus" Verbal expression. However, the data gathered for

this survey was dealt with statistically to reveal the percentages of,

for instance, confidence on a 5 point scale from assured to anxious

about success. Here one must agree wit--h B~~ton and Skemp that this

type of analysis seems, futile. It would be far better to assess each

individual and so form a diagnostic chart of his or her particular

responses.

For practical purposes the interview situation is obviously too

time-consuming to be used for all students. However, it is important

to rerrember that the remedy to mathematics anxiety is complex and will

involve not only a reaction to the emotive ~roblems but also a

reaction to faulty cognitive processes and attention to educational

techniques of classroom organi.sation and teaching methods. Thus

information gained in an interview situation will benefit the teacher

when he or she considers remediation.
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PART 5: LOCAL TESTS

In order to emulate the research done by the NFER and the BruneI

University team this study would need to be very extensive and beyond

the capabilities of one person. The purpose of this study is to

investigate mathematics anxiety and to suggest remediation. Measuring

levels of anxiety and relating tJhese to performance levels forms an

important part of tJhis study.

The mathematics anxiety rating scale (MARS) which was develoPed by

Richardson and Suinn lS highly respected and widely used in the U.S.A.

The reasons for this are, firstly, the fact that the normative data is

most impressive and, secondly, tJhat tJhe MARS test is a sophisticated

development.:. of earlier attempts to measure test and/or marJhs anxiety.

These facts have been presented earlier in this chapter.

It was also mentioned earlier in tJhis chapter that Richardson and

Woolfolk (1984) claim that their modified version of MARS is reliable,

stable and valid. It was therefore decided to begin wiG' these 40

items which they found to have the highest item/torAI correlations.

These items were carefully studied and 22 were selected to form a

primary school test (see Appendix, p9), whilst 30 were selected for a

student teachers' test (see Appendix, p1). The items which were

discarded were those not related to t-1'te age group being tested or' not

particularly relevant to rJhe South African situation. In addition,

cerrAin wording had to be adapted to suit the age group concerned. It

was also decided not to use a very lengthy test for the primary school

pupils because of their limited attention span and the fact tJ1at they
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might lose interest.

Hence, two tests were designed to be administered to

(a) primary school pupils, and

(D) College of Education students.

The fact that these tests were mod.ified limits the strength of the

conclusions that can be drawn. Nevertheless, rJ1e purpose of

administering these tests was to indicate general trends in research

procedure rarJ1er r..han to reach any specific conclusions.

5.1 Research Concerning Standard 5 Pupils

A. Intention of this Study

1. To gain information on rJ1e suitability of administering a

maths anxiety questionnaire to prunary school pupils.

2. To investigate the mathematics performance of the pupils in

Standard 5.

3. To investigate rJ1e childrens' perception of the degree of

difficulty of various mathematics topics.

4. To investigate teachers' perception of the degree of

difficulty of various mathematics topics.

5. To investigate whether or not there would be a significant

negative correlation between scores on the mathematics test

and scores on r...~e mathematics anxiety rating scale.

This study is by no means comprehensive and conclusive and no special

recor.Tnendations can be made. However, the results and research

material should be of interest to people in~ending to investigate

marJ1ematics anxiety and/or mathelilatics performance. The survey used

for this report is merely to emphasise SOlile of the important factors,
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related to mathematics anxiety, which have already been considered by

overseas researchers. A descr'iption of the testing procedure is

outlined below.

B. The Tests

1. A mathematics anxiety rating scale was constructed for this

survey (see Appendix, p9). This scale consisted of 22 items

relating to mathematical incidents and was adapted from the

MARS test according to the criteria described earlier in

this section.

2. A primary mathematics test was constructed and consisted

of 25 questions (see Appendix p6). These questions were

designed to include "g type" and "inferential type" of

problems which were described by the BruneI researchers.

The intention here was to differentiate between a general

intelligence and the more mathematically inferred ability

described earlier by the BruneI researchers.

3. A Rating Scale (on a five point system ranging from very

easy to very difficult) was attached to the Primary

Mathematics Test (see AppendLX p9). Pupils could indicate

the perceived degree of difficulty of each of t-J1e 25 questions

they had just answered.

c. The Samj?le

56 girls and 53 boys in Standard 5 at a Durban Primary School. The

pu?ils had been streamed in an A, B, C illld 0 class and the m~thematics

teachers of these classes assisted in the eXPerirrent.
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All 109 of the pupils completed the Primary Mathematics Test and the

Degree of Difficulty Scale. However, 9 of the Mather~tics Anxiety

Scales were spoilt and not used in the results.

D. The Method

1. The 4 mathematics teachers of the classes at this primary school

were asked to cOiilplete the "degree of difficulty" rating scale

to indicate how their pupils would cope with the questions.

2. The teachers then asked their pupils to complete the mathematics

anxiety rating scale. No time limit was set.

3. The pupils were then required to complete the Primary MaUlematics

Test. No time limit was set.

4. Finally the pupils were asked to assess the degree of difficulty

of each of the questions they had just completed.

E. The Results

1. It was clear from the mathematics anxiety scale that many of

the pupils were highly anxious about certain situations.

The following items were rated most anxiety provoking by the

pupils:-

1. vlaiting to get a mathematics test returned in which you

expected to do badly.

2. Thinking about a mathematics test one hour before writing.

3. Writing a mathematics test.

4. Thinking about a mathematics test one day before.

5. Studying for a mathematics test.

The least anxiety provoking situations were as follows:

1. Watching a teacher doing mathematics on the board.

.'
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2. Playing cards where numbers are involved.

3. Sitting in your mathematics class.

4. Checking your change after buying several items at a shop.

5. Watching so~one work wiL~ a calculator.

These results indicate that anxiety at this early age is probably

strongly test-related. Active classroom issues (i.e. answerlng

questions or e)~laining a problem) were next in line whilst passive

classroom issues (i.e. sitting in class, watching a teacher do

mathematics) and everJ-day life events revealed little anxiety.

After discussion of these issues witJh the students it was evident that

many of tJhe items normally included on the MARS questionnaire are not

suitable for pupils of 11 and 12 years of age. Some of the reasons

for this are:

(a) Calculators and computors are not a necessity or a threat

at this early age. They are not expected to be competent

wiL~ tJhese instruments at this time in their life.

(b) Shopping problems are not of great consequence because they

do not do the shopping and are hardly ever involved in

purchasing many articles at a time.

(c) Calculating G.S.T. is not anxiety provoking because they do

not buy expensive articles and when spending money on a 30

cent sweet approximate value of G.S.T. is all that 1S necessary.

(d) Adults who are not confident of their aritJhmetical ability

feel more threatened in public situations (such as shops)

where their mathematical inadequacies may be detected.

2. From a possible high score (on the mathematics anxiety scale)
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of 110 and low score of 22 (22 items rated 1 to 5) the mean

score was 49 and r~e Standard Deviation 15,9. The correlation

between mar~ematics anxiety and performance on the Primary

Mathematics Test was -0,39. (level of significance 0,05%).

The results are similar to t.he normative data published by

Suinn et al (1972). On a sample of 119 siAte University

students the mean was 187,3 and r~e Standard Deviation 55,5.

(Using the 98 item MARS wirJ1 possible high score of 490 and

low of 98) whilst the correlation between MARS and

Perforr.ance was recorded as -0,35.

However, contrary to the findings of researchers wirJ1 university

students this primary school survey revealed a similar level

of anxiety pattern amongst girls and boys:

48 boys Mean 48 Sr2ndard Deviation 12,1 level of significance

52 girls Mean 50 Stnadard Deviation 11,1 0,05%

The Pearson Product Moment Correlations between anxiety ratings

and Performance on the Primary Test were -0,32 for girls and

-0,49 for boys. It would appear that in rJ1is group the boys'

anxiety affected their performance more r~an girls. However,

in bot~ groups a significant negative correlation was found

between anxiety and performance.

3. The primary mathematics test revealed some interesting facts

which supPJrt r~e work done by the BruneI University team in

England. Questions 8 and 11 appear to be the sarre and yet

proved to distinguish between those who have learnt rules and

those who understand declmals fully. Question 8 was 0,4 x 0,4

and thi.s yielded 41% success rate. Question 11 was 0,3 x 0,3
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and the success rate here was only 3%.

Another interesting factor which was revealed by these questions

was the fact that 40% of the pu?ils who rated question 8 easy

or very easy got it wrong. Whilst 77% of L~e pupils who rated

question 11 easy or very easy got it wrong. In addition, of

the 4 teachers asked to complete the degree of difficulty

scale, one teacher rated both question 8 and 11 very easy

whilst two teachers rated them as easy .

Similar results were revealed by other questions such as

2 1

0 3

(79% correct) and 0
---=.

8

3

12

(45% correct) .

The idea of ratios has to be understood to do r~e second

question vJhilst the first one could be arrived at by doubl ing

3 or by kn~ving equivalent fractions.

Adding decimals is not necessarily understood by pupils who

can add 298,78 72,36 and 13,89 (77% correct). Question 17

requires adding decimals wir~ a different number of digits

after the com~, 16,36 1,9 and 243,075. This question

yielded only a 59% success rate, whilst all 4 teachers regarded

it as eir~er easy or very easy and 33% of the pupils who

regarded it as easy or very easy got it wrong.

The questions which were related to problems which may be

encountered in everyday life revealed interesting results.

Questions 4, 16, 20 and 22 were particularly badly done

and this appears to indicate that the link between classroom
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mathematics and everyday use or its practical application is

often lost.

Discussion

A full set of the results of this survey togetJher witJh copies of the

survey material are provided in tJhe ap!:Jendix. After studying these

results the follo\'ling answers are given to the questions posed at the

beginning of tJhis research.

1. The mathematics anxiety questionnaire could possibly be

adapted to suit prlmary school children. The results indicate

that items relating more to test situations are the most

anxiety provoking at this age.

2. The "inferential-type" of question does identify tJhose

pupils who do not fully understAnd a topic.

3. The pupils have difficulty assessing the degree of

difficulty of an "inferential-tYl,Je" of question.

4. The teachers have difficulty assessing the degree of

difficulty of an "inferential-tYl,Je" of quest~ion.

5. The results reveal a negative correlation between mathematics

anxiety rating scores and rnatJhematics performance of the

primary test.

~Jher intersting findings were as follows:

1. Marks obtained on the primary mathematics test differed

considerably from those tJhat the pupils had recently

received in an end-of-tei'l test (see Appendix, p13). This

suggests that the added element of "inferential-type"

questions is a distinguishing feature when mathematics

performance is assessed at this level of schooli.ng.
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2. Pupils show signs of anxiety at an early age and this

anxiety has a negative effect on their performance.

In closing the discussion it should be mentioned that these findings

may not be taken as conclusive evidence nor should they be

generalised. However, three observations may be made:-

1. The tests reveal similar findings to research projects 1n

England and America.

2. Manther.atics anxiety rreasures can be adapted to suit younger
•

pupils.

3. Mat-...hematics performance testing needs to probe the more

"inferential-type" of thinking involved in mat--,~erntics.

The ideas incorporated in t-...his srrell survey may serve as a stimulus

for a larger more longitudinal type of study which would be of more

use to long ten'l remediation of matherratics anxiety.

5.2 College of Education Survey

Mr Mike Keeley (Personal Interview 1985), acting Head of the

Mat-...hematics Departrrent of Edgewood College is concerned about the

general standard of mathematics of all students and recoqnises t-...he

fact t-...hat many of the teachers who will be teaching primary school

children their first mathematics lessons are in fact unce:t"tain of

t-...heir own rnthematical ability. With the grateful help of the

Edgewood staff, a small survey was carried out involving all first

year students. As all first year students are required to do some

mathematics, a short questionnaire was submitted to them. These first

year trainee teachers consisted of two maln groups:

1. Those specialising in mathematics.
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2. Those doing a general course in mathematics.

The $pecial course in mathematics is by far the more advanced and is
aimed at training teacilers who may eventually teach mathematics to

Phase 3 in a High School (i.e. to Standard 7). The general course 1S

taken over three years allowing students to gain some general

mathematics background before special ising in subjects of t-heir choice

in tJheir final year. These students would probably teach some

mat-hematics in the primary school. It is worth noting that students

who had obtained the best matriculation mathematics results were not

necessarily t-hose enrolled in t-he special major mathematics course.

The aims of the Survey
5

1. To construct and use a mathematics anxiety scale which may

provide a basis from which to develo? a maths anxiety scale

suitable for college students in South Africa.

2. To discover the level of mathematics anxiety ar.1Ongst first

year trainee teachers at a College of Education.

3. To investigate the level of personal school mathematics

achieve~ent amongst trainee teachers at a College of Eduacation.

4. To investigate the highest level to which each student is

confident to teach.

The Questionnaire

This 'HaS designed to indicate firstly some general inforwation about

each student and secondly to measure their degree of mab'1ematics

anxiety (see Appendi;~ p1). The students were not required to provide

t-heir narres but there \vere five questions in t-he first section

requiring some details of mathematics achievement and other personal
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details. The second section consisted of 30 items on a marJhematics
anxiety rating scale. Once again the full MARS test was considered to
be too long and items which were considered relevant to this
population were chosen (see earlier explanation).

The sample

The questionnaire was administered to 148 first year students at
Edgewood College of Education. Details of G~ese 148 students are
given below:

31 rolales

117 Females

33 SPeCial Major Course (17 Males, 16 Females)
115 General Course (14 Males, 101 Females)

16 Did not take rnarJhematics to Standard 10.
91 obtained a standard grade marJhematics pass.
41 obtained a higher grade mathematics pass.

The Results

1. The first part of r-!~e questionnaire revealed that 37 students
felt competent to teach only to Standard 4 whilst 111 students
felt competent to teach to a level higher than Standard 4.
So 75% of the students regard themselves as being competent to
teach to Standard 5 and higher.

A complete brea~<down of this dat.a reveals the following:
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Highest Standard that No. of Students

student felt confident

to teach

None 5

1 11

2 3

3 7

4 11

5 39

6 7

7 31
-

8 22

9 3

10 9

Considering the mathe:natics results of rrany of these students it

~s rat..her surprising that so rrany students feel confident enough

to teach to high school pupils. There was no relationship

between this perceived level of confidence and the students

matriculation mat..hematics results. In fact some students who

had not done well at school felt they could teach a higher level

t..han many who had done we11 at school.

2. Wi t..h the confidence indicated in the first set of data, one

would expect the mathematics anxiety levels to be relatively

low. However, contrary to this, the anxiety levels were high.

The 30 item test yielded a mean of 70,66 and a stAndard deviation

of 17,64. (Possible high score 150 and low score 30). These

figures appear to reveal a higher level of mathematics anxiety
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t-han that retxlrted by Suinn et al (1972) on the 98 item MARS

Test i.e. 187,3 mean and 55,5 standard deviation. (Possible

high score 490 and low score 98) •

3. The five items which were most anxiety provoking were found to

be in this order:-

(a) Waiting to get t-he results of a mat-hematics test ln which

you expected to do badly.

(b) Receiving your final mathematics results in the post.

(c) Studying for a mathematics examination.

(d) Not having the formula needed to solve a particular problem.

(e) Being called upon unexpectedly to recite in a mathematics

class.

The five items which measured the least anxiety were found to be

in t-his order:

(a) Entering a mathematics class.

(b) Listening to a lecture ln a mathematics class.

(c) Working with a calculator.

(d) Watching a lecturer do mathematics on the board.

(e) Discussing a mat-hematics problem with someone in your class

who does well at mathematics.

Once again the test situation is evident as a high anxiety

provoking factor. However, for these students it appears that

the results of the testing and the studying for the test cause

more anxiety than the test itself. Although the classroom

situation and the lecturer are not rated high anxiety provoking

items, it is obvious that the judse~nt of the lecturer or

fellow students is a crucial factor influencing anxiety.

4. Using ~~e student's past matriculation mathematics result as
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a guide to the level of mathematics competence, the following

analysis of anxiety scores was obtained:

No. of Mean Standard

Students Anxiety SCore Deviation

Students who had not

taken mathematics to

Standard 10 16 91,75 17,88

Students with a

standard grade

matJ1ematics pass of

o symbol or below 44 73,25 14,5

Students with a

standard grade

mathematics pass of

C symool or above 46 69,06 15,31
.

Students with a

higher grade math-

ematics pass of 0

symbol or below 30 65,53 13,9

Students wit.h a

higher grade math- I

ematics pass of C

symbol or hlgher 12 49,25 10,05
:

,--- --.-----_..._------------------- -_._~._~.

The pattern of results here is much as would be expected and

although a true statistical test of correlation cannot be

---~;
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performed, these results indicate that the level of anxiety is

higher for those students whose mathematics perfomance is

p(X)rer.

Discussion

1. The reason tJ1at perceived teaching competence level does not

relate to the matJ1ematics anxiety rating could be because

students tended to write dOvm tJ1e level they were intending

to teach rather tJ1an what they truly felt competent to teach.

It should be noted here that many of tJ1e students who ~re

enrolled for the special rrajor course of mathematics were not

the top matJ1ematics matriculants in the first year group.

2. The level of mathematics anxiety does appear to relate to past

~thematics achievement with the non-matriculant matJ1ematics

students proving to be the most anxious and the top matJ1ematics

matriculants showing least anxiety. This would seem to confirm

that the anxiety questi.onnaire did indeed measure anxiety

al though more data would need to be gatJ1ered to confirm this.

3. The points raised at the beginning of this small survey may be

answered as follows:

(a) MatJ1ematics anxiety scales can be constructed by adopting

the MARS items to suit students at a South African College

of Education.

(0) The level of mathematics anxiety of first year trainee

teachers at Edgewood College of Education is generally

very high.

(c) The present level of mathematics anxiety appears to be

negatively correlated witJ1 past ma tJ1ematics achi.evements,
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(Le. higher anxiety levels correlated wit-..J.'1 lower

mathematical achievement) .

(d) The level of ~rceived teaching competence is related more

to the course selection (i.e. Junior Primary, Senior Primary,

Specialising) than to any anxiety rating or mathematics

achievement.

4. Once again one must be warned against generalising from these

results. The intention of this survey was not to obt-ain any

type of concrete evidence but more to illustrate general trends

in mathematics anxiety measurement and to use these ideas in

tJ1e South African situation. This type of testing could form

t-Jne basis of a more comprehensive study which could indicate

long-term requirements in a solution to mathematics anxiety.

A full set of results of this study can be found in the

appendix.

PART 6: OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER

Mathematics anxiety scales have evolved from general and test anxiety

scales and are now sophisticated instnunents with normative data

provided. In addition, individual interviews and listening to pupils

met.l1ods has become &, important part of pupil asessment. It is

difficult to recommend one particular approach as this would depend on

the requirements of t-.l1e researchers. In the U.S.A. mat-.l1ematics

anxiety has received considerable attention and is a topic which is
studied in its own right. The trend in England, Canada and South

Africa is to concentrate more on several as?€cts of attitude and

performance and to administer a battery of tests or multidimensional
attitude scales.
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For large groups in school or college it is often necessary to assess
a large number of students and for this reason a suitable mathematics

anxiety rating scale is important. On r.l1e evidence presented in the
literature it appears clear r.l1at the MARS test, or a modified version

of MARS would best satisfy r~~is requirement. Modification of this

test is necessary because the test is rar.l1er lengr.l1y and was mainly

developed for tertiary institutions. Some items are not relevant to

school children and others cannot be related to the South African

situation.

For smaller groups and ln instances where pupils have been identified

as particularly highly anxious, individual assessment is always more

beneficial. Individual assessment will not only serve to gain some

insight into r.l1e sources of the problem but also provide info!Ti1ation

on what remedial processes would best assist that particular pupil.
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CH1\PI'ER IV

THE TREATtJIENT OF tJlATHEMATICS AI-.JXIETY

PART 1: INTRODUCTION

Or Lynne Joffe (Personal Interview 1984) says that "with any study of

maG,ematics one should always consider mathematics anxiety because it

is a very emotive type of subject and the most common reaction that

you get when asking questions about mathematics - to the exclusion of

all other subjects - is that they ?=inic about mathematics". ~'hth this

type of approach by researchers it 1S not surprising that the

literat~re on mathemat.:.ics anxiety has escalated over the last decade.

Ho\vever, Duchesneau (1980, p28) makes the observation that mathemati.cs

anxiety i.s like the weather in that, "everybody talks about it but no

one does anything about it".

The tv.D observations quoted above hiqhlisht sor.e of the imp:>rtant

aSi.Jects of this study of treat.rrent methods. Three issues need to be

clarified at the outset of this cha?ter. These are:-

(a) The cOfilplex nature of mathematics anxiety means that almost

any aspect pertaining to mathematics can involve so~e form of

mat-hewatics anXiety. A discussion of all these aspects is not

fX)ssible. Hence, only those factors which recur throuqhout the

1i terature and which are considered central to rr.at.:.he;:'oatics

anxiety, will be discussed in this chapter on treatment.

(b) Many aspects of ~thematics anxiety have been studied but

projects involvin; treatment have not received the attention

tJ1ey deserve. Hence, DBny of the ideas that have been suggested
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for remediation have not been tested adequately.

(c) The treatillen t_ of r:Bthemat ics an:{iet~y must be i11ul ti fuceted

and should be air.~ at long-term ii11provement in mather~tics

attitudes and performance.

In cha?ter 2 t~e sources of matheQatics anxiety were identified and

categorised in terms of:-

socio-cultural factors

elIDtive factors

cC>l::Jllitive fact.ors, and

educat_ iona1 factors.

However, it must once again be st.ressed that these four areas are

closely related a.,d whilst treatment methods will be divided into

these few categories, some overla? is unavoidable. The categorisation

of treatment methods is merely to provide a more organised and

coherent approach to the tJroblem of mathematics anxiety. Planned

below is a diac,nostic idea of how wathe~tics anxiety ~y be

approached throu(~h these four closely interrelated areas:

Create a sac i a 1 aVJareness I
and change social attitudes( ,

Il\,
Socio-cultural

Factors

rAttentlOn "Co ;::.ersonal problems

Errotive

Factors

Ma thema t. ics

Anxiety

Cognitive

Factors

\/

and understandlJ1:j
1

Educational

Factors

Create t.ec:cher awareness and

1 ;,-,orove teach i ng :nethcds
~
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The diagra." ?rovides a bri.ef description of how tTeatment methods wi 11be planned in tJ1is chapter. In each of the four categories, backgroundresearch and ideas will be discussed before treatment strategies aresuggested. However / in lTBny instances rJ1e backc;round ?rovided in eachsect.:.ion is a treatment ingredient in that r_he reader will be fnCideaware of the problems involved in the manifestat:.ion of ma tJ1ematicsam(iet:.y creat.l n(] an awareness of t~he problem is an important aspect ofan overall treatment strategy.
PART 2: S<X'I0-CULTURAL FACTORS
Sheila Tobias (1976) points out that there is a school of thought thatholds that re~ediation of mathematics anxiety should seek to focus notso much on cur in; the indi vidua I but on reet ifyi nq the condi tj onswhich foster G~ese feelings. ~Bny of these eoncitons are evident lnsocio-cultural attitudes towards mathematics and any remediationj?rocJrar.ane see~ing long-term l:-:lprOVeiilent in ii1athelT'atics ~::lerformanee andattitudes must necessarily involve SOiile methods of creatin; a greatersocial awareness of the L=Jroble~ of :nathei-:lar.ics anxiety. In thissection socio-cultural factors which influence mather.etics anxiety'Nill be discussed and rerredlat:ion will involve a description ofmethods ained at changing social attitudes which have a restrictiveinfluence on rnat.hernatics prO<"jTess.
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2.1 Background

In dealing with social attitudes one is faced with a difficult

situation of two seemingly contradictory factors.

1. The importance of mathematics and the need for a good mathematics

schooling is essential for later university choices and career

choices.

2. Mathematics anxiety needs to be alleviated by changing attitudes

of society and encouraging parents not to create stress and pass

on their anxieties to their children.

It is important that in creating a social awareness of the problem of

matJhematics anxiety, one does not create further anxiety by

overem?ha~i~i~g the importililce of doi~g well at ~ab~ematics.

aspects are im~::xJrtant and it is essentia1 that at the outset., parent.s

are aware that although eilcourage:!1ent in mathematics pregress is

unportAnt it should be provided ln a way that does not increase the,
child's anxiety.

Parents and other significant adults in a child's life often relate

past experiences and bad encounters with mathernatics. Poor

performance in rI1athenutics is often rationalised by describing success

in other fields or claiming that iilathematics ability is "a gift of

only a selected few". These are the type of social attitudes which

can on ly be detri.rnental to a chi ld I 3 pr<Y]Tess.
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'IWo projects, one in England and one in Canada, provide some

information on how re:nediatlOn may be a.imed at informing the public,

creating a socia.l awareness and changin~ social attitudes.

2.1.1 MarJhs with meaning

Or Ruth Rees of BruneI university (Personal Interview 1984) conducted

a radio prograIlll'ile of the B.B.C. entitled "Ma.ths with Meaning". In

this series she addresses tJhe student, the teacher and parents In an

attempt to i.nform them of the problems connected to mathematics

progress and the need to develo!? a sense of responsibility amongst the

J?Ublic.

Or Rees says rJhat "the challenge is with us the teachers to teach

mathematics with meaning, to teach our pupils in such a way that their

feelinss will progress co~tinuously into the further stages of

education, training and life". She thus stresses the importance of

developing feelings or attitudes which will continue throuqh to

?Qrenthood. The sU~Jtx>rt that teachers need from soci.ety is ultimately

created by themselves and their teaching.

Or Hees goes on to say that "what we need is a lot of people who enjoy

oBtJhematics at a fairly elementary level and are not frightened of it,

and have confidence in their ability to adapt this knowledge to new

requirements as tJhe world il'Oves on". Thus the main thrust of the

prograilllTe was to inform the pUbl ic of t~he need for healthy attitudes

towards mathematics and to create a sense of res?Qnsibility amongst

t_he pub I le which wi 11 enable mather'atics to progress in a non-anxiety

provok i ng a tr.os?her·e .
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2.1.2 Mat~ematics: The invisible filter

The Toronto Board of Education has made a concert~ed effort to rectify

the 2roblem of social misinformation by publishing a booklet and

pamphlets which are distributed to parents through the schools.

This interraction project has concentrated on informing teachers,

students and parents about the i:xoblems surrounding mathematics

avoidance and anxiety. The approach has been through information

brochures pr'ovided in a folder (The Invisible Filter Kit).

Unfort_lmately t.hese are made available to schools and tertiary

inst~itutions at a cost and therefore it is only presumed that all

instit~utions would actively participate in the cam:;>aign. The folder

consist~s of:

1 The Invisible Filter Booklet

This book is a 50 page report on all aspects of the problems related

to mathematics avoidance and anxiety. The main emphasis 1S on women

1n mathematics and sex-related di.fferences. The booklet includes a

statistical re!:X>rt on mathematics participation in school in Toronto

followed by recor;unendat ions on how this can be improved. A second

section reviews research pertaining to sex-related differences 1n

mathematics participation and achievement. These fi.ndings are

reported later under the heading of "Emotive factors".

On prevent-_ing mathematics anxiety and mat_herratics avoidance the

essential recor:unendat-. ions made in the booklet are:

(a) Build confidence in a supportive environment

(b) Efnt)!1as ise problem solvi ng
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(c) Develop awareness of the usefuleness of mathematics in careers

and real-life siluations

(d) Discourage the attitude that Iilathematics is a male domain

It is suggested that:. in-service training be given to teachers, that

films or video tapes be produced to illustrate the problems and that

grades 6 t:.o 8 (St:.andards 4 to 6) become the target grades for

int:.erventions. The intervention procedures are seen as a combined

effort between mathematics teachers and guidance counsellors, whilst:.

parental support is emphasised and seen as an essential ingredient:. in

alleviating anxiety and encouraging progress.

The final section of this booklet deals with r.l1e implication of

mar.l1ematics avoidance with specific attention to career choice.

2. Pillophlets for Distribution

The second half of the Invisible Filter Kit consists of 5 pamphlets

for distribution to teachers, students and parents. The information

in r.l1e pcunphlets is basically the same as that in the booklet but it:.

1S presented 1n a !Tore attractive and eye-catching format:. (see

A~pendix p37 and 38). The pamphlets are:

(a) Mathe~t:.ics: A key to the future - a diagramatic presentation of

career opportunities.

(b) tv'Jathematics and the teacher - hinr.s to teachers based on four

main concerns, viz. encouraging qirls to take mathematics;

provide ?=lrents with infor.nation concerning the necessit:.y of

mather:etics; provi.de role ;nodels; teach creatively.

(c) Your Child and Ma.thematics - airred at the parent:.s this pCl8rhlet

sU'TDarizes the imiJOrtant issues discussed in the main booklet.
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(d) Mathei.Btics: vJ!lo needs it ?-arl extremely eye-catching, comic

and graphic prese:ltat~ion of the issues st_udent~s must cont_empL~t_e

before disregarding mat~hel1'atics as a course.

(e) Survive and Succeed in i"lat:hematics - anot_her interesting and

attract] ve layout which enables the st~u-:1ent to see illustrations

of how tJe00le feel about:. mathematics and how they should try

to react.

These brochures are obviously airred at educating the prospective

student and his or her parents as well as being a source of guidance

to the teacher. Many of these ideas will be used in this chapter on

treab~t wethods.

2.2 Treatment

To change social attitudes one needs to create an awareness of the

problems relating to mathematics anxiety. Teachers and pupils need

the support of J?Clrents in their attempt to remedy the problem. This

awareness ~nj support will serve to alleviate the i~nediate anxieties

and ensure that future generations are more informed about the

cons~~ences of ~~the~dtics anxiety.

2.2.1 The r:ledia

In England, Canada and the Unites Stat.:.es of America articles have been

publ ished In tJle newspapers and popu lar periodica Is. Imtx>rtant issues

which have been researched <1:1d published in educational journals have

teen adal?ted to ~novide information for the general pub I ic. This

iJrocedure could be duplicated in South Africa as many of the lssues
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involved in nEthematics anxiely are of general interest to most

families. The radio prograrnrne "Maths with Meaning" proved to be most

po?ular when it. was broadcast on B.B.C. in England. A similar type of

r-rogramme could be ada;::>ted for television. Panel discussion

program1les are fOi?ular with television viewers. Pro~lli:1ent

educationalists could be given the oj?portunity to discuss the problem

of mathematics anxiety with specific attention to those issues which

are a matter of CO:1cern to parents and pupils.

Such a television prograll'1r.le should have wide appeal and will provide a

powerful medium i:1 the atte~pt to influence social attitudes. The

main thrust of the programme should be to discuss tJhe factors which

influence the manifestation of mathematics anxiety so that parents

become aware of the problem and are able to recognise the symptoms of

r:lathematics anxiety and t.:.he dangers of perpetuating the problem

through revealing these anxieties consciously or unconsciously to

tl1eir chi ldren.

2.2.2 Parents evenings

Parents evenings have becor.e an integral part of education in schools

ID South Africa. Parents are becoming more involved in the education

of rJheir children and tJhe mathematics teacher is often the most sought

after at these affairs. This Of?fDrtunity to talk to parents should be

used to its full advantage.

There is no doubt that mathematics and mathe~Btics teaching is a

source of bewilderiTlent to many parents. The aims of the curriculu:n,

the approach to teaching and the ifdi.::xxtance of mathematics are all
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factors which need to be clarified. In addition, the unique nature of

mathematics when compared to other subjects is a crucial aspect which

can help parents understand the problems that may arise or have

already arisen. The head of the mathematics departiT'ent and/or the

school counsellor should be called upon to prepare a talk which would

serve to inform parents of as{?ects in which they have a part to play

in affecting G~eir child's performance. These aspects could then be

listed on brochures and distributed to parents.

2.2.3 Brochures

The :?oolication of inforfiBtion brochures, similar to those distributed

by the Toronto Board of Education, is suggested. These brochures need

to be eye-catchlng as well as informative and should be available to

all parents.

The information literature envisaged would be the best formal way that

the Education Departments can reach the ?2ople concerned. Brochures

should include the following elen~nts:

1. Wnat is mathematics anxiety?

2. The need for a mathematics education

3. Parental ]Uidelines

The overall aim and pur)X)se of these brochures is to ec.ucate people on

t~e irrationality of fiEthematics anxiety and how this could lead to

mathematics avoidance and limited career choice.

A brief outline of what should be contained in these brochures

follows.
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A brief outline of what should be contained in these brochures

follows.
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1. What is Mathemati.cs Anxiety?

This brochure should ai.m to provide general information about

mat-hematics a~xiety that will give parents an insight into the

proble~. Without being too lengthy it should make brief mention of as

many related problem areas as p:>ssible. Parents may then discuss

these problems with r-he mathematics teacher. It will be necessary to

briefly mention many factors which will be discussed in lengtJh under

the headings, the Individual, the Subject and the School in later

sections of this chapter.

This brochure would include a diagram with some brief explanations of

factors influencing mathematics anxiety.

~
( Pupil

rnat-hematics anxiety

attitude~ ParentAl attitudes

""

~.._._'"---~-

(.. The learning

~thematics

----------_._----..
/ The teacher '
~ --)--------

Mat.hemat.ics anxiety 1S a problem which is recelving universal

attention at the rroment. It is clearly defined as "feelings of

tension and anxiety that interfere with the manipulation of nu~rs

and the solving of mathemat1cal problems in a wide variety of ordinary
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life and academic situations" (Richar'dson and Suinn, 1972). This type

uf problem is clearly det.r'imental t.o the development of a child and

factors which contribute tD the nBnifestation of nBthematics anxiety

should be prevented.

Parental attitudes towards r.athematics often cause the perpetuation of

the ?roblem. Bad experiences and fears involving matJ1ematics should

not be consciously or unconsciously j?assed on to the child.

Mathematics is a subject which is within the grasp of all children,

male or female, and parents should encourage this ?Oint of view.

Mather..atics should be projected by parents as interesting, exciting

and extrerrely useful as tJhis will develop a positive attitude to the

subject. The child needs to be given a positive view of the subject

and encouraged to develop understanding through working and learning.

Parents should be particularly careful not to discourage thejr

children by j?erpetuat.ing cert..ain socially held bel iefs or myths. It

is most important that girls are not discriminated against by any

sex-role stereotypi ng. Girls should not be led to bel i,eve that

mathematics 1.S solely the domain of the male and that they are

trespassing on unfeminine ground. Parents tend to encourage their

sons to do well and feel that it is not iii1po~tant or expected that

their daughters be mathematically minded. Statements such as "you've

either got it or you haven' t~" and "I was never any good at

mathematics" are extremely detrimental to the child's correct

perception of the learning of mathematics.

Pupil attitudes are influenced by the factors :rentioned under j?arental
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attitudes as well as many other myt.:.hs which have become firrilly

entrenched in our society. The 12 myths listed by Kogelman and Warren

(1978) in Chapter 2 of t.'1is dissertation could be included here wi t.l1

the explanation that parents need to be aware of these beliefs and try

to counteract the effect they can have on their child's attitude

towards mathematics.

The child's perception of the teacher will also have a profound affect

on his/her attitude. Parents should try to be supportive and

understand t.l1e point of view of the teacher. Parents should not

easily accept the view that the teacher is to blame for the child's

lack of understanding. If parents sup!=Ort:. negative v~ews of the

teacher then they will undermine the teaching process and seriously

affect the child's progress in rnthematics. Learning mather.atics

requires as much hard work as learning History or Geogra;?hy and should

not be simply dis;;lissed by saying "1 don't understand this".

The learning of mathernatics is uni<...;ue and re<]Uires a conscientious

effort by the pu?il. Pupils should be encouraged by their parents to

ask !fOre questions in class and to organise notes and probe for

understanding. Being absent from school and missing sections of the

work will seriously jeopardise the r.athematics progress of the child.

Mathematics bui Ids ui.xm itself and prior sections of the work need to

be fully understood before one can progress. Avoiding sections of

mathematics can contribute to this lack of continuit-_y and eventually

lead to a general avoidance. The pupil must realise that all as?ects

of t.l1e i1lat~hefi'dtics curriculur.1 are im;?Ortant and that any avoidance

will inevitably lead to anxiety when further topics need to be
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understood.

The teacher needs the support of the parents in his or her efforts to

build confidence in mathematics. Through testing the teacher can

provide the parent with information on what sections of the work the

child needs remediation. Remedial lessons can be provided at school

and any emotional problems tJertaining to mathematics can be discussed

with the school counsellor. The teacher can also provide ideas on how

best each child can learn to cope with mathematics. This often

requires considerable effort from the chi Id and it is imp::>rtant to

emphasise that any pupil who indicates a wi.ll ingness to work and

unprove will always receive sympathy and encouragement from the

teacher.

The information provided in this section is brief c3J'1d is intended to

only highlight certain importailt factors which will encourage parents

to think about the problems facing their children and then provide the

necessary support and encouragement.

2. The need for a mathematics education

Whilst being aware that mathematics anxiety exists many people may

still not be convinced that a mathematics education is necessary. The

aim of this brochure should be to convince people that the high9st

possible attainJTlent in mat.hematics is desirable. The Eollowlng points

should be stressed:

1. A mathematics bcckeJround allol,-Js the wldest possible educational

and career choices.

2. The future is not as certain as the past and the need for career
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change is lTDre likely to happen in the future. These changes

would be limited wit~o t mather.atics.

3. Even social science careers (PsychoICY0Y, Sociology, etc.) are

now increasingly requiring matherratics.

4. Without mathematics/advancement in a career 1S limited.

5. Entrance examinations for many careers include a type of

mathematical test.

This brochure should again be desisned to be eye-catching and

interesting whilst~ conveyin(] the message that avoiding mat-hematics is

detriil'ental to one:' s f ut 1I re.

This brochure should also include some diagrar.atic charts which

clearly reveal some of the :-:lOre important aspects of a good

mat-hematics education. For exam?le:

1. A chart listing t~l-je mathematics requirements for entering the

study of each vocation.

2. A salary chart i.ndicating the remuneration for each job according

to its fna. t--l'1ernatics recluirements.

wl1ilst not dealing specifically with matheratics anxiety this brochure

does emphas i se t--he need for matheil'atics in a modern wor Id. There 1S

the danger that providin(j this type of information may lead to

increased anxiety and one needs to be extremely careful when promoting

the need for a mathematics education. It should be st.:.ressed that the

mst irnfJOrtant reason for providing this infor.rBtion is because ma.ny

pu?ils or parents who are anxious about their ~athemtaics ability will

rationalise that it i.s unimp8rtant. It is essential that this type of

unrealist ic rationali sat ion is recognised.
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3. Paren~al guidelines

This brochure could l?rovlde a swnmary of many of the ideas and

sugges~ions ;nen~ioned earlier. I~ is important that parents receive

sone literature on the problems caused by mathematics anxiety. The

following guidelines could be provided.

1. MatJ1ematics anxiety is detrimental to a child's rrathematics

progress.

2. Parents who have experi.enced matherratics anxiety often pass

their feelings on to their children.

3. People often defend ~hei.r inadequacies in ma~hematics by

rationalising that mathematics is unimportant.

4. There is no evidence that males should be better at matJ1ematics

than females. Daugh~ers and sons should receive equal concern

for their ma~hema~ics.

5. Puplls often decide ~o opt for a mathe~atlcs education below

their caL~bilities. It is important to investigate the reasons

and conse<;Uences of any lowering of levels or rnather.atics

avoidance.

6. There is no truth in the myth of a n~naths brain tl
• In rrany cases

pupils s~ruggle wi ~h mat_herna~ics because of sorre minor se~back

in earlier years. If this setback can be rectified early, ~he

child will be able to reSUIT€ a norrral r.-.3thernatics course.

Achievpmen~ in ma~hema~ics is the result of an individual's

a?~itude, ability and skills acquired ~hrough practice,

experi_ence and hard tM:)rk.

7. EncourageIllent to do well and a positive attitude towards

rnathemat lCS wi 11 provide tJ1e ch i Id wi th an incent ive to improve.

8. Pupils need to be encourased to be atten~ive in class, to ask
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questions and to orqanise their books and notes.

9. Changing schools and ~sence from school can be detrimental

to a child's progress. When this is unavoidablej\-lork which

has been ;T)issed should be covered as soon as possible.

10. Improvement in mathematics requires a greater effort from the

child. It is important t~at parents support the teacher in

encouraging G~e child to produce G~is greater effort.

2.3 Swnmary

The influence of socio-cu1t:.ural factors on matherratics anxiety is

gradually saining rrore recognition. Efforts to counteract socially

held misconce?tions are evident in England and Canada, and the concept

of mathematics anxiety has received increasing coverage in the popular

rredia. Whilst this progress should be beneficial and encourage

~rents to assist their children it may also add to the stress if

parents label their children as mathematics an;{ious. For this reason,

the parent evening together with the distribution of well constructed

information brochures is recoifmended as the ITOSt sensible way of

informing the ?ublic of the problems related to mathematics anxiety.

Parents are concerned about their chi.ld's progress and their help

should be enl isted in any effort.:. to encourage the chi ld to overcome

his anxieties and hence improve his performance.

This final bnxhure summarises points that need to be highlighted in

the media and during parent evenings. The intention of this section

is not to provide remediation for all members of society but rather to

create an awareness of the ?roblem and to influence a change in social
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attitudes 'regarding rrathematics. A social awareness prograrrune [ilUSt

deal with a cross-section of the ?roblems which will be tackled in th:?

remainder of this chapt2r.
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PAR T 3 :ENOTIVE FACTORS

HaVlIl; considered met:1Cx:ls to combat: the socio-cultural elei:1ents which

affect mathematics an;<iety, attention needs to be paid to incividual

lIBnifestations of mathematics anxiety. It is important to realise

tl1at althou~h there are many social factors influencing mathematics

anxiety, each individual is affec~e~ differently by these factors and

the .>Bn ifestat i on of anxi::ty can be found in many for.r.s. There Hi 11

understandably be SOi'le overlap with broad social issues but of central

concern here is the individual's feelings towards mathematics.

3.1 Background

There is some argument as to whether or not treat-::ent :?rocedures

should be aimed at errotive factors influencing matl1erratics anxiety.

Sor1e researchers have stressed thi s as~::ect_ whi 1st others suggest that

relllediation should involve a rrore content orientated ap2roach and

concentrate on improving cognitive skills. In this study both

affective and cognitive issues have been considered. However, in this

section attention is S'iven to the e~otive issues related to ma tJuilc3.t1cs

ililxiety. Individual ~nifestations of ~thematics anxiety are often

associated with negative attitudes, feelings of uneasiness,

nervousness, confusion, fear and mental disorgatlisat"ion. The ,-Jay that

each individual ?2rceives mathematics will have a profound influence

on his or her feelings and ~ay result ln a defeatist attituce ~ut

future perfonnance and eventually a deci sion to avoid rrat:hefi'atics in

all sitations.

3 . 1 . 1 The ,-;,yths of :7Ia t~hema tics

The 12 i:1yths SU(Tjested by Kogelman and Warren (1978) were 1isted in

cha;?ter 2 al'ld have been r..~nt:.ioneJ as a societal factor influencing
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mathematics anxiety. KogelRBn and Warren believe that these myths

have become entrenched in our society and that the individual needs to

be made aware of the unrealistic fear that may be created if these

myths are he Id to be true. Al though these myths are fomed in soc iety

it is the individual who interprets them and forms anxieties which are

unique to his or her experiences. These generalised cultural beliefs

convey the iffif?resson that mathematics is cold, lOtJical anC: rigi.d and

have a serious affect on personal attitudes towards matilernatics. It

is important that i ndi viduals are assi.sted in dispelling these myths.

3.1.2 Sex-related factors

Sex-related factors is an emotive issue that requires sDeCial

attention. There have been many studies on sex-related factors and

one cannot is,'Dore the evidence that there 1S a marked difference

between gir1s and boys in the deve lop:rent of ere thema tics abil i ty . As

this is im:JOrtant when studying individual performance and because

wany of the primary school teachers are warren, it is necessary to

consider these sex-related fact~ors that may influence these two areas,

viz. performance and teaching.

Shirley Hill (In Jacobs, 1978, p7) says that "the attitudes and

condit:ioning related to the indi. vi.dual female I s role and t--4~e percei. ved

need and appro?riateness of rrathematical study to that role, are

developed early ami are t_he result of innwrerable interrelated

ex--t-€riences, boUl in school and out. Thus the critical ch3.racter of

the ele;rent.ary school in r:liddle or junior hig!l school experiences and

the influence of teachers, cousellors and parents becomes apparent".
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Shirlev Hill is obviouslv concerned about social attitudes and the
~ ~

role of the school in promoti.ng anxiety. In addition to these

concerns, a consi stent finchng in the literature is girls I relative

lack of self-confidence in their rilather,latical abil ity and their

tendency to wi thdraw from ma.thel:1at-. ics act ivities. These issues

indicate a more emotional response to the subject by females.

Efforts to alleviate individual anxiety In girls should take

c~ylisance of the following sWThCBry of sex-related findings.

1. Fennema (In Jacobs, 1978, p1S) points out that teachers often

encourase girls to take the easier courses in mat-~e~tics which

will eventually lead to their preclusion from higher study.

She stresses the need for intervention at school level to

encourage female ;Jartici~Jation in :nathe:na.tics. This is ir.1portant

as it will prevent anxiety at a later stase .....men a mathematics

course is necessary as part of their tertiary education.

2. The Toronto Board of Education has focused on the problem of

girls studying mathematics. After carefully surveyinq the

theoretical materi.al on this subject, the followLig factors

have been stressed in a booklet entitled ~lat--,'ieiTlati cs: The

Invisible Filter (19a2).

{ll Factors which contribute to female participation in

ITBthematics are:

(a) their perception of U12 need for and usefulness of

matherratics in further study and lD careers

(b) their attitude towards ~athe~tics

(cl teacher encourage~nt and the quality of teaching

(d) t:-Je influence of biXlrtant persons such as
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parents, teachers and counsellors

(e) thl.'lr lndlvidual perception of mathematics as a male

domain.

(2) The rrost import_ant factors influenci ns mathernt i cs anxiety

in girls are:-

(a) the quality of the classroo~ learning experiences

(b) their cultural beliefs held about Qathematics

(c) the difficulties arisinC] from language and symbolism

(d) the accumulative nature of the discipline.

3. Schonberger (1978, p21) suggests that boys beca~e better at

?roblenl solving because tJ1e context of most problems have a

:1Ble bias. She questions the feasibility of ser,Brate texts

and sex role stereotype questions in which "girls cook, selfl

and lose VJei:;ht while ooys build, fish and buy cars"

(Schonberser, 1978, p21). Ha~ever, she does suggest that

as :nany items as PJssible should be fTlade as neutral as possible

and then the remaining 1 terr,s balanced with respect to mascul ine

and femini.ne context.

4. Fennema (1977) i.s convinced that it is only certain areas in

the study of rnatheQatics that cause sex-related differences.

She points out that seneral intelligence (as measured by

intelligence tests) is a major factor related to iT'.athelllatics

learning and that there are no sex-related differences

apparent:. in these tests. She claims that a si.mple conclusion

is that there must be other factors influencing mathematics

learning. Fennefna outlines what she considers to be the most

important elements of cognitive, affective and educational

variables associated with sex-related differences in
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l~atherratics lerning.

(1) Coqnitive variable. Girls are more 1ikely to have dlfficult:y

in coplng with the areas of mathemCltics that require spatial

visual ization skills

(2) Affective variable. Girls are influenced by the stereo

typing of mathemat i cs as a In3.le dOlID in and they reveal

less confidence and more anxiety in learning ~atherratics.

(3) Educational variable. The quality of the teaching and the

general organisat:ion will have a profound influence on

a girl's attitude towards the subject.

It is interesting to note that Fennema suggests that rerr€diation

should concentrate on the education variable and that mathematics

instruction and school organisation should provide the basis of

remediation which will not only ilTIprove cognitive skills but will

also alleviClte affective variables which are detrimental to the

girls I progress in iT1athelT'atics.

In this study co.jnitive, affective and educational variables

are consldered and remediation in all three areas is suggested.

5. In SoUtJl Africa the question of "Matherratics and the sexes" is

currently being researched by Delene Visser of UNISA and the

HSRC is making a comprehensive study in Transvaal schools to

look at t_he factors which influence mathematics achieverr.ent

and participation. The suestions that she seeks to answer

form a good su~ary of the direction of international, mainly

United States of America, concerns. Some of the questions

being investi'jated are:

(a) Why do a lar:"le pro(X)rtion of girls elect to terminate their
matheoBtics studies?
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(b) [» ooys perform better than girls at mathematics?

(c) At what age do ?Ossible sex differences il1 achievement

become evi.dent?

(d) V\1hat are the causes of ?=>ssible sex differences in ability?

(e) Which factors are good predictors of achievement i.n

mathematics?

(f) Do attitudes to mathematics affect performance?

(g) To what extent do socialization experiences affect girls

matherilatics achi evelrent and ?drticipatlon?

(h) Hmv important are peers, parents and teachers l.n influencing

pupils I attitudes to mathematics?

(i) r,jay adolescence be resarded as t_he "cri tieal period" with

regard to the forming of attitudes towards rnthemat.ics?

(j) Which cognitive factors are important for achievement in

ma.themat ics?

(k) Is a ooys ~thematical achievement more depencent on

cognitive factors and achievement motivation while girls

achievement relates more to socialization influences?

(1) Are ooys more confident about their mathematical ability

than girls and in what way does this effect perfon~nces?

(Visser, 1982, p8).

The findings of this survey have not yet been published.

However, the quest ionsthemselves describe the ria;l~' concerns

related to sex differences in i~thenatics performa.nce.

The knowledge of sex-relat~ed anx;'2ties is important in the

individual assessment ill1d remedlation of mathenatics anxiety.

Without placing too much emphasis on this rJhenomena because it

is not the main concern of this study, it still remains
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essential that one is aware of how different individuals develop

allxieties. The female faces some W1iSUe jxoblems which could

be alleviated thr'ough a greater awareness by the individual of

t..~e i.xessures that efil,anate from society.

3.1.3 Attitudes

There is often a conflict of 02inions when considerlng the importance

of attitudes towards the learninG.of mathematics. The main argument

is agaln related to the prorrotion of either affective or cognitive

outcomes in pu}?ils. If the ul tirnate aim in alleviating r:athematics

anxiety is t.O ifilL)rove performnce and provide a life-long enjoyment of

the subject then both cognitive and affective outcomes are iDportant.

In this section we will concentrate on the question of why the

promotion of posjtive attitudes is important when considering the

treatment of r.uthemt ics anxi ety. The followinq studj es provide SOine

relevant background on the iffiporr~nce of attituces.

1 . The CockeroU. Re[X>rt (1982, l?81l is concerned about the

developing of attitudes at:. an early a~e. In every mathematics

lesson the teacher is conveyinc; a messase about matherntics

which will influence the students' attitude to the subject. "Once

attitudes are forr~ they can be persistent and difficult to

change. positive attitudes assist the learning of mat~ematics,

ne;ative attitudes not only inhibit learning but ... very often

persist 1nT.oadult life".

A brief sW;1:.'o<.lry of some of the findings of the Cockcroft

COl;mi tte2 are:

(al The development of good attit-udes among pupils 1S an

essential part of teaching
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(b) Attitudes are derived fror;) teachers' atti. tudes and to an

extent fro:n iJarents' attitudes

(c) Attitude to mathematics is correlated with attitude to

school as a whole and with the peer group's attitude

(d) These factors do not seem related to type of school or

size of school or t:.O subject content.

(e) Throughout school a more negative attitude develops as

the child reaches a higher stAndard.

The obvious conclusions from the Cockcroft RePJrt are that

attitudes play an i~portant role in promoting a life-long

enjo~i~nt of mathematics and that positive attitudes need to be

developed at an early age.

2. SChofield (1981) is concerned about the fact that sorre studies

reveal that favourable teacher attitudes are not an important

determinant of achievement. He claims that this observation

1S based on short term studies and short-sighted outcorres such

as success in current examinations. Schofield is critical of

those teachers who believe that praioting academic skills is

held to entAil adherence to a well-organised curriculum and

G,e exertion of pressure on children to apply themselves

continually during class periods to tasks leading to content

mastery.

SChofield supp8rts the cont~ent1on that teachers should sho\v

concern for the pupi Is' enjoyr1ent. of classroom act~ivities and

develop an interest in learning as well as developing feelin9s

of self estee:n. PL:pUs vJho enjoy a subject are i.ncl ined to

invest~ !Tore than energy in acquiring competence in that subject,

an? the positive reinforcement received from success is likely
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to generate continuing or renewed effort. By adr.1inistering

mathematical attitude and achievement tests to final year

student teachers and to :fourth through to sixth grade pupils

(N=850) of 48 of these student teachers twice during the

following year, SChofield (1981) was able to support the

positive correlation between teachers' attitude and pupils'

mathematics achievement.

3. The National Foundation for Education Research (NFER) has

carried out a series of surveys monitoring the performance

of a larse sample of 11 and 15 year olds since 1978 (seep35)

Olle of the survey forms is concerned with attitlldes and Dr.

Lynne Joffe (Personal Interview 1984) e~?lains that the

collecl..ion of infor'mation about pupils' attitude to mat hem3t1.cs

is i:nportant because:

(a) the thoughts and feelings of pupils are an imfxxtant

feature of their learning, and

(b) a ;:x:>sitive approach to any school subject is an educational

goal in i tseIf .

The final re[X)rt on the findings of these surveys has not yet

been published but is in draft form at the NFER offices (1984).

The lTDst relevant findings on attitudes were:-

(1) at both ayes there are three predominant factors influencing

pupils' attitudes to mathematics viz. enjoyment, perceived

utility and perceived difficulty

(2) most pupils recognise mat~hemat~ics as a useful SUbject

(3) 15 year aIds have n-ore strongly developed atU tudes and

can articulate their feelings and 09inions mre clearly

(4) there are marked sex differences at 15 - girls found
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mathe~atics less enjoyable and more difficult

(5) girls at 15 show a marked lack of confidence whilst boys

are over-confident.

It is not the intention to study attitudes to mathematics in detail.

However, it is necessary to recoqnise the important role that they

play in b,e developme~t of mathematics anxiety and subsequently

IiBthematics perforrrance. In vi ew of the evidence presented above.... it

would appear desirable to prOl1lOte the desired affective outco::es in

pupils and to be aware of rJhe fact that positive attitudes towards

mathematics will contribute to better performance.

3.21reatment

Having discussed im?Orr~nt ~ssues which contribute to the

emotive-reactions of individuals it ~s now important to consider the

practical aspect of treatment. It is not advisable to label children

as "mathematics anxious" as this may only compouI1d the problem.

Pupils neea help in ]mowing and understanding rJhemselves as

mathematics learners. For this reason it is necessary to approach

reinediation by building confidence and by develo?ing a positive

self-concei?t and a positive attitude to learning mathe:natics.

Primary school pupils may have preconceived perceptions of mathematics

which have been developed through socio-cultural processes which

r:ortray t.:.he negati ve as~cts of mat.:.hemat 1cS learning. High school

pupils and students in tertiary institutions may have developed

anxieties and negative attitudes through bad e~€riences in the

~lassrooiTl. In addi tion, girls may need to be sj?eCi ally mati vuted
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because of certain sex-related problems r:1enUoned earlier in thi s

chai..:>ter.

Individual remediation is t_irne-consuming and it would be impractical

to suygest that each pll?il receives individual attention. What is

practical is that ~upils are made aware of problems that may be

associated with mathematics anxiety and they may then consult t-he

counsellor or mathematics teacher if they feel that they ar~ unable to

cope. Pupi Is will t-hen be provided with certain techniques to deal

wit-h their problem.

The following a?proach to remediation could form part of an awareness

progr~ vmich would ?rovide individuals wit-h inforraation on

mathematics anxiety, I,vhilst i..'11proving attitudes and providing

teclliliques to cope with the pro~leD.

1. Demystifying mathematics.

2. Anxiety-coping techniques.

These ideas can be used at any level of education and would be an

invaluable in:jredient in the tt-aining of teachers as well as helpinq

pupils at school.

3.2.1 Demystifying i>1athemat~ics

Matheuatics myths should be discussed and the consequences of

bel ieving in t-hem should be made clear. It is true that these myths

have become fir~ly entrenched in our society but each individual needs

to tackle his or her anxieties as they see them. HOI,-Jever, every pupi 1

should have the following aims 1n mind:

1. Try to develop a realistic view of mathematics and how it is
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studied and used.

2. Try to understand the consequences of believing certain

mat11ernat ical myths.

3. Be able to explore and analyse one's own experiences and

attitudes.

4. Begin to develop a better attitude towards mathematics and

beco~ less anxious when faced with a ma~~ematics problem.

The 12 myths listed by Kogel~an and Warren (1978) in an earlier

chapter could be dealt with in discussions in class. The following

information could form the basis for discussion.

(1) Men are better in mathemat ics than W'o~:en

Discussion of Famous Women ~~the~ticians (see Appendix p70). These

women have often gone unheralded. This is intended to raise curiosity

and stimulate interest.

A dIScussion could then be started on the things that are likely to

hinder a woman in mathematics or even beyinning to pursue rnthematics

at school. One would need to discuss background features that might

have helped to stimulate mathemat:ical interests. These would include

family and friends resfOnses t:o intellectual interests 3S well as

socio-econQTtlC variables such as financial support for intellectual

pursuits and availability of educational opportunity.

Research has shown that there is no significant inherent difference

between men and women in mathematical ability. The differences lie in

the social ization process aild the forming of the self-concept. Being

good at mathematics is related to filasculinity in that it i.s regarded

as detached and objective. Men attribute diffi2ulties with
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mathematics to the fact that they did not really try hard enough

whilst.. wO•. len are quick to blame their intellect and claim t_o have no

ability to do rrathematics.

The consec1uences of bel ievinc; this myr..J1 should be made clear. Wornen

tend to accept the fact that they cannot do maG~ematics because it is

part of their femininity. This leads to a general avoidance of

matJhematics which could severely limit future career options and lead

to rJhe WOrlen becoming more dependent on men to do ,matJhematics and

handle their finances. Men learn to adopt the attitude that not ~ch

is expect.:.ed from women when it comes to rnathematically related

activities.

(2) Mathematics rec;uires logi.c not intuition

(a) Students need to be convinced that intuition is as important

in matheiT'atics as logic. Students need to reca;nise the

fact that when their mathematics teacher or lecturer presents

a problem on the blackboard it has taken years of experience

and has probably been well prepared befor'e hand so that it

can be ?resented in the ~nst concise and logical way. This

1S, however, not the way most mathematics is done. Just

like ail artist uses several sketches before producing a

final [Jainting so t.:.he rnathelT'atician may use his intui tion

to maybe rrake several false starts before struc;gl ing

towards a solution.

(0) The consequences of sorreone bel ieving this inyth are that

they develop a false eX?2ctation that there is an autonatic,

logical solution to every problem. ~Vhen the solution does
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not COiTe to them, they conclude that they do not have the

ability to do mathematics. Students do not allow themselves

to use intuition, which is one of the best tools for getting

started on mathematical problems, and as a result t.lJey put

too ~ch pressure on tJhemselves and are unable to relax and

try to understand the problem.

(3) You must always know how you got the answer

Teachers rust guard from being too stereotyped in their approach. Too

often they prepare the ir lesson with one method in r.li nd and when a

student describes how he got an answer the teacher is not i?re?Qred to

accept tJhis rrethcx:!. This type of teaching severely hampers the use of

intuition. If a student consistently gets the answer right then he

obviously understands the problem. However, if tJhe student

consistently gets a wrong answer we then require an explanation of the

rretJhod so that we can discover the error.

The consesuences of bel ieving thi.s myth is self-doubt. If the answer

cannot be ex?lained then the validity is questioned. The pupil is

then less inclined to discover how the problem is done.

(4) Mathematics is not creative

The discussion here should involve the ingredients of the act of

creation. Creativity is not simply a "flash in the pan" or a "bolt

from the blue". It invloves di a:~trical opposites such as \-,lorking

intensely and relaxing, tJhe frustral-.ion of failure and elation of

discovery, the disap[X)lDtment at_ realizins you've been on the wrong

track and the satisfaction of seeing all the pieces fit toget.....'ler. "It
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requires iinac;ination, intellect, intui tion and an aesthetic feeling

about the rightness of t.'1ings" (Kogel:iJan and Warren, 1978, ?35).

If the pu?i 1 believes that rnathenat lcs is not creative and he sees

himself as a creative person he will not want to ~ involved in the

subject. If a student is i.nvolved in the subject t.l1ey tend not to use

their irragination and crea·tivi.ty when deal ing with mat.l1ematical

problems.

(5) There is a best way to do a m3.t~"lematical problem

Teachers i:BY be inclined to shaH pupils t.l1e solution to a problem and

offer this as the best method. They should, however, make it clear

~"lat this method or the one in the text book is not necessarily the

best metI1od. The value of various methods can also be expounded

during a r.athematics lesson by wor~<:ing in groups and allowing pupils

to discuss the different met.l1ods they are using to solve a problem.

~DSt teachers have experienced a situation where having thought they

have discovered the neatest and most elegant solution to a problen, a

pupil presents them with a ooi CjUe and equally elegant method.

The consequences of believing t.his myth are vast. Students will not

be able to develop their own met.hods of solving Cl problem and when

t.l1ey do: they will not feel successful because the ~thod was not the

the "best" one. St~udents wi 11 try to remember how to do problems

rat_her· than just trusting t...~eir intui tive approach and if they cannot

rerl'ember they wi 11 often hesitate to start the problem for fear that

they are doing it the wrong way. Confidence can be badly affected if

a pupil is lead to believe t.hat other me~'1ods are superior to his own.
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(6) It is always ir.pxtant to get t..'1e answer exactly ri.ght

Since the advent of the calculator it is often more im~rtant to

intuitively approxirr<3te answers before finding the exact answer. The

ap2roximat.: iDi1 serves as a check and 1S invaluable. There are many

instances when one may feel that it is not necessary to have an exact

answer. For example, approximating the cost of a supply of groceries

or estimating a 10% tip at a restaurant. Pupils tend to be more

comfortable when working \vith mathematics if they feel that

rrathematics is not a rigid, authoritarian subject. By practising

approxilnation and estimati.on the pupil will be able to show

flexibility and insight and not be too rigid in his approach. By

believing that the exact answer lS all important one tends to focus on

the negati.ve aspect of getting an answer wrong and not on the one

careless ~ist~ke in a solution t~t is correct in terms of method.

(7) It is bad to count on your fingers

Finger counting is ofen seen as "cheating" and is banned by parents

and/or teachers. People then do it secretly and feel guilty or

inadequate when they have to use t~eir fingers.

There is no reason to prohibi t t~eir use. The abacus 1S really a

sophisticated finger-coullting machine and rrany peo;~11e develop some

ingen ious use of their fingers. Th is myth once aqa in adds to t~e

rigid, authoritarian ioage of mathematics and leads to people feeling

anxious about t~e methods that they feel comfortable using.

(8) ~atJhematicians do 2roblems quickly in thei.r heads
~

The only proble~ dlat mathenaticians do quickly are those tJhey have
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done before. Pupils at school are often in awe of the teacher who

takes del i(jht in demonstrating how SUickly a problem earl be done and

never admitting that r-,~ey too might need some time to figure out a new

problem. Time-limited tests and arithITetic drills also add to the

i;npression that mathematical co;n~tence and sfX=ed are the sarre thing.

Teachers need to explain to G~eir pu?ils that the reason they seem to

be able to rind the solutions quickly is because they have had many

years experi.ence with similar problerns.

The key to students improving is to do similar problems, develop an

intuitive r:1ind and have a little luck when trying different solution

apt?roaches. The concert pianist, the magician or the gyrmast all [lake

a performance look easy but it is only because of years of practice.

Believing this myth leads students to try to do problems faster than

they are ready to do them. This can cause panic and carelessness

because the attention is on speed and not mastery. S?eed only COr:1eS

from practice and it is ir:1pDssible to become quick at mathematics

without a sradual progression.

(9) Mathematics requires a qood neriOrv
;

"Knowing mat~hematjcs means that concepts make sense to you and the

rules and formulaes Seei1i nat-_ural" (KCXjel;;an and Warren, 1978, p39).

Rote-~€morizing cannot aid this t}1Je of understanding. Rote-learning

of procedures in mthematics is a particularly successful (as far as

test results are concerned) rethod of teaching in the prirnry school.

Pu~ils often do extremely well at priinary school if they have just.

;nanayed to train themselves to do mathematics by memorizing rules and

r
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processes. However, ~thematics anxiety is often brought on by pupils

whose marks tend to deteriorate at high school because their methods

are no longer effectual on problems which are more diverse and

complex.

It takes longer to teach a child to really understand a concept and it

i-s often too easy for the teacher to resort to men--orized rules and for

the pupil to accept these rules. However, if a person unders~Ands a

concept they are much more likely to eXPerience less difficulty with

~l1at topic and future related topics.

Belief in this myth leads to tension from trying to memorize too many

things,and an increasingly confused mind. Merorizing also makes the

subject unpleasant and meaningless.

(10) Mathematics is done by workin<) intensely until the problem 1S

solved .

There is no disgrace in leaving a problem and then coming back with a

fresh a?proach. Perseverance is not the ability to work intensely at

one given tir.e but rather t~o be able to try various approaches to

problerns until one hi.ts on the ri'ght one. Working too Ions on a

specific problem only leads to frustration, a dislike of mathe~tics,

wasting time and finally glvlng up. Taking breaks helps one gain more

insight into a proble~.

(11) Some ~Jeople have a "ma~--J.'1eIT'atics mind" and some do not .

There is no concrete proof that a "matl1ematics mind" is a biological

attribute. However, the environi\ental influence does appear to start
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at an early age and it is G~e confidence of children that is nOlTIBlly

affect.:.ed. Bel ief in thIS mytJ1 leads to a complete lack of

self-confidence and is one of the most i~?Ortant determining factors

in mathematical ?E=rformance (Kogelr:an and Warren, 1978). Believing

that a "lilathematics mind" is biological rather than learned, causes

students to beco~~ discouraged when mather.atics does not co~e easily.

Any failure will confirm one's belief and one will be reluctant to put

in the til~, effort and concentration it takes to learn mathematics.

Most imLJOrtant is the fact that students who believe this myth will

tend not to accept help from others because they believe that a

lilathematical mind cannot be developed.

(12) There is a magic key to doing mathematics

There is no magic key to doing ffi3.thematics. It:. 1S mre i;nportant that

one believes that nathematics is a subject similar to others and to

everyday life and requires the same skills G~at you use to do

everything else.

Students must use the i r o\m in it iat i ve to do prob1ems and not re1y on

formulas to prov1de the r.agic key. Using irragination and insight is

nure important than remembering ma9ic memorized methods.

3.2.2 AnXiety-coping teChniques

It has been mentioned earl ier that t.:.he mathematics anxious person is

not necessarily a person who suffers from general anx12ty. It is

likely, however, that those pupils suffering from general anxiety

require s~ial attentIon to co~~ with their emotive react.:.ions.
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The followinS three anxiety-co,:,ing techniques are often used by

?sychologists.

3.2.2.1 Relaxation techniques

The basic idea behind this strate<JY is to teach the child to cope wi t.'l

the physical uni?leasantness of anxiety. Methcx:ls include breathing

exercises and 8Uscle relaxation. These are usually linked wit~ a

self-induced one word such as RELAX or CALM and pupils are encouraged

to practice these relaxation techniques whenever they find themselves

in an anxiety-provoking se1:ting.

3.2.2.2 Syste;natic desens i t ization

This tecThJique involves a hierarchical list of distributing stimuli.

For example, t.~e l?sychologist will arrange a list of mathematics

situations Mlich the clieni: finds anxietY-2rovoking. These situations

are arranged from those regarded as least disturbing to those which

are considered to be the IiOSt disturbing. The client is then

encouraged to consider each one systemati_cally, starting with the

least anxiety-provoking situation, and to learn to cope with each

situation. Thi s procedure is often used in conjunction witJ1

relaxation techniques.

3.2.2.3 Anxlety-management training

This would involve a t11(:>t"e structured co[)ing strat8<:J"Y with pupils

involved in some self-analysis, self-remediation and discussion in

support groui?s. COi71ponents of this programrre 1tlOuld i.nclude:

(a) Writing a mathematics autobio:..;raf.>hy, where students recall past
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experiences with mathematical situations.

(b) Keeping a diary of mathematics experiences.

(c) Writing out their goals relevant to studying mathe~atics.

(d) Discussing mathematics study skills.

(e) Learning assertiveness techniques to help deal with lack of

confidence in the classroom.

(f) Developing a personal support system which could be used

outside of the class. For example, becoming friends with

others in a mathemati.cs class (Chapline and Ne...man, 1984).

The above techniques have been used in many situation-specific anxiety

remedial programmes. These programmes are ti~e-consumiDg and require

the expertise of a e:;ualified psychologist. Whilst these methods would

undoubtdedly benefit the chronic anxiety sufferer, it would be more

practical to develop a self-help type of remediation to alleviate

mathe;natics an;ciety.

The booklet, Mathematics: The Invisible Filter (1983) contains

wformati.on which could be SUinman sed to provide mathematics anxious

?Wli.ls with a profi le of:

(1) Feelings of anxiety

(2) Negative reactions to anxiety

(3) Positive reactions to anxiety

By becomLlg familiar with himself as a mathematics learner the pupil

will be able to identify his anxieties and learn to cope wlth them as

t...'1ey ar i se .
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(2) Negative reactions to anxiety

(3) Positive reactions to anxiety

By becomLlg familiar with himself as a mathematics learner the pupil

will be able to identify his anxieties and learn to cope wlth them as

t...'1ey ar i se .
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Many PU?l Is suffer from ;t1dthematics anxiety. A 1i ttle ailxiety caIl be

beneficial but too much anxiety will interfere with one's prCXJress.

The pupils must learn to cope with the following feelinJs:

(a) Physical reactions, such as faster heart beat, shallow breathing,

blanking out, etc.

(b) Anger.

(c) Embarrasment.

(d) Fear of ridicule.

(e) Feeling t..~at he is "dumb".

(f) Feeling that he is the only one who does not understand.

(g) Disappointment.

(h) Loss of confidence.

(2) Negative reactions to anxiety

The following sequence of events describes how not to react to

r.athernatics anxiety:

(a) Have bad encounter in ITBthematics.

(b) Beco~ tense, anxious.

(c) Feel inadequate.

(d) Lose confidence.

(e) Becorre discouraged and give up.

(f) Avoid mathematics homework and classwork by being absent from

school.

(g) Have ITDte bad encounters with mather;atics.

(11) Becolres more difficul t.

(i) Fail.
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(3) Positive reactLons to anxiety

A rrore fX)sitive approach to anxiety would be:

(a) Have bad encounters with matheliBtics.

(b) Beco~e tense, anxious.

(c) Practice relaxins (breat-...hing easily, telling oneself to

relax etc.).

(d) Seek help from teacher, counsellor, friends, parents.

(e) Talk about problems and ask questions.

(f) Study, improve skills and try again.

(g) Things begin to fall into place.

(h) Perseverance.

(i) Begin to enjoy sooe success.

(j) Believe that you can do li'athematics.

(k) You can do mathelraUcs.

(Adapted from: Matherntics: The Invisible Filter, 1983)

3 • 3 SUiviMARY

&iDtive issues must receive attention by alleviating personal

psychologi ca1 problems affecting iTIathelilatics performance. These

problems develop G~rough negative attitudes and through certain

socially held inyt-..hS and connotations associated wi t-...h mathematics.

Negative attitudes and faulty beliefs are often reinforced by bad

experiences throughout one's ~atherrotics progress.

Bad experlences ~y include instances where;

t-...he teacher humiliated the pupil in the class;

the pupil felt slower than the rest:. of the class;

other pupils ridiculed the pu~)il when he or she gave an answer.

The lon~er the ?Upll has been at school the more chance there is that
he or she may have experienced some setback and hence reinforced some
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of the nega~ive attitu~es and ~Jhs.

An early in~ervention prCX]ramme is essential ~o the remediation of

mathematics anxiety. It is important that young pupils are aware of

the myths tha~ have been formulated ~hrough t-Jhe socializa~ion process.

By providing informa~ion on these myths and by allowing t-Jhe pupils to

eXi?lore their own e)Qeriences with ma~hefiUtics they are likely to

realise t-Jhat ~heir dislike for wathematics is not entirely rational.
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PAtl.T 4: CCGNITlVE FACTORS

The connot_ations and myths associated with mathemati.cs contribute to

the I.llliqueness of t-..11i s subject. However, the contents of mathematics

and some of the tasks involved in mat-..11enatics actually do present some

difficulties to the learner. In addition to developing competence In

t-..11e content material other ski lIs such as test-taking skills,

or:jani.sational sj<ills and attention skills all contribute to the

cO:jTIitive progress of the pupil. Whilst t..11i.s is true for all

subjects, it is often in mathematics t..11at pUi.)ils display inadequate

cognitive skills. One of G~e reasons for this is that cognitive

factors are often linked wi t..11 emotive factors and in this way

cont..ribute to t~he overall manifestations of mathematics anxiety.

4 •1 BacktjTOUnd

The ultimate reason for a study 1n mathematics anxiety must be to

Ullnprove long-term performance. For this reason certain cognitive

aspects influencing iY2rformance should be studied. '!Wo studies i.n

Eni]land have atteinpted to clarify the mathematics ;?erforrrance progress

of school children and provide imt='Ortant insic;ht into the mathematics

abilities of these children. Although these are by no rreans the only

studies on rnather.'atics performance they are most comprehensive and

attempt to explain some co;nitive factors which may influence

performance and cause anxi.ety as we 11 as pravid i ng some ind icati.on of

how treatment should be devp.loped.

4.1.1 National Foundation for ECucatlOnal Research (NFSR)

This series of surveys was rnentioned in the previous sect.ion because

one of the erodes of t:he surve\l concent~rated 0 t-t . t d• " ;) a - _] ..U, es .
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However, t..'1e three other modes of th is survey were concerned wit-h

cognitive factors and were entitled:

1. Concepts and Skills.

2. A Practical Test.

3. Problem Solving Strategies.

Approx~oately 13000 pupils in each age group (11 and 15) completed the

concepts and skills test, whilst sub-groups of 1100 to 1500 were asked

to undertake the other three tests.

1.Concepts and skills

The testing of certain concepts and skills was unique in that pupils

\vere asked to assess t-heir enjoyment of each topic together with

assessins the perceived usefulness and difficulty of the topic. They

were t~en asked to complete a task on each section being tested. This

aspect rroved most revealing, not only because certain sections of

m.atherna.tics are more anxiety provoking than others, but also because

pupils' feelings may differ according to the type of problem they are

concerned with at the time. Although this study \vas not directed at

anxiety it does indicate that anxiety is related to t-he type of

mathe~atics question asked and that research can reveal which topics

of lnathematics are most anxiety provoking.

2. The practical test

The practical mode of thi.s survey also indicates a useful method of

revealing faUlty performance methods as well as feelings. On a video

tAiJe (demonstrating the practical test) ?roduced by the A.P.U. (1980)

what is most clearly revealed is that pu[.>i.ls who may be doing quite

well at multiplication and division in a IT'echanical sense are quite
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unable to adart this knowledge to a practical problem, as the

following eX&T.ple illustrates.

A problem VJir~ a balance, a 20 gram mass and a nwnber of plastic chips

leads to the child establishing fairly easily that 21 chips has the

esuivalent mass as 20 gr~ns. However, to establish the mass of 1 chip

the comr.Dn error of dividing 21 by 20 was made by flany pupils. On

being prompted by the tester to consider the ansvver to the problem

again, the pupils are able to confidently predi,ct that 1 chip should

weigh less than 1 gram and hence 20 gram should be the correct
2I

calculation. Talking about methods 1S an essential ingredient in

discovering where faulty beliefs and procedures have developed.

3. Problem solving strategies

The NFER surveys since 1981 began' to pay more attention to general

mathematical processes. Ideas provided by teachers formed a basis for

some written tests called "problelfts and patterns" (Foxman et aI, 1982,

2120) •

The test on concepts and skills and the practical mode of the surveys

provided descri tJt:, i ve information on problem solvine; strategy and as

yet the separate components on problems, applications and

investi~ations have not been fully reported on. Current research 1n

learning and teaching is extendin~ the original formulations of these

a??roaches and also providing new ideas for assessmnet.

It is ir.1portant to not~e t:~at the current trend in research is to

include ite:;;s on tests which will reveal methods of problem solving.

Foxman et al (1982) describe the type of problem that will reveal
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problem solving nethods. By using a set of 2cm ssuare tiles, which

may be illust.:.rCited in a arawinq or used physically, they investigated

the following t~~s of problems.

(a) Relatively open form - e.g. "Investigate the perineters of

different arrangements of tiles". This would require the pupil

to formulate the problem and deci.de what aspects of the solution

to investigate.

(b) Iess open form - e.s. "Find the maxlmum and m1.nlmum perimeters

of tiles which can be placed corner to corner or edge to edge".

This form of 2resentation is less open but provides options as

far as method is concerned. The NFER investigations have

included a lTDre structured type of presentation in their

written tests whilst exploring patterns and roles in their

practical node of survey.

Although not much inforDation is yet provided on the results

of the problem solving com::x:ment of the NFER survey tlle

researchers have reco..JTI ised the importance of a rrore deta i led

look at retI1<.x:1s and have concluded rJ1at faulty cogni tions and

nethods are often a cause of anxiety and poor performance and

r-hese methods are best detected through L,dividual assessment

(un~ublished draft, 1984).

4.1. 2 Erunel University: Departruent of Educar.i.on

The Education Departrtent at BruneI Unversity in Berkshire, England has

also been concerned about the current standard of basic mathematical
competence in schools and colleges. The Brunel tear:; are concerned

with the cO:jnitive ?rocesses in l~.athematics perfoIT:'Bnce. Since 1970

the MarJ1er:at1.cs Educ3tion Group W!EG) have carried out studies which
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have dealt with craft and technician students in further education,.-

~)r irnary dnd secun~:dr y schoo1 t-lui) i 1s, I~ra i nee teachers dnd some

university engineering undergraduates. The recent studies in the

research pro<:.'ramroe have succeeded in confirming the existence of tv.o

distinct ty;>es of "difficulty in learning tvlathematics" which reflect

t',vo different r.odes of strategies of mat-herratical t-hinking (Furneaux

and OJrnyn, 1982).

In their research they have adopted Spearman's ideas on intelli'jence

to distinguish bet\veen t\VO specific types of mathematics ability. The

first ty~::>e of a.'":>i.lity t~"ley found to relate to 6. general intellectual

abil ity as :',;easured by some intelligence tests. This dimension of

rrathernatical ability was termed the 'g' factor and the related

problems 'g' type problems. The second type of ability appears to

relate to a fairly specifi.c abil i ty to make valid inferences wit-hin a

rnat-hematical context:... These problems they found created IT.ore

difficulty for the pupils than was predicted by their teachers and it

was demonstrated that in working out:.. aloud .. tl1e solution ~Bths involv<::J

in solvinq these "inference type" problems are of a qualitatively

di.fferent nature from those utilized in solving 'g' factor problems

(Furneaux and Curnyn, 1982). When a student tackles a "'g'-tYJ?e"

problem the solution is eli.cited fairly rapidly via well learned

techniques. The "inference-type" problems are not so easily done and

v.Duld elicit a characteristic fumbling towards a solution and often

involved a restructUL'ing of the problem. A good example of this

fumbling towards a solution was quoted on page 40 of this study.

The following examples lllust.rate the difference between "'g'-type"
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problems and "inference-type" probleffiS. Tasks such as:-

a) 2 = 1

o 3

b) 0,4 x 0,4 =

c) 24,34 + 61,42 + 38,53 =
do not fully test the understanding of the topics they should be

testing, i.e.

a) ratios

b) mul tiplicat.ion of decimals

c) addition of decimals.

The testing of these topics would be served better by examples such

as:

a) il = 3

8 12

b) 0,3 x 0,3 =

c) 251,6 + 37,325 + 6,47 =

(Rees and Barr, 1984)

The reason why the first set of examples are termed "'g'-type"

problems is because they are considered to merely test a general type

of ability similar to the non-verbal section of an intelligence test.

The second set of examples requires the pupil to make certain

inferences within t~e cont~~t of mathe~tics. Whilst these are fairly

sirrrf>le examples of "inference-type" questions it is stressed that as
the pupil progresses with mathematics he will find it more and more

necessary to make valid inferences. For this reason, ~~e Brunel team

feel that sorre measurement of a pupil's "inferential" mar~er.latical

ability is necessary.
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In addition to assessing the r.1athematics ability of pupils this ty;Je

of distinction in questioning can also reveal faulty learning

techniSl.les. The first set of exartples may be done us ing rote-learned

mer..hods and do not necessarily require a good understanding of

mathematics. However, the second type of examples requires greater

understanding by the pupil as the principles of ratio, multiplication

of decimals and addition of deci.mals are tested.

The findings of t..he BruneI team have been most interesting and their

dividing of mathematics ability into two distinct avenues explains

f1.laI1y of the problems which pupils have with mathematics. Again, r..he

mal11 concern is mathemtics performance but t..he anxiety factor is of

central importance. Thi.s issue is raised by Curnyn (1980) when he

outlines the r21evant questions that G~e study of primary and

secondary school pupils addressed.

1. During which stages of education do the 'gl factor and

"inference" factor emerge?

2. Is this development regular and progressive or are there certain

crucial periods during which they develop relatively suddenly?

3. Is t..his development associated with corresponding failures in

t..he developnent of pupils intellectual abilities, with defective

teaching or with other factors such as lack of interest, dislike

and anxiety ?

CuI'nyn (1980) goes on to say t..hat this final issue is of particular

interest lJeCause of the major difficulties faced by many of the pupils

when attempting to learn mat..hematics is that they rapidly develop

negative attitudes to the subject and become so anxious when faced
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with mathemati.cal tasks that they cannot function at their nonnal

level of cognitive ability. This emphasises an important point made

earlier. It is necessary to cultivate positive attitudes at an early

age to help ease anxiety when mathematics becomes rrore absr.ract. Of

particular interest in the BruneI study is the primary and secondary

pupils' survey. At primary school level it was found that

mathematical perfonnance proved to be determined mainly by 'g'-type

ability i.e. it correlated mainly with general intellectual ability.

The 'inferential'-type of abil i.ty was rrore evident at the early

secondary level and the data provided evidence for the develOPmental

emergence of this erode of thinking within the age range studied

(Furneaux and Curnyn, 1982). These findings have serious implications

for the compilation of a mathematics curriculum. One of the principal

aims of r..he "modern approach" to mathematics teaching IS that pupils

should have conceptual grasp of the material rather than an

accumulation of rote-learned rules. However, if pu?ils in primary

schools have mainly 'g'-tyPe thinking capacities then many of the

expect3tions of a rrore conceptualized approach may be unrealistic.

What is realistic and warrants attention is the possibility of

stimulating and accelerating the develop~nt and acquisition of a

capacity for inferential thinking.

The im?Qrtance of developing a calJacity for inferential thinking is

an essential ingredient in alleviating mar-hematics anxiety. Teachers

at primary school level must be aware of the ability of their pupils

and ensure that they equi? them well for the rrore abstract type of

thinking which will be required during the high school years.

Mathematics anxiety often develops because pu?ils who have coped
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adequately wit.h mainly 'g' type thinking at primary school level are

shocked when t.heir r;erfonnance level drops as they are res'Ui.red to

adapt to a more inferential type of thinking.

The BruneI survey also monit.ored attitudes of st.udents at various

ages. By talking to school children and students at tertiary level it

was clear that ~y attitudes are developed at an early age and that

negative attitudes contribute to anxiety feelings as mathematics

becorres ~ore abstract. Like the NFER survey, the BruneI survey

covered a wide spectrum of students. Both surveys are concerned with

the develo~~ent of mathematics performance and factors which may

hinder ~l1is developnent. One must conclude ~l1at although cowbating

mathematics anxiety should be an ongoing process, the main effort

should be concent.rated on the primary schools. It IS most important

that teachers at this level are developing healthy attitudes towards

ma~l1ematics and t.eaching a deeper understanding of the subject. These

two aspects are essential to the success of developing an anxious-free

student who is able to cope with the changing form of mathematics as

he or she progresses through high school.

4.1.3 Cognitive-attentional Theory

J. Wine (Sarason, 1980, p376) feels that wathematics anxious students

tend to divide attention between self-preoccupied worry and task cues

whilst the less anxious person focuses more fully on task-relevant

variables. This cognitive-attentional theory is gaining sup?Ort

mainly because it suggests the necessity for a more multifaceted

approach to the t.reat.ment of mathematics anxiety. Whilst. the emotive

factors are not ignored this theory does emphasi.se the fact. that. t.he
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cognitively demanding nature of matherratics must suggest t-hat

cognitively based treatment strategies must be considered.

2. Focused on tAsk of situation.

Wine (Sarason, 1980) lists the following differences between

high-anxious and low-anxious individuals

LOW ANXIOUS HIGH ANXIOUS

1. Current concerns are relevant. 1. Current concerns are

evaluation of others and

anticipation of negative

evaluation.

2. Focused on self and social

5.

evaluative cues.

3. Task avoidant.

4. StAtic, global, stereotypic

cognition, self-preoccupation

and social concerns.

High belief in self-efficiency. 6.

In t-he present; concentrates 7.

on present problem.

3. Task orientated.

4. Situationally specific

cognition; problem-solving

cognition.

Active.5.

6.

7.

Inactive.

LDw belief in self-efficiency

Out of situation, preoccupied

wit-h past failures or future

negative consequences.

Mathematics clinics dealing specifically with mathematics anxiety in

the United States of A~rica, have been quick to take cognisance of

the above di fferences and their mul t i.faceted approach t~o treatrrent

includes ?rograrrures on cognition restructuring and highly specific

task-orientated information on mathematics-related activltes. Pupils

often reveal their anxiety by t-he way they approach a mat-hematics

problem. Geometric figures are meticulously drawn but interpreting
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the problem is neglected. Attention is often glven to \vords or

details which are no~ cen~ral to the problem at hand.

Ex;?eriments by Dusek et al (1975 and 1976) have supported these

observations. Low-anxious pupils were found to react as expected when

irrelevant or relevant cues were added to the task ~terial•
.

Irrelevant cues debilitated their performance whilst relevant cues

facilitated their perfor~ance. With high-anxious pupils it was found

that they would simply use less and less of the task relevant cues as

their anxiety level rises. In another eA~riment by Dusek et al

(1976) children were shown cards with pictures of animals in certain

situations which they were told to learn. Each card also had other

drawings which the children were told not to learn. The fact that the

high-anxious pupils performed poorly on the central ~ask and yet were

better able to recall t.l1e other dr'awings demonstrated their concern

for peripheral cues.

Teachers often note that a pupil is not giving his full attention to a

lesson or a problem. This may be because he is lazy and/or

disinterested but in many cases it is often found that high-anxious

pupils tend to be generally negatively self-preoccupied fuid will

reveal this preoccupation in self-devaluing terms (Sarason, 1980).

4.1.4 Attribution Theory

As in cognitive-attentional theory, att-ribution theorists are

concerned with factors such as self-evaluation and attention to

task-relevant cues. Low-anxi ous pupils are likely to cope better wit.l1

success or failure feedback because it is likely to be inter?reted as

task-relevant information and because of their resultant achievement
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rrotivaton. Failure informs them that they must pay rrore attention and

w::>rk harder. Success confirms the low-anxious pupil's ability and

allows hLl1 or her to relax.

For rJhe high-anxious pupil failure and success feedback is interpreted

as rrore social-evaluative and bearing upon his or her generally

negative self-evaluation. The high-anxious pupil is likely to

attribute failure to a stable internal fuctor, lack of ability, and

assume that the person evaluating them considers them to be stupid.

They subsequently give up and disengage from the task. In response to

success the high-anxious pupil is likely to feel reassured although

they do tend to attribute success to external factors such as luck,

fate etc. The implications of tJhis theory are tw::>fold.

1. Positive reinforcement is a rrore desirable and successful

technique in mathematics teaching.

2. Self-confidence ill a pupils I ability to do mathematics 1S

essential to continUed success.

Setting tests and ex~inations that continually fail pupils and then

using this failure to motivate the~ to w::>rk harder does not give the

high-anxious pupil a fair ch~Jce to reach his potential. These pupils

need to experience success and to learn to attribute this success to

their own hard work. When they do inevitably fail certain tests they

should be encouraged and assured that they can improve.

4.1.5 Cognitive Skills

Many theories on reducing anxiety have centred around improving

skills. Study skills, cognitive skills, confidence skills, social

skills are all seen as areas that could be improved. In contrast to
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errotionally based theories, these involve operant techniques which

attempt to modify overt behaviour while assuming that a reduction in

anxiety will follow.

The obvious skill of doing mathematics can be remedied through extra

lessons, covering topics which had been ~ssed due to absence or

change of school and reteaching sections of the work that may have

been poorly taught. However, other skills may have some influence on

mat.hematics performance. The following studies should be considered.

Desiderato and Koskinen (1969) and WittJmaier (1972) found that anxious

students had less effective study skills than those lower in anxiety.

Kirkland and Hollandsworth (1979) found that study habits and

achievement anxiety measures were the major predictors of performance

results and they raised the important question "whet.her anxiety

interferes wit-h effective test-taking behaviour or whether lack of

effective study skills result in anxiety". Culler and Hollahan (1980)

reported that "high anxious students who have developed and exerClse

better study skills did better academically than those with poor study

habits" .

These studies and questions see~ to indicate t-hat anxiety reduction

requires a two-pronged remedial programme. Anxiety reduction

programmes should be conducted in conjunction with skills t..raining

procedures. On test-taking skills, Kirkland and Hollandsworth (1980)

compared the effect of anxiety reduction treatments and training ln

test-taking skills and their results indicated that the skills

acquisition group refX)rted less attentional interference and had a
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higher" performance. Bruch (1981) and Bruch, Juster and KaflQV.li tz

(1983) also found that test-taking skills significantly rela~ed to

differences in College achievements. However, Bruch, Juster and

KaflQV.litz (1983) did note that test-taking strategies had a less

important effect on perforTIance on a nathematics test than on an essay

or a multiple choice test. This seems to suggest that whilst

improving test-taking skills is important, mathematics may have an

added component which causes anxiety and as such needs a more

multifaceted a?proach.

Frye (1983) was able to show that mathematics anxiety, (as measured on

the MARS), could be significantly reduced by concentrating solely on

mathematics skills. By careful diagnosis of deficiencies in

mathematics sy.ills in rJhe individual, she was able to prescribe

rernediation by mathematics skill interventions. Crumpton (1977) also

showed that by concentrating on improving mathematics competency one

could reduce mathematics anxiety effectively. Themes (1982) compared

maG~ematics skill training with Ellis' Rational Emotive Therapy and

Michenbaum's cognitive behaviour modification and found that the

mathematics skills intervention was no better than the other two

remediations as an effective method of reducing mathematics anxiety.

The efficiency of a combination of mathematical and non-mathematical

treatments as compared to a no treatment and mathematical treatment

only group was investigated by Handler (1982). She found rJhat the

instruction/anxiety treatrnent group experienced a decrease in

mathematics anxiety and an increase in mathematics competency and that

in fact the average final mat.:.hernati.cs course grade for t~is group was
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one better grade above t-...hose of the instruction group.

The above studies have some contradictory findings but do appear to

indicate that some form of skill training can improve performance and

as such wi 11 contribute to t-...he lowering of anxiety. It should be

mentioned however, that all these studies were based on short term

results and therefore have very little value in long-term planning of

remediation. Handler's view that a combination of mathematics

instruction plus some form of anxiety treatment should be t-...he best

approach to a multifaceted problem.

Sigmund Tobias (In Sarason, 1980, p293) feels that there are three

levels where cognitive skills training can help to alleviate

mathematics anxiety. He sees anxiety interfering with performance

"indirectly by impacting on the cognitive processes utilized-in the

instructional sequence". His irode1 for the effects of anxiety on

learning from instruction indicates the three places that anxiety can

have a debilitating effect.

Input Processing of Inputo preprTSSing IL. "'_\ [ Post

----[ANXIETY

Output

Processing~

1
At the preprocessing stage high anxious students may not be glvlng

their full attention to the problem at hand and Tobias suggests that a

solution to this 1S sOlne type of instructional trainj_ng that will

assist the pupil ln concentrating on the task-relevant cues provided

in the problem. The processing stage invokes three types of
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manipulations that are likely to have the largest effect on learning.

(1) Difficulty; (2) Reliance on memory; (3) Organisation of the task.
At this stage instruction must consider easing the burden of perceived

difficulty by developing an approach which is not reliant on memorized

methods but more on understanding of the content. In addition, Tobias

advocates a training of organization of the instructional ~terial as

he feels that this is often a weakness in high-anxious students.

The postprocessing effect occurs when students appear to have mastered

the content yet experience some difficulty reproducing it. At this

level test taking skills need to be developed.

Although Professor Tobias is primarily concerned with test anxiety,

the implications of his ~Drk is that any programme designed to

alleviate anxiety should be viewed at three levels and should offer

remediation at these three levels. Anxiety can be caused by

inadequate attention in the correct direction (before processing

facts), i.e. the pupil is unable to organise his or her attention to

the relative facts. Secondly, duri.ng processing the anxlOUS person

may find that perceiving the problem as difficult or having to rely on

rote-memorized rules or a lack of bei.ng able to organise t.L~e input

material will all cause a debjlitating effect. Thirdly, the need for

test-taking skills is often necessary, (even in solving a single

mathematics problem) •
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4.2 Treatment

Research in mathematics performance has shown that there are many

factors influencing the cognitive processes of the pupil. There are

certain aspects of mathematics which pupils do find difficult as G~ey

progress in lilat:llematics and the subject becomes more abst-.ract. A

recurring factor in most research on the subject of mathematics

anxiety is that it is duri.ng the early years that pupils encounter

"bad experiences" and learn "bad habits". Lack of a sound, basic

knowledge and inadequate learning skills at an early age will lead to

anxiety as the pupil progresses through school, wnereas more enjoyment

through understandins and an organised approach will enable the pupil

to cope with matherretics as it becomes more difficult. A treatment

strategy which is aimed at developing the cognitive processes should

take account of t-Jhe theory of three levels of cognitive processing

which was expounded by Sigmund Tobias. In essence Tobias' approach

requires attention to three important areas.

1. Helping the pupil to become more organised.

2. Providing a better understanding.

3. Alleviating test anxiety.

4.2.1 Helping Pupils to Become ~lore Organised

From the literature reviewed in this study it is evident that the

matJhematics anxious child needs help in organising not only the

content material but also in eliminating faulty or misguided

c~TIitions. The following guidelines will assist pupils in adopting a

more systematic approach to mathematics through organisation of G~eir

thoughts and the content ~aterial.

1. Be aware of misguided cogni tions
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(a) Do not be concerned wirJh how other peo?le evaluate you and do

not always anticipate negat.ive evaluat.ion.

(b) Try not to be too self-critical and feel t~at you are not

adequately endowed wit.h intelligence.

(c) Be more flexible wirJh your cognition, i.e. do not always feel

that you are being judged or socially evaluated.

(d) Learn to become active immediately you are faced with a

problem.

(e) Learn to concentrate on the task at hand and not just

observe t.he problem.

(f) Learn methods to become involved in doing a problem. It is

imFOrtant to get pen to paper and start doing sorrerJhiilg.

2. Becorre more organised in your approach to mathematics:

(a) Keep tests and exercises well corrected and filed in an

orderly fashion.

(b) Be sure to ask questions if you do not understand.

Rerrember: There are no "stupid" questions.

(c) Highlight the points your teacher stresses.

(d) Nor_e for:;Qllas, symbols, new words and definitions and be

sure you understand their rreaning before you proceed.

(e) Note ~ere you made errors because these errors will help

you learn.

(f) Learn to become indeflendent to try to start problel:ls wit.I10ut

asking for assistance and to use your own initiataive to t.ry

various rret.hods before seeking help.

(g) Make a note of things you do not understand and ask for help.

(h) Ask your t.eacher t.o help you organise net.hods of problem

solving, i.e. read the question slowly, draw pi.ctures, charts
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and organise information and talk the problem through.
(i) Be alert and pay attention in class.

3. Learn to approach the teacher. Teachers are often blamed for
not being syrnpaG~etic or being too busy to hel? or not being
bothered with a pupi 1 . In many cases it is the pupi1 who
did not pay attention in class. The following ideas should
ensure that problems receive a sympathetic hearing from teachers:
(a) Pay attention in class and ask questions.
(b) Show an interest in your work.

(c) Try to understand what the teacher expects from his pupils.
(d) Be co-operative, and avoid doing things which will annoy

your teacher.

(e) If you need to ask your teacher for extra help try to do
this at a time of his or her convenience, not your own.

(f) Be prepared to give up your free time, e.g. lunch break etc.
to seek help.

(g) Highlight the points the teacher stresses.
(h) Keep your books, notes and tests well organised.

4.2.2 Providing a Better Understanding

Having provided the pupil with ideas on how to become more organised
in his approach to mathematics it is important that teachers give
attention to certain aspects of mathematics that help to provide a
better understanding of the subject. Developing the pupil's cognitive
skills requires special attention to the followi.ng.

1. tJse of the curriculum.

2. Developing basic skills.

3. Language and notation.
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By giving attention to tJ1ese three areas of mathematics the teacher

will be helping the pupil to develop an understanding of rrathematics

which will provide the basic ingredients for alleviating anxiety as

the pupil progresses through school.

4.2.2.1 Use of the curriculum

It is essential that matJ1ematics continuity 1S maintained as ~~e pupil

progresses through school. To provide this continuity it is necessary

for teachers at all levels to liaise and be more co-o~rative. Even

within a high school the matJ1ematics taught at each level is often

taught in 1solation. Teachers qualified to teach Standard 6 to 8 are

often not aware of the continuing needs of the pupil whilst teachers

teaching Standard 9 to 10 concentrate fully on the final examination

witJ1 little attention to any future requirements of their students.

It is essenti.al that "bridging the gap" meetings take place and the

teachers at the various levels are all aware of the requirements and

are all teaching with similar aims in mind.'

The new syllabus for schools in Natal has the following aims for

Standard 5 to 7 teachers; (N.E.D. Syllabus, 1984)

1. To develop a love for, an interest in and a positive attitude

towards rrathematics, by presenting the subject meaningfully.

2. To enable pUI.Jils to gain mathematical knowledge and proficiency.

3. To develop clarity of thought and the ability to make logical

deductions.

4. To develop mathematical insight.

5. To develop accuracy in both calculation as well as mathematical

expression.
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6. To instill in pU;?ils the habit of estimating answers where

applicable and of verifying answers where possible.

7. To develop the ability of the pupils to use mathematical

kI10wledge and ;rethods in other subjects and in +-..heir daily life.

8. To provide basic training for future study and careers.

The Cockcroft Re[X)rt (1982, 2206) stresses the imiJOrtance of not only

regarding aims as a necessary formality but ra+-..her as a "statement of

intent which has been discussed, developed and accepted by those who

teach mathematics in a school". These aims need to be carefully

considered before teachers can formulate a scheme of work for the

year. The way In which a particular topic is to be taught and a

particular objective achieved needs to be considered. in relation to

the aims of the course as a whole and especially of those aims to

which it can jnake a direct contribution.

Teachers should note that by carefully considering the aims listed /

above they will be contributing greatly to reducing the chance of

their pupils developing mathematics anxiety. For example;

1. Love, interest, positive attitude - are the aims of a long term

treatment procedure for ma+-..hematics anxiety.

2. Gaining mat..hematical knowledge and proficiency - improving basic

skills will improve confidence.

3. Developing mathematical insight - as opposed to learning

how-to-do methods.

4. Us ing I:JaUlematics in other subjects and da ily 1ife - stresses

the usefulness of mathematics and thus encourages interest.

Cockcroft (1982) suggests that an overriding aim to any syllabus
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should be "to rrai_ntain and increase confidence in rratherratics".

The following list of suggestions could be distributed to teachers to

ensure that some attention is given to developing the necessary

cognitive skills. These could become an integral part of the

curriculum.

1. Mat--hematics is a heirarchical subject in t--hat the ability to

proceed to new work is most often dependent on sufficient

understanding of work \vhich has gone before. This is where

mathematics differs greatly from ot--her subjects and this is why

teacher liaison is necessary. It is not enough that one merely

follows the syllabus for each st&idard. The teachers should be

teaching wit--h the sa:re ai:ns in mind and with similar methods of

developing understanding rather than rote-learning. Meetings

between primary school t.eachers and high school teachers ,and

high school teachers and university lecturers should be arranged

regularly and discussions on important aSPects of t--he syllabus

should be discussed. Only in this way can a school teacher, of

any level, be aware of the complete spectrum that the child

must pass through.

2. The usefulness of matherrBtics can be a powerful ally.

Researchers have shown that most pUJils see mat--hematics as a

useful subject. To build on this teachers need to continuously

introduce everyday problems and cross curriculum problems that

may arise in other subjects such as SCience, Geography etc.

3. The widespread appeal of mathematics and enjoyment can be

illustrated by the introduction of mathematics puzzles and

problems. It is import--ant to show that although mathematics

is most useful it can also be enjoyed simply for its own sake.

/
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4. The rote-learning habit has to be broken. Pupils who listen

to an explanation and then ask, "Will it always be done like

that?" are desperately trying to form rules by which to learn

their mar~ematics. Teachers must recognise these tendencies and

discourage such learning. In addition, teaching and testing

should be such that rote-learning of topics beco~s

inappropriate. Problems should require the pupil to make more

use of mathematical inferences.

5. "Abstraction and Generalization" can be introduced at primary

school through the study of shape and space, graphs of data,

and properties of numbers such as even, odd, pr lme , square etc.

6. Discussion in class should be encouraged and teachers should be

trained to listen to what the pupil is saYIng. Group discussion

can lead to pupils discovering various paths to solutions whilst

r~e teacher can discover any misconceptions of their pupils.

7. Practical work should be an essential as?=ct of t~e primary

teachers work. The child must learn to use the rnat~ematics he

has learned. Pupils must be given t.'1e oppJrtunity to show that

they are ca?Qble of using ~~eir knowledge in a practical

appl ication.

8. Problem solving techniques are an essential part of mat...~ematics

teaching. One of the most important as?2cts of this is the

reading of a problem. It appears that many students learn the

mechanical processes but are unable to apply them to "word

prOblems". These problems should relate to every day examples

that the student is likely to encounter and also to situations

with which he is unlikely to be fa~iliar. As soon as a wordy

example is presented children tend to avoid answering it or
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interpret the informat_ion completely incorrectly.

Fundamental mat~ematics skills are needed for all the above

recor.m~ndations and it is still necessary for these skills to be

emphasised. Straight forward mental calculations, estimation and

measurement are essential ingredients in understanding mathematics and

are crucial to the development of the child.

4.2.2.2 Developing basic skills.

A sound knowledge of basic rnathematical skills will not only ensure

that pu?ils receive a good foundation in mathematics but it will also

provide for less anxiety provoking progress In this subject. The

National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics in the United States of

A.1lerica have recomr.ended that the following "Ten Basic Skills" form an

essential part of the curricul~~ of all mathematics students (Chapline

and Newman, 1984, p8).

1. Problem solving.

2. Applying mathematics to everyday situations.

3. Alertness to reasonableness of results.

4. Estimation and ap?roximation.

5. Appropriate computational skills.

6 • Geometry.

7• Measurement.

8. Reading, interpreting and constructing tables, charts and graphs.

9. Using mathematics to predict.

10. Com?uter literacy.

It is not appropriate to elaborate on these 10 basic skills in this

study. However, it is not only the mathematical content involved in

G~ese to?ics tJhat is essential to teaching but also the development of
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cognitive skills whi.ch wi 11 give the pupil a better grounding in

mathematics and enable him or her to proceed to the more abstract

elements of mathematics wiG~out fear or anxiety.

Dodson (1970) found that successful problem solvers are good

mar-hematics students and displayed r-he following characteristics.

(1) SCored higher on test of verbal as general reasoning than less

successful problem solvers.

(2) were good at determining spatial relationshi?s.

(3) were able to resist distractions and disregard irrelevant

elements.

(4) were divergent thinkers.

(5) were unconcerned about "messiness" or "neatness" in their work.

(6) Had teachers with academic work beyond. the bachelor's degree.

Undoubtedly, ?roblem solving success is important to the

mathematically anxious student. The most common approach to improving

problem solving skills is provided in a book by George Polya called

"How to solve it" (1957). Most strategies have evolved from the four

steps that Polya outlines:-

1. Understand the Problem

2. Devise a plan

3. Cany out the plan

4. Look back at the condition of r-he problem

The most important factor here is that problem-solving is often

neglected in the schools. Teachers who found ?roblem solving

difficult themselves are reluctant to teach it thoroughly. Carpenter

et al (1980, p72) says that_ "there is no magic formula for mai<ing
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students good ?roblem solvers. It is clear, however, that they need
ample opporr_unity to engage in problem solving act_~vity". They go on
to say that r~is must not be deferred until after com?utational skills

or algebraic manipulation ~s ~astered but rather during this period.

They suggest the following approach;

1. Make problem solving an integral part of all instruction,

Le. introduce new work by referring to Polya's four-ste? rocx:1el

or probing with questions related to a problem solving a?proach.

2. Give as many exan?les as possible of problem solving strategies

and heuristics, such as:

(a) Analysing the problem

(b) Determining the unknCMn

(c) Drawing diagrams and charts

(d) Estimating results

(e) Guessing and testing methods

(f) Ta~e a rest and returning to the problem later

The Cockcroft Report (1982, p94) stresses the need for more study of

"children I s siJOntaneous problem-solving activities and of rhe extent

to which strategies and ?rocesses for problem solving can be taught".

Not a great deal i.s known about the ways in which these jJrocesses

develop and it is often very difficult for teachers to find suitable

material. However, it is important for teachers to collect the right

material and to provide the pUjJils with the opportunity to develop his

or her skills.

The liDst iri1?Jrtant factor to remember when teachi.ng problem-solving at

any level is r--hat the problems must be at the right level for the

pupils to achieve success from a concentrated effort. Without so~
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sense of achievement and the experience of success from their

strategies tJheir ?roblem-solving abilities will not develop

satisfactorily. The pupi Is need to be provided with the skills and

tJhe confidence to believe that the task of problem solving is not as

formidable as tJhey may have thought..

Problem solving skills are an essential ingredient in developing the

other nine skills listed earlier. However, one other essential aspect

in the teaching of basic mathematical skills is allowing the pupils

the opportunity to develop their skills of investigation.

The Cockcrort Rei~rt (1982) lists some ideas of how investigational

skills can be developed.

(a) Making graphical or diagramatic representation of tJhe problem

(e.g. investigating probability by recording ~~e scores

obtained when throwing tV/o dice) .

(b) Interpreting a pattern of results from such a graphical

representation.

(c) Making conjectures to forecast later results.

(d) Discover whether, and explain why, the conjecture 1S or 1S not

correct.

(e) Looking at simpler related problems (e.g. rej?lace x and y with

known numbers) .

(f) Develop persistence in exploring a ?roblem.

(g) Develop an abil ity t.o work with others.

(h) Be able to co~icate progress.

Investigational and exploratory techniques will help to develop the

mathematical skills of the pupils and encourage them to make an
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attempt at a solution. The gaInwg of confidence and the ability to

start a problem without panicking are essential ingredients In the

alleviation of mathematics anxiety. Developing basic skills IS an

important aspect of a programme aimed at alleviating mathematics

anxiety and providing long term improvement in mathematics and

continued success and enjoYment in mathematics. There are several

reasons why the ten basic skills mentioned earlier are impor~~t to

the pupil.

1. They are regarded as important skills for the future.

2. They provide interesting opportunities to develop a greater

enjoyment in the subject.

3. They include opportunities to develop essential skills for the

future progression in rnathematics, e.g. problem solving,

divergent thinking and i.nvestigational work.

4. They stress aspects which need understanding and not rote

learned methods.

5. They include sections of the work which ar~ often perceived as

difficult because they are neglected or poorly taught.

In essence the teaching of basic skills will ease anxiety at the

processing stage described by Tobias (In Sarason, 1980) by reducing

perceived difficulty, reducing reliance on memory and providing a rrore

organised approach to the task at hand.

4.2.2.3 Attention to language and notation

The correct use of the curriculum and the teaching of basic skills

both depend to a considerable extent on an understanding of tJhe

language and notation used iD mathematics. Research into the

interplay between language and matJhematics is in its infancy, although
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it is conceivable that future studies will uncover significant

relationships between learning of language and the learning of

rratherratics.

Matherratics is a language in itself and this is an aspect which sets

it apart from other subjects. Faulty cosnitions in rrarJhematical

language and notation is a problem that.:. can seriously impair

rrathematics ability and hence cause mathematics anxiety.

The following as~cts pertaining to mathematical language and notation

should be noted.

(a) Single letters such as x and y, words such as "infinite" or

"greater" and phrases such as "if and only if" are used more

frequently iB mathematics than in ordinary English.

(b) Names of mathematical objects usually have a single denotation,

unlike nouns in ordinary English, e.g. ";:x:>int" denotes only one

thing in marJherratics but in everyday language it can have a

variety of meanings.

(c) Many matherratical expressions are hyPOthetical, e.g. "let the

unknown number be x". This tyPe of hyPOthetical reasoning is

difficult for a child or adolescent at least until he or she

has reached the stage of forrral operational thinking and abstract

thinking.

(d) Words like "perimeter" and "area" are norrrally new concepts and

school children do not use these concepts outside school. For

this reason they may often be confused.

(e) Mathematical word problems are normally more compact rJhan

ordinary prose. Several important ideas are squeezed into a

single sentence, thus requiring more specific readi.ng skills.
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(f) Word problems often a?f'€ar lD groups of similar problems and

students develop a t..endency to process each problem in t_he same

way. This tendency is hard to break when other groups of

problems are encountered.

(g) Language related misconceptions formed at an early age are often

resistant to change, e.g. "multiply means to make bigger" is

true when a child first encounters arithmetic but 1S not true

once fractions or negative numbers are introduced.

Special attention can be given to vocabulary by classifying

mathematical words and concentrating on helping students to understand

this mathematical meaning. This can be done by:-

(i) Always providing the words in context to describe what they mean,

Le. "volume i.s a way of telling about the arrount of space in

something such as a box".

(ii)Drawing a diagram to illustrate the meaning of tJle word. This is

most appropriate in word problems.

The important point here is that teachers do not take tJle language for

granted. They must realise that mathematical terminology must be used

frequently and explained frequently because much of what is used is

not similar to everyday usage.

Notation used in mathematics is certainly not similar to anything

encountered in everjday usage. The use of sYmbols to abbreviate

sentences is often cause for confus ion. Wi tJlout a tJlorough

understanding of these symbols the student could be totally unaware of

the requirements or information of a question. Many faulty

concepti.ons are developed early and are often not recognised. Talking
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to pupils about their mistakes can help i.dentify misconceptions. For

example, a division in an algebraic

answer 2y + h2 .The teacher may feel

eXixess ion 2yh + h2 may produce
h

that this is simply a careless

the

er-ror by the pupil. However, what many pupils do is regard the + as

just another symbol and thus the numerator is seen as a string of

symbols of vmich only the h can be eliminated. Thus, a seemingly

innocent but very co~~on mis~Ake revealed a gross misunderstanding of

mathelilatical language.

There are two ~~portant factors to consider when ensuring that

ma~-hematical notation is well understood:

(1) Always repeat the meaning of ~-he notation used. These notations

are only used in r~G,en~tics and therefore they need maximum

exposure when they are used.

(ii)OO not take seemingly "careless" or "stupid" mistakes at face

value. Investigate by asking the pupils how he or she arrived

at the answer.

Dunlap and McNisht (1978, p183) believe that "teachers can help

children work math problems if they first understand the

reading/~-hinking process involved". The translation of words and

symbols is seen, as an essential part of problem solving. Dunlap and

McNight (1978, p184) suggest the following approach to assist ?Upils

with word problems.

1. Decode general vocabulary - pupils need to be taught to interpret

the general and mathematical meanings of words.

2. Integrate general meanings - finding the maln idea, making

generalizations and grasping and assimilating relevant details.

3. Translate to technical vocabulary - the general meanings need to
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be translated into maG~er.atical messages.

4. Encode to symbol lC vocabulary - the mathematical message must be

converted to symbolic sentences.

5. Calculate answer.

6. Translate t.he answer to technical and general vocabulary.

It would not be appro?riate in tJhis study to labour on the point of

vocabulary and notation. However, it is impJrtant that teachers of

mathematics realise the imfOrtance of this aspect of mathematics which

is often not given much attention. Faulty cognitions of matJhematical

language and notation need to receive attention and practicing

translations between general, technical and symbolic meanings in

mathematics need to become part of an overall strategy to provide

better understanding in mathematics.

4.2.3 Alleviating Test-anxiety

As mentioned earlier, Tobias (In Sarason, 1980) Vlews test-taking as

&1 important cognitive skill. In mathematics the ability to solve a

single problem is often regarded as a test. Test anxiety hinders the

pupil at tJhe post-?rocessing stage and can negate any earlier efforts

to provide a more organised approach and a better understanding of

mathematics.

Testing and student evaluation is as important in mathematics as it is
in any other subject. Evaluation is iIn?Qrtant because it provides the

teacher with feedback on which areas of tJhe subject content needs

attention. However, testing is anxiety provoking especially in

mathematics where one's ability 1S more measureable and faulty

cognitions can be easily detected.
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It is important that pupils become desensitized towards tests. The
following factors will help towards easing anxiety.
1. Tests should not be a surprise but rather announced well in

advance.

2. Test taking skills should be taught. These skills must include
three important ingredients, viz. organising t-he info~tion

given, devising a plan of action, and using initiative to carry
out the plan.

3. The teacher should discuss what aspects will be tested and
prepare the pupils for the test.

4. Results of tests should be reviewed as soon after the test as
possible or else students will tend to forget their thinking
strategy for any particular problem.

S. It is important that the matherratics anxious student experiences
some success in tests. To aid them, tests could be set wit-hout
a time limit and tests could be repeated until the content is
mastered.

6. Failure in tests should be carefully discussed and students
should be encouraged to improve their performance and not think
that failure in one test indicates a lack of ability to do any
mathematics.

7. Success must be attributed to the pupils' hard work and not to
external factors such as "an easy test" or "luck".

3. The teacher must ensure t-hat the classroom atmosphere is such
t-hat pupils do not feel threatened. The self-concept and self
confidence should be enhanced or at least protected whenever
possible.
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4.3 SUMMARY

The ideas of Si'jmund Tobi.as (Sarason, 1980, p293) provide a framework

in which remediation may be structured. By attending to cognitive

skills at three levels one can alleviate anxiety and ensure a more

rational approach to mathematics. The three stages of cognitive

processwg will receive attenti.on by considering the following

factors.

1. Pre-processing stage - consideration of cognitive-attentional

theory by concentrating on learning skills to develop attention

to task-relevant cues.

2. Processing stage - consideration of three elements

(a) difficulty - easing anxiety by attending to unreasonable

percej?tions of the difficulty of mathematics

(b) reliance on memory - instruction techniques to consider

long-term understanding of the material

(c) organisation - providing a more structured approach to

problem solving

3. Post-processing stage - providing less judgemental methods of

assessment and some attention to test-taking skills.
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PA.'~T 5: EDUCATIO[~AL FACTORS-------

The soc1o-cult:.ural ernot 1ve and cognitive factors lnfluencing

matJnematics anxiety are all linked to the school ~1d the mathematics

teacher. It is important, G~erefore, that the educational institution

and the inst:.ructional methods used within that institution take

cognisance of Mlat has been discussed earlier 1n this chapter. In

this section specific attention will be given to the school and the

teacher of mathematics.

The Royal Society (1976, p42) says that "there is no area of knowledge

where a teacher has more influence over tJne attitudes as well as the

understanding of his pupils, than he does in mathematics. During his

professional life, a teacher of mathematics may influence for good or

ill the attitude to mathematics of several thousand young people, and

decisively affect ~ny of their career choices. It is ~~erefore

necessary that methamat~ics should not only be taught to all pupils,

but well taught. All pupils should have the opportunity of studyi.ng

mathelTICltics in the cornpany of enthusiasti.c and well qualified

sensitive rnatJnematics teachers".

5.1 Background

Certain aSi.Jects within educati.on have a profound effect on the

developnent of mat~hematics anxiety. Teachers and teaching strategies,

classroom organisation and the education department influence are all

factors which directly control the progress of mathematics at schools.

The main instrument of remediation in schools must be the teacher and

the qual i ty of mathematics teaching is no"v receiving more attention

than ever before. In England, the United States of America and Canada
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educators are concerned about the dropping in standards of mat-hematics

and t-hey emphas ise that the qual ity of the mat-hematics teacher is more

crucial than that of most ot-her subjects. There is growing concern

for the preparation of teachers at all levels and opinions and

evidences proll ferate on the shortage of special ist ll'at-hell'atics

teachers in England, the United States of America and South Africa.

There are also serIOUS doubts being expressed about the quality of

these teachers who are charged with teaching this vitAl subject at the

earlier stages of a children's education.

The following important aspects pertaining to the teacher have been

evident in the literature reveiwed for this dissertation.

1. Teachers present mathell'atics as "the manipulation of symbols

having little or no meaning attached according to a number of

rote-memorized rules" (Skemp, 1971, p36).

2. Teachers can start a "vicious circle effect" because children

in primary school are vulnerable to the whims and fancies of

their teachers. A teacher who has a dis 1ike of mat-hematics

could relegate it to a low and insignificant fX>sition in the

hierarchy of events in the school day or project a negative

attitude to the subject (Griffit-hs, 1974).

3. The teacher ~ay present an unrealistic view of mathematics

by preparing the work well and then boosting his or her ego by

making pupils believe that answers to all mathematics come

quickly (Ernest, 1976).

4. The teacher who is so unsure of his or her own ability to

understand and explicate the material that the students

themselves lose all self-confidence (Ernest, 1976).
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5. The teacher who pJunces on students with unexpected questions

and is often sarcastic and humiliating when someone is brave

enough to ask a "dwnb" question (Ernest, 1976).

Clearly, teachers and teaching methods must necessarily form an

important part in helping to eliminate mathematics anxiety in pupils.

Teachers have to be aware of the problem of transmitting their

personal fears to their pupils whilst also presenting marJ1ematics in

such a way that borJ1 understanding and self-confidence are encouraged.

5.1.1 The Cockcroft Report

Many of the aspects mentioned above are also discussed in the

Cockcroft Report. This is a repJrt by the corruni ttee of inquiry into

rJ1e teaching of mathe~atics at schools in Britain, under the

chairmanship of Or W H Cockcroft. This document is entitled,

"Mathematics Counts" and is a most comprehensive repJrt on mathematics

teaching in Britain. One of the underlying themes of this repJrt is

the need to develop confidence and pJsitive attitudes towards

mathematics (Cockcroft Report, 1982, p61).

The report shows a concern for the anxieties raised by mathematics and

reveals evidence of these anxieties in parents, pupils, teachers and

young employees. Parents often ascribed failure to a specific cause

when young, and this cause was often traced to a teaching problem. In
every mathematics lesson the teacher is conveying a message about
matJ1ematics which will influence the learners I attitude. "Once

attitudes are formed, they can be very persistent and difficult to

change. Positive attitudes assist the learning of mathematics,
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negative attitudes not only inhi~it learning but ... very often
persist into adult life". (Cockcroft Report, 1982, p61).
It is not surprising then that the Cockcroft Report tends to stress
the importance of the primary school and the need for good primary
school teachers. By the end of the primary years a child's attitude
is often becoming fixed and will determine how he will approach
lfIathematics at the secondary stage. The Report says that "the
challenge for the teacher is to present mat~ematics in a way which
continues to be interesting ~Jd enjoyable and so allowing
understanding to develop" (Cockcroft Report, 1982, p68).
Al though t~is f?Clrticular study is not looking at attitudes in detail
it is necessary to recognise the important role that they play and the
fact that a positive attitude towards mathematics contributes to
better performance and less anxiety. The Cockcroft Report proceeds to
make recOQffiendations as to what steps can be taken to improve the
situation. Their recommendations cover four main areaSi viz.
1. Facilities for teaching mathematics.
2. The supply of mathematics teachers.

3. Initial training courses.

4. In-service support for teachers of mathematics.
Cockcroft emphasises one of t~e main needs when he says: "the need
therefor-e is to increase the mathemat-Lcal eX?2rt lse of pr-imary
teachers overalli and also to increase the number of teachers who take
maT~ematics as a main subject during initial training or who at a
later stage undertake a subSTAntial course of in-service training in
matJ1ernatics, so tJhat there will be sufficient supply of teachers who
are able to provide leadership and help for their colleagues"
(Cockcroft Report, 1982, p243).
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Al though there is no specific mention of mathematics anxiety the

teaching arena and the mathematics teacher are tv..Q essential

ingredients in this concern and any study on mathelratics anxiety must

include a study of teaching and teachers whilst any study of teaching

and teachers must include a study of the Cockcroft Report.

Pre-service and in-service courses must not only strive to increase

the mathematical expertise of teachers but also strive to equip them

with the confidence to overcome their own anxieties and hence help

their students to combat mathematics anxiety.

5.1.2 Teacher Education and Mathematics (TEAM)

There is an abundance of work being done on marJ1ematics anxiety in the

United States of America. However, the bulk of the theoretical v..Qrk

has concentrated mainly on psychological approaches whilst much of the

practical work has been to upgrade students registered for tertiary

education. In a reference compiled by Sheila Tobias (1980)

approximately 150 institutions in the United sates of America offer

some remedial help. Of rJ1ese 150 institutions only 1 are concerned

with schools and/or teachers. The course for prosfBctive teachers at

Queens College, New York is probably indicative of what may be the

direction of future concern. The complete findings and a progress

report is soon to be published by the Directors of this course; Claire

Newman and Elaine Chapline.

Their main concern has been the role of the elementary school teacher

and t-J1e large part she plays in developi-ng childrens I attitudes

towards rrar--hematics and the relation between sex role and achievement
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in mathematics. Ernest (1976) reported finding 40% of a mathematics
class for future t·.eachers had expressed ei r.l1er negaU ve or indifferent
attitudes towards mathematics. He emphasised the need for teachers

who are competent in mathematics, who love the subject, who enjoy

teaching it and who will not project sexist expectations on the

students. Donady and Tobias (1977) point out the need for teachers to

becorre free of mathematics anxiety so that they can help their

students avoid or overcorre discomfort with mathematics.

TEAM is a response to the important need for programmatic approaches

in teacher preparation which:

(a) foster positive attitudes towards mar.l1ematics;

(b) create awareness of sex-stereotyping in mathematics curriculum
,

materials and classrcx::>m practice;

(c) develop a perception of mathematics as an appropriate domain for

females.

The course is female orientated because the majority of students, all

traini.ng as primary school teachers, are female.

The TEAM course consists of a set of modules designed for use in a

variety of ways. It is best used In small classes which allow for

discussion and it lS designed to increase matl...matical skills and

lmprove attitudes within an elementary programme prior to the

mathematics methods course. The modules which provide a course to

increase mathematics understanding, skills and confidence for

prospective elementary school teachers consist of:-

1. Patterns

2. Ap?roximation and estimation

3. Choice and chance
4. l'1etric r-'iedSUreir.ent

improvement of mathematical

skills
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5. Demystifying nathemtics

6. Sex-role stereotyping in matJ1ematics education

7. Worren, mathematics and careers

8. Worren in matJ1ematics

improvement of

mathematics

attitude

The course is comprehensive and the strategies that have been designed

and selected deal with a range of students' needs for i,~thematics

knowledge and skills while concurrently dealing witJ1 students'

attitudes. The most significant aspect of the TEAM approach is their

attempt to integrate cognitive and affective learning opportunities.

Although adhering to the tJheory tJhat an increase in mathematics skills

is usually accompanied by an increase in confidence in dealing with

situations or problems calling for mathematics, attention is not only

given to mathematics content but also to attitudinal comrrentary

provided in the ilathematics modules.

Problem solving techniques are taught and problems which are

interesting and relevant to life experiences are predominant.

Individual differences in difficulties with mathematical vocabulary

are diagnosed and given attention. The inductive learning process of

guiding the learner through a series of experiences or observations to

a generalization, is the preferred method of tuition. The idea is for

the students to experlence the benefit of tJhis meb~od of tuition so

that they might appreciate the value of this process's contribution to

a learner's understanding of mathematics.

As many of the students are women, the mater-ials have been designed to
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include information on the contributions of \-IIOmen to mathematics.

Opportunit_ies to learn what sex-bias entails and to examine

mathematics curriculu~ materials for evidence of bias is provided.

Besides the excellent material choice offered in t~is course, t~e

organisers have been careful to ensure that they create the correct

learning environment. A non-threatening learning environment is

essential for using the instructional materials. Both support and

challenge are needed to create a climate in which learning ~s

sustained. Instructors emphasise the processes with which the

students are \-IIOrking, rat~er than focussing only on obtaining a right

answer. Alternative routes in problem solving are sought after as the

instructor recognises that students di~fer in learning styles,

approach to the subject and background experience.

The important role of the instructor is to maintain an openness while

ideas are being considered but this needs to be balanced with the

concern for students' having clear knowledge of the correctness,

efficiency and merit of the various ideas which may be considered.

The strategy needed here is one of em?dthy. A psychologist or a

counsellor may have no problem here but the mathematics instructor

needs to be well versed with the strategies that convey empathy. The

empathy must "exemplify an attitude towards students that facilitates

supportive, non-threatening, yet task-oriented instructor behaviour"

(TEAM Instructor's Manual, 1984, p11). Students are encouraged to

work in groups and to co-operate on tasks rather than be in

competiti.on with one anot~er. Thi.s mutual support system can

encourage curiosity, experimentation and inductive thinking. Since
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teaching is the career goal of the students, they will find it

especially meaningful to assist each ot.J1er. However, it lS important

to recognise that there are specific times when rrodes of tuition may

differ. Large groups, small groups and individual activities are all

valid class organisation schemes and all three may be used.

For evaluation purposes the word "quiz" is used instead of test. The

feeling is that "quiz" sounds less formal and al t.J1ough it will produce

some tension this is necessary to keep the student interested and

active. Students were allowed to retake quizzes until they rrastered

them. This policy has proved useful in i.ncreasing achievement,

developing positive attitudes and providing psychological security.

The instructor is encouraged to review the results with their students

so that any negative feeli~gs about self-worth and ability can be

discussed openly and rationally. Self-evaluation is important because

anxlOUS students often attribute their successes to external variables

such as "luck" rather than recognise that they worked hard and did

well. Attitudinal i.nterventions recognise the fact t.J1at a certain

amount of tension can be facilitating and the goal is to provide and

maintain such levels. The instructor learns to recognise anxiety when

it appears, to permit students to express their feeling, to listen

carefully and to monitor tension levels during class activities.

Instead of talking about rrathematics anxiety it is more useful to talk

about mathematics confidence and confidence-building in general.

The rrodule "Demystifying Math" provides the student wiG~ an insight

into himself/herself as a mathematics learner. Students are ~ade

aware of what has caused some of thei.r negative feelings and how they
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have maintained behaviour that is self-defeating. Once students can

see that their behaviour is no longer useful, they can begin to

replace it with more appropriate, self-serving learning strategies.

Students are encouraged to keep a "weekly log" or "diary" which serves

to clarify their feelings, ideas and reactions. In this way they are

able to reflect on their behaviour and in so doing gain substantial

self-knowledge. The log entries can also serve as a basis for

classroom discussion and/or group discussion.

The instructor is the key to attitudinal change and it is important

that he or she provides the structures and encouragement that enables

students to shed tensions and replace them with growing confidence.

In addition to cultivating sensitivity to students' feelings, the

instructor must be able to provide help with the technical problems

students encounter. Terms, sYmbols and problems should be more

acceptable to these prospective teachers because they are now adults

and have a greater verbal facility than when they were children. What

is often needed though is encouragement to start a problem when the

solution is not apparent. Students must be taught not to focus on

tJheir inability to cope but rather on some productive problem-solving

activity related to the problem.

The TEAM approach is a most comprehensive programme which is sure to

gain much acclaim in the United States of America and internationally

when the instruct~ional material is published. The prograf!llTle is based

on information in the research literature on mathematics attitudes,

mathematics anxiety, sex-role socialization, sex-role stereotyping,

mat.:hematics instruction and educational psychology.
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Many of the strdt..egies suggested by the TEAM project have already been

discussed in this study. Both errotive and cognitive factors form an

essential part of this remediation programme whilst the ultimate aim

is to prepare future teachers for the classroom. The prospective

teachers are made familiar with t-he 1iterature and are then encouraged

to develop skills t-hat will enable them to identify and counteract

mathematics-anxious elements. This knowledge plus the whole

construction of this course is aimed partly at preventing the

prospective teacher from perpetuating the problems associated with

mathematics anxiety by repeating stereotypic teacher behaviours and

providing biased learning experiences for children.

5.1. 3 Factors Influencing the Mathematics Learner

Several researchers have emphasised elements of the teachers situation

that can have a debilitating effect on mathematics anxiety. The

following is a summary of some of the rrost relevant aspects

influenci.ng the mathematics learner.

1. Buxton (1981, p7) emphasises the effects of three seemingly

unavoi.dable factors in the school situation.

(a) The mere presence of an "authoritative figure" in the classroom

is anxiety provoking because "t..hat figure will make jUdgements

about right or wrong". The effect on the pupil is one of

pressure, confusion and panlC. From the surveys done at a Durban

primary school and EdgeYJOod College of Education it YJOuld appear

r-hat the effect of the authori tative figure is less threatening

at an early age. The threat is not felt only in the presence of

the teacher but also in the knowing that the teacher marks the
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tests and will find out if anyone has not understood the work.

(b) Speed is the second factor that Buxton lists as adding to

classroom anxiety. The need to complete a curriculum in a given

time often leads to mathematics' teachers emphasising the need

to work fast. Examinations and tests are set under pressure

with a restrictive time limit and class work is often under

pressure because if work is not completed it has to be finished

at home. Although these problems do exist for ot-her subjects

the emphasis on method and accuracy makes mathematics a

particularly difficult test to complete if one is a slow thinker.

The speed factor works in conjunction with the "authoritative

figure" factor because the teacher or examiner will be judging

the work that the pupil has had to do so quic!dy.

(c) The classroom lS a public place and this fact can have a

profound effect on a child. The child is surrounded by his peers

and a question asked in front of them can be totally exposing.

For this reason many pupils prefer to remaln ignorant rather than

expose this ignorance in a public place. Although this applies

to all subjects, questions in mathematics are often more

frequent and revealing. In addi tion mathematics ability can be

more easily measured by teachers and gauged by pupils than

subjects such as En91 ish, Afrikaans and History etc. Too many

experiences of incorrect answers and perceived ridicule in the

classroom can cause the child to "give up" and not make any

effort to ~rticipate in lessons.

2. Tobias (198Gb, p34) has worked mainly with mathematics anxious

adults and she has been able to gauge where the bad memories come
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from. Needless to say, rrost bad merrories of mathematics are school

related and she places them in four categories which are classroom

concerns. In some cases these concerns are very similar to tJ10se

listed by Buxton.

(a) "Time Pressure" is again emphasised and here Tobias makes the

point t..~at "persistence and not speed is what teachers should be

fostering". All too often a child will give up doing a problem

because he cannot forsee com~leting it in a given time span.

(b) "Hwniliation" in the classroom is the second cause of bad

mathematics experience listed by Tobias. Here she makes the

point that the child will not benefit from a public viewing of

his or her mathematical ~aknesses. The teacher should be aware

of the fact that what they say can have a lasting effect on their

pupils. Staterrents such as "You will never be able to do

mathematics" can be rrost harmful and have obvious consequences.

Even rrore subtle statements such as, "this section of the \<K)rk

is easy" can have a detrimental effect and be anxiety provoking.

The implications to G~e child is that he had better be able to

grasp this section of the \<K)rk pretty quickly or else he is

stupid.

(c) "The emphasis on one right answer" is often given too much

attention. Tobias says that "over-emphasising accuracy makes

students fearful of making mist~es. More credit and time

should be given to method and the discovery of different ways

to do a problem. It should be emphasised that mathematics is

often a matter of trial and error that one is often working in

the dark and may try several methods before hitting on the

correct approach.
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(d) "Working in isolation" is seen as undesirable by Sheila Tobias.

She says the traditional marJhematics class is never encouraged to

work in groups. Emphasis is always on individual work and not

discussing the answer or method wirJh others. Tobias (1981)

suggests that this is not in the best interests of the pupils.

Pupils should be encouraged to work in groups so that rJhey can

learn from each other by discussing problem-solving strategies.

In this way they will be more inclined to talk about their

rrethods, learn to experiment with new rrethods and to take more

risks in their problem solving techniques.

Hence, according to Sheila Tobias (1981) persistence not speed, praise

not humiliation, method not answers and group discussion not isolation

are theoretically the answers to reducing stressful situations in the

classroom and perhaps achieving a better understanding and liking of

mathematics.

3. Thompson (1982) carried out a study on three junior hi.gh school

teachers' conceptions of mathematics and mathe~tics teaching. This

is a rather small sample but the interesting aspect which was revealed

in this study was the fact rJhat what the teachers practiced was not

what they preached. All three teachers did not discuss the practical

uses of topics taught when they had all said that they believe in the

relevance of mathematics. In addition, the teachers concerned used

mainly prescriptive teaching when they had verbally expressed

preference for activities requiring logical reasoning. It is often

true that teachers may express a preference for methods which are more

desirable and educationally preferred but when they work under the
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is a rather small sample but the interesting aspect which was revealed

in this study was the fact rJhat what the teachers practiced was not

what they preached. All three teachers did not discuss the practical

uses of topics taught when they had all said that they believe in the
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true that teachers may express a preference for methods which are more
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pressure of having to co~plete a curriculum for an examination they

often revert_ to more less favourable rrethods wh ich are quicker and

easier to administer but simply fill G~e head with know-how-to-do

methods rather than develop a liking and understanding of the subject.

It is likely that many teachers are guilty of similar practices to

those found by Thompson. It is easier to ignore those pupils in class

who are considered incapable of coping with mathematics whilst

curricullli~ and examination pressure tends to have a negative influence

on the teaching of the subject. No matter what the philosophical aims

of the curriculum may be it is only the teacher who can portray these

aims and ensure they are effective.

4. Bulmahn and Young (1982, p56) hypothesised that, "in general, the

kind of person who is drawn to elerrentary school teaching is not

necessarily the kind who enjoys mathematics in the broad sense - from

its logical beauty to its real-world applications".

Bulmahn and Young investigated tJ1eir hypothesis by administering a 40

item questionnaire on attitude from 200 students at Indiana

University. The students were also as1<ed to write an essay based on

their feelings towards mathematics. About half of these students were

prospective elementary school teachers whilst the others were in

mathematics and psychology classes and had majors of many different

types. The autJhors point out that although essays are not considered

"respectable statistical instruments" they are nevertheless valuable

methods of investigation and did provide most informative reading. The
findings included the following:-
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(a) The prospective elementary school teachers have a much greater

interest in language arts and social studies than in mathematics

and science.

(b) Many students expressed the fact that, "mat.:.h had always been my

VoDrst subject".

(c) Even students who had done relatively well at mathematics

admitted to a real fear of word problems.

(d) Many students expressed the feeling that teachers do not really

have to be very good at mathematics beyond the basic computations.

It is obvious from rJhese findings that many element~ry school teachers

do not have the feelings for mathematics that could contribute to

fostering a better attitude towards the subject amongst their pupils.

In addition, tJhe expressed view of little need for mathematics

competence is an attitude which should be a cause for concern amongst

educationalists. This attitude was· also revealed earlier in this

thesis when the survey results from Edgewood College of Education were

discussed (see p 51 ).

5. Widmer and Charez (1982) conducted a survey of elementary school

matJhematics teachers in five northern Kentucky cities. They

investigated the relationships between mathematics anxiety and four

other characteristics of the teacher, viz. sex, career inhibition,

type of training and recency of training. They found no significant

relationships between:-

(a) matJhematics anxiety and sex

(b) mathematics anxiety and recency of training.

However, the study did indicate that:-

(a) subjects classified as mathematics-anxious showed more evidence
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of inhibited career goals than those classified non-anxlous

(b) thelr percept.ion of their mathematics training had a significant

effect on mathematics anxiety. Those teachers who perceived their

training as more understanding orientated were found to exhibit

less mathematics anxiety than those who perceived their training

to be more comput:.ationally orientated.

This study seems to indicate that teachers should be ~de aware of the

fact that the way pupils perceive their teaching will have a profound

effect on the anxiety they exhibit. Teaching with empathy and

understanding are essential ingredients for successfully combating

mathematics anxiety which, in turn, prevents inhibition of career

goals.

The background provided in this section lS perhaps as imfXlrtant as the

treatment ideas which will follow. The reason for this is that the

success of G~e treatJrent is dependent to a large extent on the

attitude and the personality of the rrat.l1erratics teacher. Hence, an

understanding of certain aspects of the classroom which can cause

anxiety will enable the teacher to ap?roach the task of remediation

well equipped to rectify the problems that may arise.
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5.2 Treatment

Clearly treatrr.en i _ in this area has to take the form of educating

teachers and prospective teachers on how to teach mat-hematics to avoid

anxiety developing i~ their students. Such a programme requires the

support of the Education De?arG~nt and t-he school. Attention needs

to be focussed on the following three areas.

1. Departmental influence

2. Headmaster/school implementations

3. Classroom strategies to avoid mathematics anxiety.

It is essential t-hat all three issues provide the necessary input to

encouraqe rerrediation. The Education Department can lay the

foundations for the headraBster and school to provide the facilities
_." _. --- - ----
for a rernediation prograJnrT1e which will give the teacher ample scope to

implement teaching strategies necessary to combat mathematics anxiety.

Aspects discussed here can be implement.:.ed at teacher training

institutions and at all schools but the consensus of opinion amongst

researchers indicates that the prirMry school and the primary school

teacher should be the iTlcun concern.

~2~ Departmental Influence

The Education Department has a responsibility to all schools to

provide certain requirements that facilitate better teaching me~,ods

and classroom techniques. The DepartJilent should:-

(1) Advise on schemes of work for the schools and [)rovide guidaI1ce

at PriITary and Secondary School seminars.

(2) Be responsible for obtaining up-to-date teaching aids and

inventories and ensure that teachers are aware of the resources

available.
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(3) Encourage less formal testing at school level and more practical

application.

(4) Arrange in-service training for small grou2s (area based or

school based) .

(5) Provide literature (brochures) for parents informing them of the

methods used in the teaching of mathematics, the aims behind

these mer.l1ods, and how the parent can be of assistance by being

suptxJrtive.

(6) Provide opportunities for children with difficulties in

mathematics to be diagnosed and refiEdiated.

(7) Arrange seminars for "bridging the gap" between high school and

prirrary school teachers as well as high school and university.

(8) Provide training for prospective teachers which includes an

awareness of the problem of mar.l1ematics anxiety and how the

problem may be perpetuated. Methods to cOiiibat the problem

should also be expounded during pre-service training.

5.2.l-Headmaster/School Implementations

As head of the school the headmaster needs to be sympar~l-)etic to the

requirements of preventing and treating mathematics anxiety. He needs

to involve his school in a strategy which will facilitate better

learning of mar.l1ematics. It is the headmaster's responsibility to

ensure that t.l1e staff and the parents are encouraged to work together

towards alleviating mathematics aru{iety. At the same time provision

should be made to facilitate a programme which is designed to combat

mathematics anxiety.

5.2.2.1 The staff- __ ---:;.--e::...:...:.:.:=.=.

The entire staff of any school should be aware of the problems that

mathematics anxiety can cause and the detri~ntal affect they may have

on a Chlld' s pr·ogress. It 1S not enou";h that the mathemat.ics teacher
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alone cultivates confidence in the subject. OG~er teachers must not

consciously or subconsciously disturb the progress. Teachers of other

subjects may proudly announce that they were never any good at

mathematics or teachers of many subjects (as in primary school) may

present marJ1ematics unfavourably when compared to rJ1e other subjects.

Often mathematics is the work period and English or History is the

reward or relaxation period. For example, children may be asked to

complete a mathemat.ics exercise before being allowed to read. The

L~plication being that mathematics is hard work and reading fun.

The hea~ster should utilise the literature and brochures suggested

earlier in this chapter, to make all staff aware of the problem and

the pitfalls. The timetable should be arranged so that mathematics is

not disadvantaged. Mathematics need not always be early in the day

but rat.her at various tires to compliment the varyins aspects of the

teaching of mathematics, i.e. mental, mechanical, practical. In

addition, the mathe~atics should be utilised in as many other subjects

as possible. The difficulty that pupils display with word problems on

everyday experiences seems to indicate that there is very little

cross-curriculum work done at school.

5.2.2.2 The parents

The school should also accept the responsibility of involving parents

in the programme. Again the brochures that are suggested should

perhaps be given to parents during a parent evening or open day

address. Once parents are aware of the problem and the considerable

influence that they have on their children's attitude then they may be

recruited to hel?, They :::ould be made aware of the following ways in

which they can help:

(1) Encourage rJ1eir children to make use of mathematics during

normal fanily activities. They could be involved in weighing

and measuring at. home, whilst during shopping they could be
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encouraged to use money.

(2) Parents need to be careful not to reveal any fear or dislike

they P.lCly have for:" rratheT:latics. Parents should also

have realistic expectations. E2{erting too much pressure on a

child can lead to failure and dislike of mathematics.

(3) Parents should be made aware of the negative effects of remarks

which they may :nake which may add to the poor attitudes the

pupils may develop.

(4) Parents can be made aware of the rner-hcx:ls be ing used in

mar-hematics teaching and the requirements of the mathematics

syllabus.

Much of what is required here by the headmaster/school has already

been mentioned in the section on socio-cultural factors influencing

mathematic anxiety. However, it is important that the head~ster

takes cognisance of the above r.x>ints and provides for parent evenings

and encourages parental support in a campaign against mat-hematics

anxiety.

5.2.2.3 SChool organisation

The headmaster can ensure that pupils are receiving re~edial attention

by organising the school time-table to accomnodate the mat-hematics

anxious ?ui?ils. As needs change from school to school and from

standard to standard it is difficult to be too pl"escriptive here.

However, an idea of what each school may be offering is given in the

following diagram.
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MATHEMATICS PUPIL I
A B C 0

STREAM STREAM STREAM STREAM, I I ,
6 Lessons of Maths 7 Lessons of 8 Lessons of. 9 Lesso

per week. Maths per ~yk Maths ?2r vlk I-laths
~

3 Lessons Extra 2 Lessons 1 Lesson ,

/ExtraCurricular Extra

/\ CUrricular CUrricular
r I

mathematically anxious

pupils drawn from each

class
,,/ """-'"reriiecllal tUition remedial counselling

I+:.wice oer week twice per week

This rocx:lel shows how the mathematically anxlOUS pupi Is may receive

attention Li both the classroom cont~~t, toget~er wit~ other pupils,

and as a selected group. MatheoEtics performance receives attention

whilst at the sane time anxieties are being calmed. Extra-curricular

activities for the brighter pupils need not necessarily be in

mathematics but should serve to extend t~ese pupils. The periocs

indicated are not prescribed but would vary according to need.

In implementing the aOOve structure into r...he school prograrnrre it is

imfX)rr.-ant to note that remedial work will only be successful if

teaching methods during norr.al lessons do not create mathematics

anxiety.
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5.2.3 Teaching T?__Avoid Ma~hema~ics Anxiety

It has been mentioned throughout this study that alleviating

mathematics anxiety res"Uires attention to both cognitive and errotive

issues. It is important t-hat teaching methods take account of these

issues and that teaching strategies include attention to:-

1. Improving content knowledge) and

2. Providing a suitable classroom au,nsphere.

The manifestation of mat-hematics anxiety is often the result of a

combination of reactions to a lack of understanding t-he material and

bad experiences in the classroom situation. By attending to both the

cognitive and emotive requirements in the classroom the teacher can

provide a situation which is less likely to provoke anxiety.

5.2.3.1 Improving content knowledge

Certain topics in mathematics are generally more anxiety-provoking

t-han others. These topics may have been "badly" taught or may simply

cause more difficulty than others. Topics such as spatial skills,

problem solving, fractions and percentages are often quoted as topics

which are difficult to teach and are not fully understood by the

pupils. Although teaching mathematics should involve a thorough

understanding of all topics it is of particular importance in those

topics which create difficulties and thus lead to anxiety.

The Cockcroft Committee thoroughly investigated the teaching of

mathematics in schools in the United Kingdom and their recommendations

on teaching mathematics content provide excellent ideas for the

teacher. Their review of research reveals that in the teaching of

mathematics content it is possible to distinguish between three
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elerrents.

1. Facts and skills.

2. Conceptual structure.

3. General strategies and appreciatjon

(Cockcroft, 1982, p70).

These ideas can provide a working structure for the mathematics

teacher which would ensure that the mathematics anxious child recejves

mat-..hematics tuition which not only provides basic facts and skills :Jut·

also develops his interest in mathei7atics and j?rovides him with the

necessary thinking ability which would benefit him as he progresses

through school.

Whichever topic is being taught considerable thought and preparation

should preceed any action. The thr:ee elements listed aOOve could

firstly be expanded as follows.

1- Facts (Knowing)

I2. Skills (Developir.J .• Routines) Element 1

3. Conceptual Struct14res (Understanding) Eler:~mt 2

4. General Stragegies

\5. Appreciation Element 3

If the topic "Percentages" proved to be one that was causing

difficul ty the mat-..hen:at'ics teacher should first consider the

following:

1. Facts

2. Skills

Per cent means 1 in 100 Symbol %

1 cent in the Rand~

G.S.T. Interest, Cost Price, selling Price

Profit and Loss etc.

The following routines should be developed
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4. General

Structures

Strategies

3. ConceJ.Jtual

FindinS a % of a quantity

% increase or decrease

Expressing 1 quantity as a % of another

Changing a fraction to a %

To ensure understanding of ~rcentages

some attention needs to be glven to

fractions, ratio and proportion, decimals,

statistics etc.

The pupils should be taught when

percentages are used and how they often

automatically use them, e.g. What

percentage of the "possession of ball"

has their rugby team had from the scrum?

or what percentage is the flour ingredient

to the whole cake recipe?

This can be easily linked with the general

strategies by emphasising common everyday

usage of percentages in many ex~~ples.

Whilst emphasising that it is not desirable that all teachers use the

same teaching style, The Cockcroft Re?Qrt (1982, p71) does express a

5. Appreciation

need for mathematics teaching to include certain ingredients at all

levels. The following teaching methods will ensure that the five

important elen~nts listed earlier will receive attention in the

classroom situation.

1. Exposition by the teacher.

2. Discussion between teacher and pupils and between pupils

themse1ves •

3. Appropriate practical work.
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4. Consolidation and practice of fundamental skills and routines.

5. Problem solving including tJhe application of matJhematics to

everyday situations.

6. Investigational work.

Using the ex~~ple of teaching percentages, these teaching guidelines

suggest an approach which would follow the procedure outlined below.

1. Exposition Introduce the facts about % and explain

words such as G.S.T., Interest, Profit and

Loss etc.

2. Discussion

3. Practical

4. Problem solving

5. Investigations

Allow the group to discuss reasons for %,

uses of % - comparisons with decimals and

fractions etc. and when to use %.

Calculating G.S.T. on items they see in

the newspaper. Calculating interest on

money they might save. Percentage increase

in shares. Play games e.g. %, fractions,

decimals matched on dominoes.

Problems involving money, credit cards,

compound interest, investment, inflation

rate etc.

e.g. Newspaper adverts with WAS and NCW

prices. Discover if the discount % is the

san~ for each item, or, how would you

decide how much acid to add to the water

in a swimming pool to make it a 1% acid

solution?

The following diagram swmnarises the approach suggested by the

Cockcroft COlllmittee.
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DECIDE ON TOPIC I
>J,

PREPARE LESSO~ nY

ANALYSING INI'O

1.Facts and skills

2. Conceptual structures

3. General strategies

4. Appreciation

DRAFT TEACHING OUTLINE IN

TERJ.\1S OF

1. Exposition

2. Discussion

3. Practical work

4. Problem solving

5. Investigation

By careful preparation and a well-structured lesson the teacher can

assist those ?upils that have difficulty in certain topics of

mathematics and who may have developed an anxiety which although

connected to these topics has led to a more generalised anxiety when

dealing with any mathematics.

5.2.3.2 Providing a suitable classroom atmosphere

Whilst efforts to lmprove undersr-anding of the cont<.-nt material in

mathematics will give the pupil added confidence it is essential that

teachers develo? strategies which will help alleviate emotive

reactions to matheinatics. For this reason it is important r.hat

teachers are equipped to break the cycle of poor attitudes and

anxieties and are eager and able to provide their pupils with positive

eXPeriences in the learning of mathematics. The following points
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could form a summary of ideas for the teacher to increase interest In

the subject and to reduce the possibility of developing

anxiety-provoking situations in the classroom. Some of these points

may have been mentioned earlier in connection with other

anxiety-provoking factors. However, it has been explained that there

will necessarily be some overlap and it is important that all the

factors influencing teaching sr..rategies are mentioned at this sr..-age.

Teaching to avoid mathematics arlxiety could be regarded as the

consolidation of much of what has been discussed in this study.

1. Create a positive supportive classroom at~sphere

(a) Empathy is a necessry ingredient for all mathematics teachers to

develop. Comments such as, "1 just explained that", or "you

should have learnt that years ago", or "this should be an easy

section", should be avoided. Mathematics anxious pupils are

especially sensitive to this type of criticism and often their

history wi 11 reveal r_'1at they have encountered such lack of

empathy sor:ewhere in the past.

(b) The rigidity of right and wrongness of mathematics causes much

tension. Mathematics teachers should consider the origin of

various answers without immediately claiming they are wrong.

This will ease the anxiety of the pupils and encourage them

to answer more questions.

(c) It is better to acknowledge that sore mar..hematics may be

difficult rar..her than claim it is easy and cause pupils to

become anxious because they cannot understand a section of the

w:::Jrk. When difficulty is acknowledged it should be communicated

with a fait_h in the learner's ability to master the material.
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(d) The mar-hematics teacher should avoid insensitive behavio~r which

can create a dislike for mathematics. This insensitivity could

take the form of:-

(i) making condescending remarks

(ii) using mathematics as a punishrrent

(iii) refusing to answer legitimate questions or giving help

where needed

(iv) creating humiliating experiences for pupils

(v) making tests and assignments unreasonably long or difficult

(e) It is essential that pupils are provided with the supportive

climate in which taking risks is perceived as acceptable. It

should be emphasised that although some mat-.l1effi3.tics can be purely

mechanical and computational, it is more important to develop

inventive approaches. Educated guessing, estimation, creative

and unique methods and perseverance should all be supported arld

regular positive reinforcement should be used to encourage pupils

to investigate an inventive idea.

2. Encourage student-to-student communication

(a) Co-operation not competition is what should be encouraged.

Positive student attitudes can be developed from a student's

sense of being part of a mutual support system which can

encourage curiosity, experimentation and intuitive thinking.

(b) Pairing and group work can serve to enrich a student's experience.

Whilst a low level of competition ffi3.y be constructive, the

teacher needs to be aware of any tensions that may arise as a

result of competition.

(c) Students should be enc~lraged to discuss tJheir difficulties in
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class. In this way comnon problems will be recognised and

students will feel less individual tension.

(d) Class discussion will also provide greater op[X)rtunity to

correct faulty cognitions.

3. Vary classroom organisation and learning activities

To facilit~te a supportive classroom environment and

student-to-student communication as well as helping to maintain

interest, the mat-hematics teacher should vary classroom organisation.

Large grou~s to present specific content, small groups working on

problems and individual activities to evaluate their own skills.

The teacher should make use of t-hese methods in accord wit-h the nature

of specific objectives and activities he or she has in mind.

Instruction to a large group makes best use of the instructor's time.

Working ln small groups' can serve to strengthen and expand students'

mastery of specific concepts by applying what has been learned, whilst

also providing opportunities to clarify their underst~nding of

concepts. They 'may also discuss feelings, reactions, res[-Onses and

questions.

Peer tutoring should be encouraged when groups are working together.

Pupils feel less threatened when revealing their problems to their

peers rather than to the teacher. Pupils may also be given a chance

to select from various learning a:::tivi ties and a~l'::ho tapes, video

tapes, gaIileS, charts etc. can be us~ v.l1enever i:.ossible. These

activities will help to stimulate interest and increase motivation.

4. Be sensitive to timing and pacing

(a) The teacher needs to develop a sensitivity to each class as a
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group. This enables him or her to select the appropriate

alternative learning activities and to judge the need for

repitition.

(b) Grouping in classes ma.y be used to facilitate the different

ability levels in the classroom and the various groups can be

encouraged to work to their specific learning rate and style.

(c) Pupils ma.y be encouraged to take a break in the middle of solving

a problem. This allows for a less rigid approach to problem

solving and rrore tiIne to assess new ideas and discuss met-..hods.

(d) Allowing rrore time for pupils to respond to questions will allow

for more answers. Receiving rrore questions &id answers froo

pupils is an indication of their interest and enthusiasm.

5. Stress underst-Anding

As mentioned throughout this study, memorization and rote-learning

often replaces underst-Anding. The problem that the teacher faces is

the fact that alrrost certainly at primary school and lower high school

level, the rote-learning method will produce good examination results.

The teacher is often judged on the evidence provided by examinations

and therefore it.is clearly rrore advantageous to resort to a method of

teaching that promotes rote-learning. This ma.y be avoided by

eliminating formal examinations but it is also essential that the

teacher is rrotivated to prepare pupils for the rrore abstract type of

ma.thema.tics wnich they will encounter in later years.

Rote-learning habits should be discouraged at an early age by giving

less emphasis to formulas and rigid methods. Whilst purely mechanical

and computational skills are important a greater errQhasis should be

given to processes and applications which develop ma.thematics
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unders·tand i ng •

6. Avoid inflex~ble or excessively authoritarian teaching

An aspect of teaching which often leads to t-..he prorrotion of

rote-learning is the rigid, authorit-~ian approach that some teachers

adopt. Teachers should avoid describing rrethods to pupils and

claiming that understanding will be evident at a later stage. This

type of teaching often leads to a dislike for the subject and fu~

anxiety that perhaps t-..he topic will never be fully explained. A rrore

investigative approach will ensure greater participation and less

dej?endence on teacher instruction. The recently introduced new

syllabus for mathematics provides opportunities for teachers to adopt

a less authorit-Arian approach .and to give rrore emphasis to topics

which foster individual thought. The following factors should be

considered.

(a) Encourage creativity in problem solving.

(b) Give rrore emphasis to method and less emphasis to the final

answer.

(c) Encourage good, intelligent guessing and intuition by teaching

estimation and approximation.

(d) Do not disQiss wrong answers without investigation. Often pupils

misinterpret the question and then give the rig~t answer to the

wrong question.

(e) Allow rrore discussion in class and only assume the role of the

teacher as the final source of authority.

(f) Provide as many positive maths experiences as possible in order

to develop in the pupils a willingness to try a problem. Too

often :?upi!s avoid startwg a problem as a defensive mechanism
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to protect themselves from what they are sure will be defeat or

humiliation.

7. Avoid sex-role stereotyping of mathematics as a male domain

Evidence has been found to point to the fact that mathematics anxiety

can be nurtured by the perception of mathematics as an activity which

is more appropriate for males. Studies discussed previously have

revealed that sex-role stereotyping can lead to girls being

encouraged, directly or indirectly, to avoid high school mat~ematics.

Teachers tend to treat male and female pupils differently and they

reinforce in both rrales and females behaviours which one deems

appropriate for their sex.

differences in performance.

Differential expectations can lead to

It is important therefore thi'tt teachers

note the following:-

(a) Do not have different expectations for success and achievement in

mathematics for wale and ferrale students.

(b) Do not differ in interactions wit~ male and female students in

the classroom.

(c) Be aware of sex-biased questions In text books and be careful not

to include them in tests.

(d) Provide positive, appropriate role models for students of both

sexes. Female students need to see other females succeeding in

mathemat ics.

8. Be aware of the eossible negative effects of testing

Betz (1978, p8S) says that "most tests are administered under

conditions which violate almost every principle for effectively doing

mathematics, thus t~ey themselves generate anxiety and establish a
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stable association between education and anxiety". Betz is obviously

referring to the emphasis on correct answers and the speed factor as

well as the anxiety provoking evaluative situation. Teachers need to

develoj? a new attitude towards testing by considering the following:

(a) Do not overemphasise testing as a means of evaluating maG~ematics.

Use other methods such as assignments and projects.

(b) Provide ample time for working a test. Avoid always giving timed

tests which create excessive pressure on pupils. Obviously this

would be rrore difficult to implement as G'1e pupil progresses but

the fact rJhat an external examination is set in Standard 10 does

not necessitate excessive testing fra~ an early age.

(c) Do not always set excessively difficult tests or mark tests over

strictly. The non-anxious pupils may resp::md to the need to

improve but the anxious pupils need positive reinforcement which

will enhance their self-confidence and their belief that they can

do mathematics.

(d) Give written comments on tests. Answers should not simply be

marked right or wrong. Encouraging comments should be included

where correct procedures are noted and errors should be analysed

and constructive advice given which will assist the pupil in

rectifying mistakes.

(e) By allowing pupils to re,vrite a test the teacher will be

j?roviding an opportunity for the contents to be mastered.

Mastery of the material is as important as the evaluative

aspects of testing.
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5 • 3 SUr-lMARY

The educational factors influencing mathematics anxiety which have

been discussed in this section are essentially school related and rrore

specifically teacher related. Factors discussed as socio-cultural,

cognitive and emotive variables influencing mar~ematics anxiety are

all evident in the school situation and therefore a certain amount of

overlap is to be expected. Within the school itself, strategies for

remediation can only be implemented by enlisting the support of all

parties concerned.

l. The Education Department must provide guidelines on how best to

imp1errent the new curriculum to provide for anxious-free

continuity of mathematics.

2. The headmaster and staff need to work together to provide the

best structure of classroom organisation and the teachins

environment.

3. Mathematics teachers ~st present the subject in a non-anxiety

provoking manner and in a way that stresses understanding and a

develo[~nt of the subject matter.

4. Teachers at all levels should liaise on the continuing nature of

mathematics and ensure that teaching strategies provide for

anxiety-free continuation in the subject.

5. Teaching to avoid mathematics anxiety should involve providing

roemedial tui.t ion to improve mathematics content knowledge as well

as creating an anxiety-free clcssroom atrrosphere.
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CONCLUSION

The intention of this study is to provide ideas on the treatment of

mat.bematics anxiety. Like rrost developmental problems, mat.bematics

anxiety is influenced by many factors and it is difficult to restrict

the number of related aspects which should receive attention.

However, certain factors recur frequently in the literature and it 1S

these crucial concerns which have been included in this study.

There are two main criti.cisms of the overseas studies which have been

described i.n this thesis.

1. Many studies have been short· term orientated in t.bat attempts

have been made to measure mat.bematics anxiety levels in small

groups at a particular institution. These levels of anxiety

are then lowered by some means of remediation. No follow up

informat ion is provided to assess t.be long-term success of these

interventions.

2. The rrore comprehensive surveys such as those implemented by the

NFER and BruneI University have merely identified problems and

no attempt has been made towards any remediation.

Whilst these methods do have Sorl~ benefit it should be realised that

mathematics anxiety is widespread and that any attempt at re~diation

should be_&J o~going process and involve as many people in G~e

population as possible. The approach in this thesis is more one of

prevention by providing insight into the problem and educating a broad

spectrum of society about mathematics anxiety and its consequences.
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For this reason the background information provided should be seen as

a treatment factor in itself. The background information and research

also provides one with a basis for treatment strategies and it is with

these in mind that the following premises may be 1isted as the

foundation to one's approach.

1. The ?roblem of mathematics anxiety does exist.

2. There is a need for something to be done about this problem.

3. Mathematics anxiety manifests itself at an early age.

4. There are sever'al factors that influence this manifestation.

S. Re;nedial strategies need to be deve loped which deal wir..-h aspects

pertainin] to the sources of mathematics anxiety.

6. There are two main aims to remediation, viz. mathematics

performance must be improved and mathematics anxjety must be

alleviated •

7. The approach to treatment must include both prevention and cure

strategies.

8. Remediation must lead to long~ term improvement in performance,

reduceG anxiety levels and a more positive attitude;and,aim at a

life-long improvement and appreciation of mathematics.

Before attempting to describe remediation processes it lS necessary to

define mathematics anxiety, identify t-~e sources of this anxiety and

investigate ways of assessing a person's level of anxiety and how it

will affect his ?=rformance. Mar...hematics anxiety is complex in nature

and t..-he sources are multifaceted. To provide some clarity the sources

were categorised and discussed under the four headings:-

1. Socio-cultural factors.

2. Emotive factors.
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3. Cognitive factors.

4. Educational factors.

The idea of dividing thi.s study into four categories is intended to

merely provide a clearer picture of the diverse aspects influencing

the manifestation of mathematics anxiety. It must once again re

stressed that these four areas are not clearly defined but rather

interrelated and overlapping in parts.

Socio-cultural factors influencing mathematics anxiety are those

conditions which are developed by society through certain culturally

acceptable reliefs. The emotive factors are seen mainly as the

individual's reaction to certain culturally held reliefs and are

influencect particularly by emotive attitudes which arise from the

connotations and myths connected with mathematics. Hence, the

$ocio-cultural and emotive issues influencing mathematics anxiety are

seen as more closely related although not entirely divorced from other

factors.

The cognitive and educational factors influencing mathematics anxiety

are also closely related. Cognitive factors are recognised as certain

elerrents pertaining to the contents of ~thematics which can cause

anxiety. As with emotive factors, ccx::;nitive factors are of an

individualistic nature as each individual is affected differently by

the various problems caused by the unique nature of tJhe subject.

Educational factors are categorised as those aSPects of the school

which have the rrost influence on matherntics anxiety. The school as

the educational institution and tJhe teacher as the main instrument of

instruction are seen as tJhe central aSPeCts which influence
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mathematics anxiety and where t-..reat.ment can begin.

Assessing levels of mathematics anxiety is an important prerequisite

for treat-~nt methods. Whilst a brief mention of the historical

development of mathematics anxiety scales gives some insight into the

met..hcds of measurement it was necessary to select and recommend a

scale suitable for the South African situation. The Mat-..hematics

Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS) described in Chapter 2 was recomlrended for

use in large surveys. However, it was suggested that this scale

should be modified &jd adapted to suit t-..he composition of the sample

population being tested so t-..hat measurement of levels of matherratics

anxiety may be carried out at different levels and at various

institutions. Two exploratory investigations were carried out at

Edge~ College of Education and at a Durban primary school. This

type of survey will help to identify the mat-..her.atics anxious pupi 1 and

the areas of mathematics that may need attention.

To measure r.athematics ability, attitudes and personality traits

other tests will need to be developed according to b,e requirements of

the research. The ultimate success of a mathematics anxiety remedial

programme can only be assessed when mathematics ability is measured

before and after treatment.:.. An important aSF€ct of measurwg

rrathematics abili.ty was identified as an "inference factor" and is

descr~ as the ability of the student to make the correct

mathematical inferences from ~~e basic knowledge which has been

accumulated. Tests constructed to measure mathematics ability must

take cognisance of this aspect and ~estions which probe the student's

underst-Anding of the basics of mathematics must be included.
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Knowledge gained from assessing anxiety and other related aspects will

provide a basis for arranging renedial class groups and organisi.ng a

remedial programme. However, it was emphasised that individual

anxieties are uniquely manifested and that attention to individual

assessment is crucial to the success of remediation.

Individual remediation is, however, rather t~~ consuming and not

entirely practical in large institutions. In smaller groups or when a

small number of pupils have been identified as particularly

mat--hematics anxious a more individualistic approach may be used.

Mathematics anXlOUS pupils may be identified by interviewing pupils

individually and faulty methods can be discovered by listening to

pupils describe their ai?proach to a mathematics problem. In this way

remediation can be more specific in dealing with alleviating the

individual's bad experiences and rectifying the topics of mathematics

which cause his anxiety.

In nost instances treatment procedures will need to be devised for

large institutions and it is for this reason that the ideas suggested

in this study are of a more general nature. It is recomrrended that

treat-~nt starts at an early age and therefore remedial programmes are

described which would be suitable in the primary school. However, it

is envisaged that these ideas can be easily adapted to suit high

schools and tertiary insitutions. In particular, teacher training

institutions should include a progra~~ which creates an awareness of

rrethematics anxiety whj 1st also providing recolc.mended teaching

strategies which will help to alleviate the problem of mathematics
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anxiety.

Treat~nt meG~ods are divided into the categories which identified the

rrain sources of rrathematics anxiety. Once again the problem of

interrelated issues and some overlap was unavoidable and the fact that

many aspects are closely related must be recognised. The approach to

remediation could be described in the sociological terms of rracro and

micro concerns. The rracro issues involve the socio-cultural and

educational structures whilst the micro issues are more individually

orientated and deal with the emotive and c03TIitive factors which

impede the mathematics progress of the individual.

In addition to the categorisation of macro and micro concerns, the

four categories of remediation could also be classified according to

their mathematical approach. Socio-cultural and emotive treatment

procedures are orientated more towards the connotative elements of

mathematics whilst educational and cognitive treat~nt is concerned

more wit..h mathematical content. These are not clearly defined

divisions but they do help to describe the intricate link between G~e

four areas involved in treatment.

The overall strategy towards treatment in the four areas is firstly to

cr"eate an awareness of the problems influencing mathematics anxiety

and secondly to suggest certain renediation methods. For this reason

the four categories ~n Chapter 4 were discussed under" the headings

"Background" and "Treatment". The background should not be regarded

as simply a prologue to treatItEnt strategies but rather as an

important aspect of treatment in that the information provided ~s
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intended to stimulate interest and create an acute awareness of the

problem of mathematics a~~iety.

The trear~nt factors also ?rovide some ideas on how best to use the

background knowledge in the fOr@Ulation of a ?lan of remediation. The

essential aspects of micro concerns is to improve the self confidence

of the individual and develop a better understanding of mathematics.

The macro concerns require a structured approach towards illforming and

educating the public as well as providing opportunities in the school

for classroom organisation and teaching methods which will be

beneficial to the remediation of mathematics anxiety.

The diagram below provides a simplified yet clear picture of the

overall strategy towards renBdiation of mar-hematics anxiety.
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In the diagram the circle depicts the interrelat.:.ion of all four

treatment concerns whilst the macro and micro a?proaches and rJhe

connotative and content links are also indicated. Whilst this diagram

tends to simplify a complicated situation it does illustrate how the

trearJment of mathemtics anxiety should include attention to all four

related areas.

There is inevitably some overlap when considering micro and macro

concerns but the difference is in the approach. Development should

t~e place wiG~in the individual whilst this development is

facilitated by societal conditions favourable to alleviating

mathematics anxiety. The final result should provide for three basic

requirements.

1. Ensuring that the problem of mathematics is not perpetuated

through PU?ils, parents and teachers.

2. Ensuring that matJhemtics anxiety is alleviated 10 students and

that they are given the opportunities to progress free of the

emotive issues which may hinder them.

3. Ensuring tJhat matJhematics performance 1S improved by providing

understanding, concentrating on weaknesses and improving basic

mathematical skills.

By using a combination of prevention and cure methods it is envisaged

that the complex problem of marJhematics anxiety can be alleviated and

that this will lead to a better understanding of maG~ematics, a

long-lasting improvement in mathe~tics ability ~Jd a greater

enjoYment and appreciation of the subject.
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION SURVEY

ANALYSIS OF ANXIETY SCORES

PERSONAL STD. 10 STD. 10 STD. 10 STD. 10ATTAINMENT STD. 7 STD. GRADE STD. GRADE HIGH GRADE HIGH GRADE TOTALLEVEL o OR BELOW C OR ABOVE o OR BELmJ C OR ABOVE
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Std. Deviation 17,88 14,54 15,31 '13,9 10,05 17 ,64
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION SURVEY
TOTAL ANXIETY RATINGS FOR EACH ITEM ON THE

MATHEMATICS ANXIETY RATING SCALE

I

NO. OF TOTAL

I
NO. OF TOTALANX IETV POSITION ANX IETY POSITIONITEM RATING ITEM

RATING
1

1 678 27 16 684 29
2 511 13 17 431 4
3 530 15 18 540 17
4 484 11 19 ~57 19
5 448 6 20 482 10
6 692 I 30 21 669 26
7 427 3 22 385 2
8 681 28 I 23 547 18
9 492 I 12 24 559 20

10 448 I 6 25 I 440 5
I

11 465 I 9 26 534 16
12 323 I

1 I 27 648 I 25I
13 579 ! 21 28 638 I 24.,
14 527 ;

14 29 452 I 8
I
},

,15 623
,

23 I 30I
I 620 ~~

c
iI

SCORING: NOT AT ALL TO VERY ~1UCH 1 to 5
NO. OF STUDENTS: 148

POSSIBLE LOWEST SCORE: 148
(Reflecting Highest Anxiety Provobn_9 Item)

POSSIBLE HIGHEST SCORE: 740
(Reflecting Least Anxiety Provoking Itl~l1I)
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PRIr~ARY MATIIEr~ATlCS TEST

. NA~1E:

DO THE FOLLOWING PROBLEMS:

~ .

ANSWER

1. ~:rite ~ as a decirlla1

2. What number must be placed in the box to make
the following true?

1

2.

·CJ
8

= 3
IT"

3. 41 x 40

4. How many squares of length 3 cm could I fit
hi to a square with sides of 1ength 6 cm.

5. 0.7':-;- 0,7

5. The ratio of boys to girls in a class is
2:5. If there are 15 girls, how many boys
are there?

7. Chan~e: to a deci~al

8. 0,4 x 0.4

•9. 513 -. 27

O. I!hat nUi7Iber r.1ust go in the box to make
the follo~in9 true:

12 + 6 - 0 = 15

1. 0,3 >; 0,3

'") \·:hc t number mu!;t x be to r:lake the followingI..

true?

x + 8 + x = 12

3- I~hat number must go in the box to make the
following true:

2 = 1
IT J

!. In John's class there arc 30 children. S·of them
wear glasses. What froction of the class wear
glcJsses?

3E ;:

If a 9il'1 can cycle at a spcc-d of 8 km
per hour, \·:hi.t time \·... i 11 she tllke to
tl'Jvcl 2 Xlil

•

3.

4.

5. -------
6. -------

7. ------
8.

---'------
9. -----

10. --------

ll. -------
12 .. -------

13.

14. --------

15. ----- ------

1:') •

"
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17. Add the following numbers
16,36 1,9 243,075

18. Which of the following fractions is the
smallest:

7 5 63 3
16 Jl R E

19. If the area of a square is 25m2
,

what is the length of each side?

~O. In a Supermarket I bought ~ tin of paint
costing R3,69 and a brush costing Rl,15.
The Cashier rang up an incorrect price,
making a total bill of R5,21. How much
was I overcharged.?

1. Add the following numbers:
298,78 72,36 13,89

2. You are going to the U.S.A. on holiday and take ~

R100,OO to spend. If the exchange rate is
0,52 dollars to the Rand, what number of
dollars will you receive for your R100,OO?

Page Two

17. ------

18.

1g.

20. ------

21. ------

22. -------

.
) 816 -- 8 23.) . .
I. 1 + 2 24.

0" J

,. 25.

How many degrees is x

3. / .
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- 8 - Pilge Three

Now that you have answered'. the 25 questions above, read the questions
again carefully and rate each question on the scale below.

Place a tick (~) in the block below the heading that best describes
your opinion of each question.

I VERY EASY NOT DIFFICULT VERY
EASY SURE DIFFICULT

1.

2.

3.

4.
!

5. ,

6.

7.

8. .
9.

10.

ll.

1? .

~13.
11I.

15.
.

Hj .

17.

18.

19., .
20.

21.'

22.

, 23.I.
24.

25.
i

.'
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'"

r-lN~E: TOTAL SCORE:

The items in the questionnaire refer to things and experiences that may
cause fear or apprenhens ion. For each item place a tick (y/) in the
box under the column that described" how much you are frightened by the
situJtion descrihed.

NOT AT A A VERY
ALL LITTLE FAIR MUCH

I~UCHAMOUNT

1. Checking your change after
buying several items at a
shop
-

2. Having someone v;Jtch yOIl
when you do mad1c::IJt i cs

-

r-3
.

Calcu'iating the sales I
tc\x on a purchase •

liatchi n9 a t~acher II 'L
dcing n:3thcmatics on

Ithe board
._,-----_. - -

r Sitt iog in your ma:hema-J.

tics class. .
-

6. Hatching sOr.Jeone \'Iork
\'Ii th a ci\lcu1i3tGI'

- -
7. Li~;tenir.g to someone

explain h0Y1 Cl COji:P ut er
\'lOd;s.

I " Stl;dy_i n9 for a ma t.li S I(I.

tI test

I "

9. \"Jrit i ng a .. '
ma~ns

~o.
test

;'1'

Reading maths book
.

a
I

-
11. Raising yOL!1' hand in a

maths class to ask a
question

- --112. P1aying cords \,'hCI'e
numbers ur'? involved

- I --
13. ,Think;'ng ilbout. u Ill,) ths

~test one \Icck before I

------..

14. Thinking ,lboL! l Cl Ilk lhs
test one day bef0\'e I

j------
.- ------------- - -" "

p; 11 i -j 11 ~-- ; n ~1 i'lll;ut il ill.' thsv.

te5-t orl0 liOur b60rc
~--------"._._---_._---_. -
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Page Two

NOT AT A A VERY I
FAIR MUCH :

ALL LITTLE AMOUNT
~lUCH

,
I

I
I

16. Waiting to get a maths test I Ireturned in which you i
expected to do well :

17. Waiting to get a maths test
returned in which you
expected to do badly.

I 18. Openi ng a math book and·
seeing a page full of
problems

.

19. Being given a sudden quiz
in a maths class .

20. Asking your maths teacher
to help you with a
problem you do not
understand.

21- Being asked how you
arrived at a particular

I answer to a problem
.

I Having your teacher watchi 22.
! you as you work through

a problem.
,
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS TEST

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY RATINGS
NUMBER OF PUPILS (109)

% Considered 4 Teachers

Question No. % Correct Question very easy Rating
Answers or easy but gave Very Easythe wrong answer Easy

1 69 13 2 2

2 45 14 0 4

3 81 15 2 2

4 23 42 0 2

5 59 29 I 0 2

6 41 I 12 0 1

7 19 21 I 0 2

8 41 40 I 1 2

9 69 I 15 I 1 3I

la 92 5
I

2I 2I

11 I 3 I 77 i 1 2,
12 81

,
II 9 1 2

13 I 79 I 4 I 1 2
14 72 I 8 I 1 2I
15 23 I 17 0 1
16 45 15 0 I 1
17 59 I 33 1 3

I
I

I18 38 I 33 0 1
19 14 I 27 0 I 2

20 70 ! 20 0 I 4
21 77 14 2 I 2
22 14 21 0 I 1
23 66 25 2 2
24 I 35 41 1 2,
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STANDARD FIVE SURVEY

ANALYSIS OF MATHEMATICS ANXIETY RATING

Item Total
Anxiety PositionNo. .Rating

1 161 19

2 249 10

3 230 12

4 140 22

5 151 20

6 165 I 18

7 175 17

8 300 ! 5

9 341 I 3 ,

10 179 ! 16!

11 197 i 15

12 J 146 I 21!
I

13 225 j 13,

14 I 320 I 4

15 383 I 2

16 296 7

17 410 1
18 I 297 I 6

19 266 9

20 219 14
21 244 11

22 I 271 8,

.'

No. of Pupils:

Possible High Anxiety Score
(Reflecting High Anxiety)

Possible Low Anxiety Score
(Reflecting Low Anxiety)

109

545

109

(5 x 109)

(1 x 109)
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STANDARD FIVE SURVEY

RESUL TS' OF 1ST TERM EXAMINATIONS/
PRIMARY TEST/MATHEMATICS ANXIETY RATING/

DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY RATING

A CLASS

GIRLS BOYS

1st lerm Pnmary Anxlety I:.asy 1st Term pnmary Anxlety I:.asy
Exam Test % Rating Rating Exam Test % Rating Rating

70 63 63 99 80 71 43 118

80 75 38 83 84 83 52 90

71 54 61 80 78 I 67 39 112

67 38 49 103 88 79 57 93.
76 46 42 93 82 88 36 118

88 58 49 100 86 I 88 33 106

, 73 71 5.3 91 72 .fi3 50 84

76 71 36 I 104 70 I 71 42 98 I
82 54 ! 24 I 106 87

,
67 I i

I I 31 99 j

78 I 50 i 57 I 103 69 i 67 i 31 101 i
I i
! I I

"

73 71 45 101 72 75 54 88, !
, I ,

I
!86 63 76 ! 73 i

I
- i

86 75 i 54 105 I I
I

79 ! 75
,

40 j 102 I I I: I , :
;

I I I86 l 67 42 97
,

I i i
78 ' I 54 52 86

I
t I I

92 !
I

i I50 57 I 88 I I

,
I I i81 1 54 [ 55 111 i
1 I

80 i 79 i 53 i 102 ! I
; i i

I70 i 42 . 48 ~ 98 I

! 95 I 54
,

57 I i
I I I 102 I

I 83 I 54 I 50 115 I I
I i

I,

73 I 54
,

59 I iI 93, !

70 50 I 37 92 ! I I

0'
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B CLASS

GIRLS BOYS

1st Term Primary Anxiety Easy 1st Term Primary Anxiety Easy

Exam Test % Rating Rating Exam Test % Rating Rating

72 54 44 84 75 42 57 105

84 46 48 89 68 50 38 101

61 46 46 I 86 73 54 48 103

58 46 46 79 62 54 38 94

73 54 53 96 73 .46 36 94

76 42 43 83 57 54 41 95

I
-

79 58 52 96 71 38 63 90

62 46 44 90 77 I 79 43 106
. f

.~

76 42 61 90 68 54 31 ;09 I-
65 54 51 96 73 46 38 105

I
-~--

67 83 30 109 64 38 37
I 89

I I --

55 54 57 84
I I I

--
I 53 50 42 93

- I

! 82 67 1 33 112
I 68 54 28 107
I,

I I
.- -

I 56 54 36 109 --
56 46 44 94 --
69 67 43 93

i I I I
--

73 63 62 99
I
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C CLASS

GIRLS BOYS

1st Term Primary Anxiety Easy 1st Term Primary Anxiety I Easy

Exam Test % Rating Rating Exam Test % Rating , Rating

I
--

44 I 29 60 f 91 43 54 67 79

69 46 60 r 79 62 54 53 76

66 29 47 l 83 34 13 78 TOl

47 42 72 95 48 I 50 42 I 105
I

54 42 62 I 70 74 ! ~3 57 I 100

56 29 78 99 54 / 54 l 40 I 92 -

51 29 70 I 88 64 1 46 I 46 I 90
I

51 29 I 62
I : i I I

! 61 77 I 46 57 j 87
,

- .

53 13 56 I 89 64 38 I !
;

55 96 I

I I
. -

52 29 64 93 56 I 58 I 58 ! 96I ... ~

.'
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D CLASS

GIRLS BOYS

1st Term Primary Anxiety Easy 1st Term Primary Anxiety Easy
Exam Test % Rating Rating Exam Test % Rating Rating

37 38 63 71 44 33 56 99

50 17 46 84 64 38 53 99

44 38 41 104 35 25 71 64

45 46 53 85 30 5'0 45 90

42 42 42 99 26 21 56 87

63 50 I 42 95 44 54 52 I 96 i

38 46 46 89 63 I 50 I 76 I 97 I
I I 51 46 I 56 I 88 lI

Total Number of Pupils: 100 (9 Spoilt Papers)

Possible High Anxiety Scope 110

Possible Low Anxiety Scope 22

Possible High Degree of Easy Rating 120

Possible Low Degree of Easy Rating 24
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Total Number of Pupils: 100 (9 Spoilt Papers)

Possible High Anxiety Scope 110

Possible Low Anxiety Scope 22

Possible High Degree of Easy Rating 120

Possible Low Degree of Easy Rating 24
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STANDARD FIVE SURVEY

PEARSON PRODUCT MOr~ENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE
(AS ~EASURED ON THE PRIMARY TEST) AND MATHEMATICS ANXIETY

(AS MEASURED ON THE RATING SCALE)

x = Score on Primary Test

Y = Score on Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale

GIRLS BOYS TOTAL

~1ean X 49 54 51

Mean Y 50 48 49

Standard Deviation X 15,3 16,3 15,9

Standard Deviation Y 11 ,1 12, 1 11 ,6

Pearson Product
Moment Correlations -0,32 -0,49 -0,39

Significant at the 0,05% Level.
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BRUNEL UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

PRIMP~Y MATHEMATICS TEST 11

SCHOOL,: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CLASS: •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••.•••••••••

N.Al1E:: I.a.st •••••••••••••• ,. •••. First .••.••••..•••.••••••••

.ACJE: •••••••••••••.•••.•••• •Date of Birth••••.••••••••••

Please tick BOY 0

GIRL D

When you are told to start 'turn ever to the follo~g page and read the first

problem. Then, before answering the problem, answer the two:> short questions be 2.0\.'

it in the way in which you have been instructed•. Then answer the question.

Please shaw any working~ to do so use the back of the previous page, or any bl~;k

space. '

Write your final answer clearly on the line marked 'Answer'.

Do the same thing for each of the following questions.

Atte~p~ all questions and work carefully. Do not worry about time but do not

spend too long on anyone question, if you can't d~ it go on to the next one.

Now d0 the following twa practice problems.

Examnle 1

wrong

......... ., .

75 x 5

I think this prvbl~m is •••••••••••••
easy ---', difficult

I think that my answer to this problem will be

correct . _

Answer:

Example 2

How many pencils costing 5p each can I buy for £1?
I think this problem ~s •••••••••••••••••••

difficult

...........
eaS:J _

I think that my answer to this proble!ll \dll be
correct wrong

Answer:
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1) Write 12 as a decimal
100

I think that this problem

- 19 -

is .
easy . ' difficult

I think that my answer to this problem will be ••••••••
correct _

Ans'W'ar:

2) What number must be placed in the box to make the following true?

D
8

- --L
- 12

difficult

I think that this problem is••••••••••

easy -----.----~------___r-----
I think that my answer to this proble~ will be••••••••

correct 'Wrong

Ans\Jer:

3) 41 x 40 =

I think that this problem is•••••••••••
easy . _

I think that !IIy ans'W'zr to this problem will be •••••••••

correct ----_._----------------

difficult

'Wrong

.Answar:

4) How many squares with sides of length 3cm could I fit into a square 'With sides
of length 6cm?

I think that this problem is ••••••••••

ea~ difficult

I think that my answer to this problem 'W'ill be •••••••••

correct wrong

Ans'W'er:
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5) 0.7 ~ 0.7 =
I think that this problem is•••••••••••••

easy __..:....- _

I think that my answer to this problem will be ••••••••
correct _

difficult

wrung

, \, Answer:

6) The ratio of boys to girls in a class is 2:5. If there are 15 girls, how
many boys are there?

I think that this prDblem is••••••••••••

ea57 -----------------------
I think that my answer to this problem will be •••••••••

correct -....;.. _

difficult

wrong

Answer:

7) Change ~ to a decimal.

I think that this 'problem is •••••••••••
. easy ....,-- _

I think that my answer to this problem will b~ •••••••••
correct ......;. _

difficult

wrong

Answer:

8) 0.4 x 0.4 =

I think that this problem is ••'••••••••
easy . _

I think that my answer to this problem vlll be •••••••••
correct _

dllficult

wrong

Answer:

9) In which one of the following circles is t of the area shaded?

I think that this problem is •••••••
easy -..:.

I think that my answer to this prob1 m °11 b_e w~ e•••••••••

correct ---_._--------------

difficult

wrong
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10) In 1cm there are 10nun. Ho'" many mm2 are there in lcm2?

I think that this problem is••••••••••••••
~asy _

I think that my ans",er to this problem \oTill be ••••••••••

correct ~--------------

difficult

wrong

Ans",er:

11) What number m'~st go i.11' the box to make the folloYing true?

12 + 6 - 0 = 15

I think that this problem is••••••••••••••

easy difficult

I think that ~J ans",er to this problem "'ill be •• ~ ••••••

correct vrong

.Ans",er:

12) 513 : 27 =.
I think that this problem is••••••••••••••

eas-;{ difficult

I think that my ans",er to this problem ",ill be •••••••••
correct _ vrong

Ans",er:

13) 0.3 x 0.3 =

I 'think that this problem is ••••••••••••••

easy difficult

I think that my ans",er to this problem will be ••••••••••

)

correct _ vrong

Ans",er:

187 - 11 =•
I think that this problem is ••••••••••••••

easy . _

I think that IIliY answr to this problem ",ill be. ~ ••••••••
correct _

diffic'll1t

wrong

Ans",er:

..' .
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15) The graph be10v shovs the cost of curtain material. What is the cost of
4 metres of the material? _.._.. - ' - - ~:::.~..

! . I - _.~ :~. ~.~:. . .:::=-: ::~. : .:~.. ::-::~:~ : ~~~~~~~.::.<:~.:'.;~~~:.; ;~;~~~~. :~~:~+:/#~:~~ .
-~. _. . ....-:.... _..~:- ..... >.~. ':_..'.. :-;::~~:-.:;.:-::'S::':.:~_ .. ~:. ·~~::~-<:::;f.\" .

•..••.• 0 .~. - .• _.~ 0::-: ". _:'.'.: "'-.: "0'
•• ,. _ •• _0

. -.- .. -

1 . 2 :3 4 5

Length in metres.

I think that this problem is ••••••••••••••

easy difficult

I think that my ansver to this problem vi11 be•••••••

C0ITcCt vrong

Ansver:

16) In the triangle below; \/hat is the number of degrees in the angle marked x?

I think that this problem is •••••••••••
easy __-.;... _

I think that my ansvar to this problem vil1 be••••••••
correct _

difficult

vrong

Ansver:
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17) What number must x be to make the fo~o'ooting true?

x + 4 + x = 12

I think .that this problem is .
easy _

I think that ~J answer to this problem will be ••••••
correct _

difficult

wong

Ansver:

18) What number must go in the box to make the folIoving true?

2 = -!-.o 3

19) What number must go III the box to make the folloving true?

0+3 = 9 - 2

I think that this problem is ••••••••••
easy difficult

I think that my answer to this problem .....-111 be •••••••
correct wong

Answer:

I think that this problem is •••••••••

20) I have a collection o~ cubes like the one belov. Each cube has sides of length
5cm. How many of these cubes could I fit into ~ ube shaped box vhose sides are
15 cm long?

easy difficult

I think that my ansver to this problem will be •••••••

correct ' --- wrong

Ansver:
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difficult
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21) J 1
"-16 - 8-

I think that this problem is•••••••••
easy ~

I think that my answer to this problem will be~ •••••••
correct wrong

Ans'Mer:

22) If a girl can cycle at a speed of 8 miles per hour, what time will she take to
travel 2 miles?

I think that this prublem is •.•••••.••

easy difficult

I think that my answe~ to this p~oblem will be •••••••••

correct wrong

Ansyer:

2,3) If 1T = ,3.14, yhat is the circ'..lIllference of a circle yith a diameter of 5cm?

I thL"lk that this problem is •••••••••••

easy difficult

I think that my ansyar to this problem will be •••••••••

correct yrong

Ansyer:

24) Add the following numbers: 16.,36, 1.9, 243.075
I think that this probl~m is ••.•.•••.•••

easy _

I think that my answer to this problem will be ••••••••••

correct _

difficult

wrong

Answer:

, 25) Which of the folloYing fractions is the smalle t?..1. -2 21 1
5 • 16' ,32' 64' 8'

be •••••••••

I thi~~ that this prublem is••••••••••••
easy _

I think that my answer to this problem will

correct ------------------

difficult

wrong

Answer:

difficult
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26) Can you think of one number to put in the box and another to put in the
circle so that it makes t e folloving sum true?

9 +0 = 5 + o
I think'that this pr~blem ~s ••••••••••

easy _

I think that 'Ur:r ansW'er to this problem viII be •••••••
c~rrect _

difficult

\/I'ong

Answer:

71) The graph beloW' s~oW's the distance travelled by a van-driver at different time~ :,n
a journey. At 10. a.m. the driver stopped at a cafe. Use the graph L'
calculate hoW' long he stopped at the cafe.

. b====~=-~-=~-=J ~--l-==:~_J-t==._! ~----,---,.-~-t___---__;--
80 I - I ---,---------.--'-

8a.m.

..... :.

. _-;.I__~__-
I ._·_.__ r--=-~~~_=__=:--=-==--il==--=--==:==J -+----

---'~ ~ I
---~-----~----~

60

_____ I /',.--_.....,.'__J-- •

: =f-~---:·-I .-~ E:
40 -t-----~--=--=._--!----_~--..../-:~-_-_-.---:! -..;....__,-!

===----~---,-~ : 1--!
! 7---1---:----1----.:---·-:-====---....;

I---·----~· :-~-I~-----JL--
20 ~::.::::::::.:::::==---;".::/-:=_.===::-_-_-_--===:::_-_.=-_.-_._=_:..-.::..:..:..'1~:..:..-.::..:..:..-:'-=~_--_ -_...1....;-__-_-:..----.:-

---~------_.:..-.- __.:-_-----+--_.
I-----,~~----~--!-----_:_-_.:..-.-_--;-~---"

1---.....: -/Z--7- ,
.....--~/- -~.--_.. . I

~~~~-=::===~~~=,~~~~=~~~
, I i i

9a.m. 10a.m. 11a.m. 12a.m.

Time in hours

I think that t~s problem is•••••••••••
easy . _

I think that my ansW'er to this problem \till be
c~rrect _

difficult

'Wrong

An;:>wer:
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28) If the area of a square is 25m2, what is the length of each side?

is .I think that this problem
easy , _

I think that my answer to this problem will be•••••••••

dllf1cult

difficult

correct wrong

Answer:

29) What is the vol~e of the solid shape s~own in the figura below?

I think that this problem is •••••••••••••

easy _

I think that rrry ans\Jer to tns problem will be •••••••••

correct 'W':'Clng

Answer:

30) In a supermarket I bought a gallon of paint costing £ 3.69 and brQsh costing

£1.15. The cashier rang up an incorrect price, making the total bill £5.21.

How much was I overcharged?
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C.M. A. S. (short form).

. ,
CLASS ••••••.••.. . .

1.

4.

5.

6.

7.

'; 8.

9~

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

2'J.

21.

Read each Question l:arefully. Put a circle round

t:1e .....ore. YES if you think it is true about you.

PUt a c:'rcle roUnd the .....ord NO if you thi.'1k it

is not true about you.

It is hard for me to keep my mind on anyt~g •••••••••

I get nervous vhen someone vatches me vork••••••••••••

I blush easily ·.·

I notice or heart beats very fast sometimes•••••••••••

Others seem to do tidngs easie~ than I can••••••••••••

I feel that others do not like the vay I do things ••••

I have trouble making up my mind••••••••••••••••••••••

I vorry most of the time ••••••••••••'••••••••••••••••••

I get angry easily•••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••

I vorry about vhat other people think about me ••••••••

MY feelings get hurt easily•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

It is hard for me to go to sleep at night •••••••••••••

I .....orry about hov well I am doing in school•••••••••••

MY feelings get hurt easily when I am scolded•••••••••

I often feel lonely vhen I am'vith people •••••••••••••

_ am afraid of the dark •..•••••••.•••••.•..•••••••••••

It is hard for me to keep my mind on my school v~rk•••

- worry 'When I go to bed at night •••••••••••••••••••••

1 often do things 1 .....ish I had never e.one •••••••••••••

I often worry about what could happen to my parents •••

: have bad dreaos.....................................

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NQ

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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T.A. QUESTIONNAIRES
~~---~~----

-------~
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1. Do you worry when one of your teachers says
he is going to ask you questions to find how
much yeu know?

··

2. When your maths teacher says that he 1s going
to ask some pupils to do mathematics problems,
do you hope that he will ask someone else
and not you? .........••.•.•.•.••............

3. If one of your teachers asks you to get up in
front of the class and r.!ad.aloud, are you
afraid that you are goin9 to make some bad
mistakes? ..............•.•••.••••.•.•........

4. When your maths teacher is teachinq you about
mathematics, do you fee~ that other pupils
in the class understand him better than
you? .................•... ....•••••..•.........

5. Do you sometimes dream at niflht that you are in
school and cannot answer some of the teacher 's
questions? ...........••••••••.•••.............

6. When you are at home.and you are thinking about
your mathematics lesson for the next day, do you
become afraid that you "ill qet the answers wrong
when your teacher asks you? ••••••••••••••.•.....

7. When your maths teacher asks you to do a
mathematics problem on the blackboard in front of
the class, does the hand you write with sometimes
shake a little? .....•...•.......................

8. When one of your teachers say. that he is going
to find out how much you hav,e learned, does your
heart begin to beat faster? ••••••.•••.•...•...•

9. Do you worry more about mathematics than other
subjects?

.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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10. When you are in bed at night do you sometimes
worry about how you are going to do in class the
next da.y? .................•..•..................

11. When your French teacher .s teaching you
do you feel that other pupils in the class
understand him better than you? ••••••••••

12. When your maths teacher sayS he is going to
find out how much mathematics you have learned
do you get a funny feeling in'Your stomach? ••

13. Do you think you worry more about school than
otl'ler pupils?

.

14. Do you sometimes dream at night that your maths
teacher is angry because you do not know your
ma t:hematics? .......................•.........•.

15. If you are sick and miss school, do you worry
that you will do worse in your schoolwork than
other pupils when you return to school? ••••••

16. When your maths teacher says that he is going to
find out how much mathematics you know does your
heart begin to beat faster?

17. Are you afraid of mathematics tests? ••••••• 0••••

18. Do you sometimes dream at night that other
pupils in your class can do things you cannot
do? .....................•••• It •••••••• - ••••••••

19. Do you worry a lot before yo take a mathematics
tes t?

.

20. Are you afraid of school tests? ••••••••••••••••

21. Do you worry a lot while you are taking a test? •••
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22. When your maths teacher says that he is going
to give the class a mathematics test, do you
become at;raid that you will do badly? .

23. While you are taking a mathematics test do you
usually think you are doing badly? .,

24. Do you sometimes dream at night that you
did badly on a test you had in.school
that day? •.. ~ ..•.••..... 0•••••••••••••••

25. While you are on your way to school do you
sometimes worry that your maths teacher may
give the class a mathematics test? ......•.

26. When you are taking a test, does the hand
you write with shake a little? •........•

27. Do you wish a lot of times that you didn't
worry so much about tests? ..•.•..•.......

28. When you are taking a hard mathematics test,
do you forget some things yOll knew very well
before you started taking the test? .

29. When one of your teachers says that he is
going to give the class a tes , do you get a
nervous or funny feeling? ... " .....•........

30. After you have taken a mathematics test, do
you worry how well you did on the test? .••

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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uur1ng • course eX&m1nat.10n .&. I.rtl"futlu~.&.y ~tl~ IIIU utlrvuua

forget facis I"really know.
..u.~ .L

F 17. I seem to defeat myself while working on important test ••

F .. 18. The harder I work. at .taking a test or studying for._-".M. the more
-confused I get.

F 19. As soon as an exam is over I try to stop worrying about it. but
I just can't.

F 20. During exams I ~ometimes vonder if I'll ever get through
school.

F 21. I would ratheroW1:ite a paper than take an examinatio~ for my grade
in a course.

F 22. I wish examination, did not bother me so much.

F 23. I think I could do much better on tests if I could take them
alone and not fef~l pressured by a time limit.

F 24. Thinking about the grade I may get in a course interferes with
my studying and rny performance on tests.

F 25. If examinations could be done away with I think I would actually
learn more.

F 26. On exams, I take the attitude, "If I don't know it now there's
no point worrying about it."

F. 27. I really don't slee ~hy 'some people get so upset about tests.

F 28. Thoughts of doing poorly interfere with my performance on tests.

F 29. I don't study any harder for final exams than for. the rest of my
course work.

F 30. Even vhen I'm well prepared for a test, I feel very anxious about it.

F 31. I don't enjoy eating before an i~portant test •. .
F 32. Before an important examination I find my han?s or arms trembling.

F 33. I seldom feel the need for "cramming" before an exam.

F 34. The high school ought to recognize that some students are more
nervous than others about tests and that this affects their per
fonnance.

F 35. It seems to me that examination periods ought not to be made the
tense situations which they are.

F 36. I start feeling very uneasy just before getting a test paper back.

F 37. I dread courses where the teacher has the hC'.bit of giVing "pop"
quizzes.
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Examination Attitude Scale
c. _

e~ _

~ctions: This questionnaire is designed to give you an opportunity to indi
~ how and what you feel about examinations. Read each statement carefully
decide whether it is generally true as applied to your reactions to examina

1S. If it is generally true circle T to the left of the statement; if false.
:le!. Answer every item.

:le one

F 1. While taking an itl'lportant exam I find mysel f thinking of ho'W much
brighter the othet' students are than I am.

F 2. If I were .to take an intelligence test, I 'Would 'Worry a great deal
before taking it. ,

F 3. If I knew I 'Was going to take an intelligence test, I 'Would feel
confident and relaxed, beforehand.

F 4. While taking an important examination I perspire a great·deal.

F 5. During course examinations I find myself thinking of things unre-
lated to the actual course material •.

F. 6. I get to feel very panicky when I have to take a surprise exam.

F 7. During tests I find myself thinking of the consequences of failing .
.

F 8. After important tests I am frequently so tense that my stomach
gets upset.

F 9. I freeze up on things like intelligence tests and final exa:ns.,

F 10. Getting a good grade on one test doesn't sea~ to increase my
confidence on the second.

F 11. I sometimes feel my heart beating very fast during important tests.

F 12. After taking a test I always feel I could have done better than
I actually did.

F 13. I usually get depressed after taking a test.

F 14. I have an uneasy, upset feeling before taking a final examination.

F 15. When taking a test my emotional feelings do not interfere Yith my
perfonnance.
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Examination Attitude Scale
c. _

e~ _

~ctions: This questionnaire is designed to give you an opportunity to indi
~ how and what you feel about examinations. Read each statement carefully
decide whether it is generally true as applied to your reactions to examina

1S. If it is generally true circle T to the left of the statement; if false.
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lated to the actual course material •.

F. 6. I get to feel very panicky when I have to take a surprise exam.

F 7. During tests I find myself thinking of the consequences of failing .
.

F 8. After important tests I am frequently so tense that my stomach
gets upset.

F 9. I freeze up on things like intelligence tests and final exa:ns.,

F 10. Getting a good grade on one test doesn't sea~ to increase my
confidence on the second.

F 11. I sometimes feel my heart beating very fast during important tests.

F 12. After taking a test I always feel I could have done better than
I actually did.

F 13. I usually get depressed after taking a test.

F 14. I have an uneasy, upset feeling before taking a final examination.

F 15. When taking a test my emotional feelings do not interfere Yith my
perfonnance.
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ID 0-----------------

WIE QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: To the left of each of the following statements, indicate

your feelings, attitudes, or thoughts" as they were whlle you~

working .£!2 the

nunerical scale:

final test for this study Use the following

1. The statement does not descr'ibe my condition.

2. The condition was barely noticeable.·

3. The condition was moderate.

~. The condition was strong.

5. The condition was very strong; the statement

described my condition very well.

-----I felt my heart beating fast.

--I fel t regretful.

-----I was tense and my stomach was upset.

,

-----I am afraid that I should have studied more for that test.

---1 had an uneasy, upset feeling.

-----I felt that others would be disappointed in me.

-----I was nervous.

-----I felt I may not have done as well on that test as I could have.

-----I felt panicky.

-----I did not feel very confident about my performance on that test.

L _'_.".
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NAME Total Score

MATHEMATICS ANXIETY RATING SCALE (MARS)

The items in the questionnaire refer to things and experiences that may cause fear or apprehension. For each item,place a check (,;) in the box under the column, that describes how much you are frightened by it nowadays. Workquickly but be sure to consider each item individually.

Not at A A fair Very
all linle amount Much much

1. Determining the amount of change you 'should 0 0 0 0 0get back from a purchase involving :reveral items.

2. Having someone watch you as you total u a
0 0 0 0 0column of figures.

3. Having someone watch you as you divide Cl five
0 0 0 0 0digit number by a two digit number.

4. Being asked to add up 976 + 777 in your head. 0 0 0 0

5. Dividing a five digit number by a two digit
0 0 0 0 0number in private with pencil and paper.

6. Calculating a simple percentage, e. g., the sClles
0 0 0 0 0tax on a purchase.

7. Listening to a salesman show you how you would
save money by buying his higher priced product 0 0 0 0because it reduces long term expenses.

8. Listening to a person explain how he figured out
your share of expenses on a trip, including meals, 0 0 0 [J 0transportation, housing, etc.

9. Having to figure out how much it will cost to buy
0 0 0 0 0a product on credit (figuring in the interest rates).

.,:

10. Totaling up a dinner bill that you think overcharged 0 0 0 0 0you.

11. Telling the cashier that you think the dinner
bill was incorrect and watching the cashier 0 0 0 0 0total up the bill.

TOTAL
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Not at A A fair Very
all little amount Much much

12. Being treasurer for a club. D 0 0 0 0

13. Totaling up the dues received and the expenses D 0 [-J [J 0of a club you belong to.

14. Adding up 976 + 777 on paper. D 0 0 0 0

15. Doing a word problem in algebra. D D 0 0 0

16. Solving a problem such as: If x = 11, and y =; 3, D 0 D 0 0then the results of x/y is equal to ____7

17. Solving the problem such as: If x = 12, and
D 0 [J 0 0y = 4, then the ratio of x to y is equal to.___7

18. Determining the grade point average for your
D D 0 0 0last term.

19. Reading an article on the basketball team,
showing what percentage of free throws each

0 0 0player made, the percentage of field goals
made, the total number attempted, etc.

20. Reading an historical novel with many dates in it. 0 U 0 0 0

21. Counting the number of pages left in a novel you 0 0 0 0 0are engrossed in.

22. Guessing at the number of people attending a dance
0 0 0 D Dyou're at.

23. Buying a math textbook. 0 0 D 0 0

24. Watching someone work with a slide rule. D 0 0 0 0

25. Watching a teacher work an algebraic equation 0 0 0 0 0on the blackboard.

26. Signing up for a math course. D D D 0 0

27. Listening to another student explain a math
0 0 0 0 0formula.

28. Walking into a math class. D D D 0 0

TOTAL
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Not at A A fair Very
all little amount Much much

29. Having to compute the miles/gallon on your car. D 0 0 0 0

30. Watching someone work with a calculator. D 0 n 0 0-J

31. looking through the pages of a math text. 0 0 0 0 0

32. Working on an income tax form. 0 0 0 0 D

33. Reading your W·2 form (or other statement 0 0 0 0 0showing your annual earning and taxes).

34. Studying for a math test. D ~ 0 0 0

,
35. Starting a new chapter in a math book. 0 [j 0 0 0

36. Walking on campus and thinking about a mat D D 0 0 0course.

37. Meeting your math teacher while walking on D D 0 0 0campus.

38. Reading the word "Statistics:' 0 0 0 0 0

39. Sitting in a math class and waiting for the
[J 0 n " rl

instructor to arrive. -l L.

40. Solving a square root problem. 0 I' 0 I'
'-' LJ

41. Signing up for a course in Statistics. 0 '-' r' 0 CC-J

42. Checking over your monthly bank statement. 0 0 LJ 0 C

43. Taking the math section of a college entrance D 0 0 0 0exam.

44. Having someone explain bank interest rates as
0 0 0 [j 0you decide on a savings account.

45. Raising your hand in a math class to ask a
0 0 0 0 0question.

46. Reading and interpreting graphs or charts. C 0 0 0 0

TOTAL
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Not at
all

A
little

A fair
amount Much

Very
much

47. Reading a cash register receipt after your
0 0 0 0 0

purchase.

48. Figuring the sales tax on a purchase that costs
0 0 0 D 0

more than $1.00.

,49. Having a person illustrate to you the best wayto divide your money into a savings and cl 0 0 0 0 0checking account.

50. Figuring out which of two summer job offers isthe most lucrative: where one involves a lowersalary, room and board, and travel, while the 0 D 0 D Dother one involves a higher salary but no otherbenefits.

51. Reading a formula in chemistry. D D D D D
52. Hearing a lecture in a social science class wherethe instructor is commenting on some figures,

D D 0 D 0
e. g., the percentage of each socio-economic
group who voted Republican.

53. Taking an examination (quiz) in a math course. D 0 0 0 0
54. Taking an examination (final) in a math COl/rse. D 0 0 0

55. Hearing two of your friends exchanging opinions
0 0 0 0 0

on the best way to calculate the cost of a product.

56. Having someone ask you to recheck his figuresin a simple calculation, such as division, or 0 0 0 C Daddition.

57. Being asked by a friend to answer the question:how long will it take to get to Denver if I drive 0 D D D 0at 30 miles per hour?

58. Studying for a driver's license test and memorizingthe figures involved, such as the distances it tclkes 0 0 0 0 0to stop a car going at ditfering speeds.

59. Hearing friends make bets on a game as they quote
0 0 0 D 0

the odds.

60. Playing cards where numbers are involved, e. g.,
D D D 0 0

bridge or poker.

TOTAL
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Not at
all

A
little

A fair
amount Much

Very
much

TOTAL
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Not at
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amount Much
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Not at A A fair Veryall little amount Much much

91. Being given a "pop" Quiz in a math clem. 0 0 0 0 0
92. Seeing a computer printout. 0 0 0 0 0

93. Having to use the tables in the back of a math
0 0 0 " 0

book.

94. Being told how to interpret probability statements. 0 0 0 f' Q

95. Asking your math instructor to help vou with a
0 0 0 0 0

problem that you don't understand.

96. Being asked to explain how you arrived at a par-
0 0 0 0 0 .:

ticular solution for a problem. ,

97. Tallying up the results of a surveyor poll. 0 0 0 0 0
98. Acting as secretary. keeping track of the number

[J [j [J [J C
of people signing up for an event.

OTAL

Total Score
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This is a questionnaire asking

how you feel about mathematics.

It is NO-r a test.

There are no right or wrong answers
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PART A

Pages 3 and 4 contain a list of statements that pupils of

your age have made about maths.

We want to know how much you agree or disagree with these

statements.

FIRST, read each statement carefully.

NEXT, decide whether you agree or disagree with the statement

or whether you are unsure about how you feel towards it.

,
THEN, tick the column that is most true for you.

Look at this example :

\

STATEMENT
Strongly

Agree Olugrce Strongly

IAgree Oi~a9ree
Un~ure

I

I would 1i ke to do we 11 in maths. I

I,
If you strongly ag:cee, place a /tick like this :

If you agree, but not strongly,
~place your tick like this :

If you disagree, but not strongly, Vplace your tick like this :

If you strongly disagree,
/'place your tick like this :

I

I I I I
If you are unsure about your

~jfeelings, then place your tick
in the last column.

There is only ~~ tick in each row.

Please put one tick in each row and don't miss any rows.

IF YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND, put up your hand and tell your

teacher .

.-
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STATEMENT
Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly Unsure

Agree Disagree

I enjoy most things I do in maths.

I often get into difficulties with.
my maths.

Maths Is a very useful subject. .

I'm always glad of a break from maths.

Il m surprised If I get a lot of
maths right.

I never feel like doing maths.

Maths Is only Important in a few jobs.

Maths never gets boring.

I think that girls and boys are
~qua lly good at maths.

Maths is not one of my favourite
subjects.

I use maths to help me in lots of ways
In schoo 1.

I usually understand a new idea in
maths quickly.

Maths books are interesting.

I think itls difficult to get on in
I ife If you haven't done much maths.

Maths is one of my better subject~.

At the end of a maths lesson I feel
more clever.

I can usually understand my maths
textbook.

I wish I didn't have to do maths.

10

11

12

13

14

lS

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
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Strongly Agree DiSbgree Strongly UnsureSTATEMEN Agree 01 scigree

I can use maths to solve some everyday
problems.

Even when I can do ma.ths I don't like it.

I get lost if I miss any work in maths.
.

I like it when there is something new
to learn in maths.

I enjoy everything I df) in maths.. •
I think that without maths our 1ives
would be much harder.

I don't like maths lessons.

Maths often gets too complicated for me.

Maths wi 11 help me to get a job one day.

I'm disappointed when I miss a
maths lesson.

There are far too many things to
remember in maths.

I sigh with relief when maths is over
for the day.

I don't need maths much out of schoo 1.

lid rather do other subjects than maths.

A lot of the maths we do is a waste
of time.

Maths books are hard to follow.

I think that girls are norma Ily better
than boys at maths.

I" m always keen to start my maths
lessons.

28

29

30

31

32

33

3-1

3S

3'1

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45
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PART B

On pages 7 and 8 is a list of maths topics and activities.

We would like to know how easy or how hard you find these

topics and activities in school.

Tick the column that is most true for you.

This example shows you what to do.

If you don't think you have done any work in school on a

topic in the list, or you don't know a name in the list

then tick the last coiumn called Not' Done.

TOPIC Very
ElISY H d IVery Un,ure

Eny ar Hard

If you think the, topic is very easy, Jplace your tick like this :

If you think the topic is fairly easy viplace your tick like this :

If you think thE~ topic is fairly hard /place your tick like this :

If you think thEl topic is very hard,
../place your tick like this :

If you are ~:!:. how easy or hard
the topic is, place your tick ./like this :

If you don't think you have done any
work on the topic in school, place
your tick like this :

Not
Done

,;

There is only ~ tick in each row.

Please put one tick in each row and don't miss any rows.

IF YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND, put up your hand and tell your

teacher.
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2

65

67

70

63

59

62

71

56

66

58

55

68

60

61

57

64

69

~

TOPIC Very Easy Hard Very
lin~ure

Not
Easy Hard Done----

graphs
~

add.ing
.

f---

weighing .
-

angles -
time . ----
volume

I---

factors

-
number bases

-
algebra (us i ng letters & symbols for numbers)

-
;

money
"

~

equations (questions 1i ke 51 + 0 ;:: 90
and 2x + 1 c 15)

fractions

-
practical maths ,

-
multiplying (t imes)

-
sets ,

"-

I---

tessellatIons (f i tt I ng shapes together,
tiling walls or floors).

-
length

-
0

subtractIng (taking away) 7

"
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TOPIC Very Easy Hard
Very

Unsure.Easy Hard

•geometry

arithmetic .
-

triangles

.
decimals

area

,
multiplication tables

sorting

dividing

problems

symmetry

number patterns

measuring

percentages

shapes

prIme numbers

averages

ml rror reflectIons

Not
Done

73

74

75

76

77

.:

78

1<:,

Li.

1:'

L

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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If you haye done some maths topics which are not in the list

on pages 7 and 8,then write them in the extra spaces below.

Very Easy Hard Very Un,ure
TOPIC [uy Hllrd

.

.

.

Not
Done

Check that you have only one tick, for each top~c, in the list

on this page and those on pages 7'arid 8.

Now answer these questions '-

What sort of maths do you like doing most? Write, on

the dotted line, the two maths topics you like most.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Write, on the dotted line below, the two maths topics

you dislike most.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

What are the subjects or activities you' like doing at

school? Write, on the dotted line below, the two

sUbjects or activities you~ most.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Write, on the dotted line below, the two subjects or

activities you ~like ost.

• • • 21

• • • 22

• • • 23

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • • • 24
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PART C

In this part, there is a maths question for you to work

out at the top of each page. Look at the one opposite

on page 11 that Sharon has worked out.

Sharon has done this type of question before,· so

she does not tick the small box at the bottom of

the question space.

After doing the question, Sharon shows what

she thinks about this type of question.

Sharon shows that she likes the question

and that it is hard but very useful.

She does this by putting a ring round the

words @ke"}9 , on the first line,~,

on the second line and~y useflly, on .

the third line.

IF YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND, put up your hand and tell

your teacher.

IF YOU DO, turn to page 12.
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his question is about mult iply ing

23 x 12
. G

= .?7__ -

.,23

>< ',?::..-:-:---4-"
230

27b

.f you· have not done this type of question

'efore, tick this box.

his is what I. think of it:

NOT USEFUL
---- AT ALL

DISLIKE IT
~--- DISLIKE IT ------ A LOT

LIKE IT
A LOT ---+-I

VERY r::::--1 VERY
IT'S EASY --- EASY --.- l::J--- HARD

NOT
u--- USEFUL ------- USEFULIT'

OMMENTS? I n In k

:tb er r'5~ r.
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Here IS an addition question

.139 + 4282 + 11 =

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This is what I think of it:

D

LIKE IT DISLIKE ITI
A LOT- LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY
IT'S EASY - EASY HARD HARD

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL- USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL

COMMENTS?
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lis question is pbout tables

This table has the dates Qf birth of five boys.

Derek 3rd June 1961

John 7th July 1962

Simon 23ra June 1962

Andrew 11th July 1961

Robert 2nd August 1961

Which boy is the youngest?

• • 29

f you have not done this type of question

efore, tick this box.

liS IS what I think of it:

o
I

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT
A LOT LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT 30

VERY VERY
31IT'S EASY EASY - HARD, HARD

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL 32
IT'S USEFUL USEFUL - USEFUL AT ALL

OMMENTS?

,'.
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This question is about money

Jane buys 4 books.

2 cost GOp each

1 costs 50p.
and the other costs 75p.

How much does she pay altogether for the books?

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This is what I think of it:

o

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT 34
A LOT -- LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY
IT'S EASY -- EASY HARD HARD 35

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL-- USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 36

COMMENTS?
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This question, is about angles

------
----

What is the size of:

angle r

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This IS what I think of it:

o

• • 37

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT 38A LOT LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY
I 39

IT'S EASY EASY HARD HARD

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 40

COMMENTS?

,.
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This question is about area

i
3cm

What is the area of the square?

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This is what I think of it:

o

2cm

•. 41

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT
A LOT LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT ~2

VERY VERY 43
IT'S EASY . EASY HARD HARD

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 44

COMMENTS?
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Here 15 a myltiplication question

381 x 11 =

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This is what I think of it:

o

45

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT
A LOT LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT 46

VERY VERY 47
IT'S EASY EASY - HARD HARD

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL USEFUl, USEFUL AT ALL 48

COMMENTS?
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This question IS about tessellations

You can fit a lot of these shapes togeth~r

without leaving any gaps: o
• • 49

You can do the same with one of the shapes below.

Put a ring round it.

o DO
If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This' IS what I think of it:

o

I LIKE IT . DISLIKE IT 50
A LOT LIKE· IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY 51
IT'S EASY EASY HARD HARD

VERY NO-r NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 52

COMMENTS?

•
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This question is about volume

How many boxes like this

would fit exactly into this

carton?

.. 53

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This IS what I think of it:

o

I LIKE IT· DISLIKE IT
A LOT LIKE· IT DISLIKE IT A LOT 54

VERY VERY
IT'S EASY' , EASY HARD HARD 55

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL • USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 56

COMMENTS?
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Here IS a subt ract ion question

246 - 184 =

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

-r,his is what I think of it:

o

•• 57

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT 58A LOT LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY 59 (IT'S EASY EASY HARD HARD !

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 60 :

COMMENTS?
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This question is about fractions

1 2
"6 + "3 ::::

----------

• • 61

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This is what I think of it

o

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT 62
A LOT LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY 63
IT'S EASY EASY HARD HARD

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 64

COMMENTS?
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This question is about symmetry

John has drawn one line of symmetry on each of these

shapes, but there are others.

Draw in all the missing ones for him

.• 65·
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COM!-1ENTS?
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Here 15 a problem

In Anne's class there are 30 children.

5 of them wear glasses.'

What fraction of the class wears glasses?

-------------

•• 69

If you have not done this type, of question

before, tick this box.

This 15 what I think of it:

o

I LIKE IT DISLIKE IT
70A LOT LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY
71IT'S EASY EASY HARD HARD

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL 72IT'S USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL

COMMENTS?
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Here IS a division question

816 ..;- 8 = ----------
• . 73

If you have not done this type of question

before, tick this box.

This is what I think of it:

o

I
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A LOT ------- LIKE IT DISLIKE IT A LOT

VERY VERY
IT'S EASY -- EASY HARD HARD 75

VERY NOT NOT USEFUL
IT'S USEFUL-- USEFUL USEFUL AT ALL 76

COMMENTS?
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FAMOUS WOMEN MATHEMATICIANS

by Elenor Rubin Denker

Do you kno~ about these famous ~omen mathematicians? Read these
brief introductions and decide ~hich t~o you'd like to know
more about.

,
HYPATIA (375-415)

Although everyone ~ho has studied the history of mathematics has
heard of Hypatia, no one knows very much about her. Apparently
Hypatia ~as involved in a political-love triangle that resulted
in her death in 415. Historically. she is best kno~ for her
philosophical ~orks. In the mathematical arena. ~e do kno~ that
she ~aB ~ell respected by mathematicians of her day. Much of her
training she received from her father, Theon of Alexandria.

£MILIE, MARQUISE DUE CHATELET (1706-1749)'

The Marquise du Chatelet is a some~hat controversial figure in the
history of mathematics. While her personal life ~as rather
notorious, that seemed not to enter into the controversy. There
is a question as to the value of her contributions and. her
understanding of higher mathematics. Although she wrote a large
volume on the ma hematical principles of natural philosophy~ it
is unclear whethl~r these ~ere her own ideas or those of her
teacher. Clairaut. In any event. it ~as uncommon for a ~oman of
her day to be involved in any way· with these €oncepts.

MARIA GAETANA AG ESI (1718-1799)

Agnesi's principal contribution to mathematics ~as a book that
systpmatically outlined all that ~as known about mathematics at
that time. She felt that mathematical kno~ledge ~as progressing
quickly and a newcomer needed a reference source in order to
absorb all the latest 18th century discoveries. Calculus, for
example, was in a very rudimentary state at the time.

SOPHIE GERMAIN (1776-1831)

MIle. Germain used a man's name on the papers she submitted to her
mathematics professors. When a prize ~8S offered for the best essay
on the mathematical theory of elastic membranes (~hich vibrate
according to mathematical laws), Sophie submitted a solution,
although most of the mathematicians at the time felt it was too
difficult. In fact, she entered the sam~ competition three times
and did receive an a~ard for the third entry. which was the only
one submitted in her own name.
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2.

MARY SOMERVILLE (1780-1872)

At the age of 92 just before she died, Mrs. Somerville was studying, ""Higher Algebra and the Calculus of Quaternions. Much of her
writings were translations of French mathematicians, specifically
Laplace, who said that Mary Somerville was the only woman who
understood his work. She wrote numerous books of her own as well,
such as a book on physical geography and another on molecular and
microscopic science.

SONYA KOVALEVSK! (1850-1891)

Professor Kovalevs~y has been called the most glamorous woman
mathematician who ever lived. She was born in Russia in 1850 and
later wanted to study at a foreign university. She did what many
other women did at the time--married a young man who was going
to study abroad and could take her with him. Since she was a woman,
she couldn't attend lectures so she had private lessons. Even when
she received her doctorate, it was in abgentia, because women could
not attend the ceremonies. One of Sonya's greatest recognitions
came when she was awarded the Prix Bordin, the most prestigious
award of the French Academy, for her work "On the Rotation of a
Spatial Body about a Fixed Point."

EMMY NOETHER (1882-1935)

According to Albert Einstein, Ennny Noether was the most "significant
creative mathematical genius thus far produced since the higher
education of women began." Dr. Noether was born in Germany and lived
there most of her life. Her family was mathematically inclined--
her father a well-known mathematician and her brother a math professor.
She developed slowly and only began publishing major creative ideas
when she was almost 40. Up to that point, her papers, mostly on
algebra, were more formal and less abstract.

MARIA CIBRARIO (1905- )

Maria Cibrario was born in Turin, Italy at the beginning of this
century. She studied math at the University of Turin and spent
most of her life as a professor of mathematics. Some of her works
were done in collaboration with her husband, Si1vio Cinquini, also
a mathematician.

SOPHIE PICCARD (1904- )

The Piccard family left Russia in the 1920's and moved to
Switzerland. Sophie found it difficult to find a teaching job
there, although she had numerous advanced degrees. However, while
she worked in other areas, she continued her research, which has
been prolific, particularly on set theory and group theory. Since
1943, she has been a full professor of higher geometry and
probability theory.
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3.

JACQUELlNE LELONG-FERRAND (1918- )

As a child. Jacque.l;.ine received the first prize in a national
mathematics competition. She then entered one of the best high
schools in France at a time when women. were just beginning to attend
these schools. She has had a remarkable career. mostly in France.
although she also spent some time with her husband and children
at Princeton.

MARIA PASTORI

Maria and her sister Giuseppina showed a great determination in
obtaining their edu~ation. As children in a large family of
modest means. they were expected to go to work as soon as they
finished elementary school. With some help from one of her teachers.
and hours of study with her sister, Maria managed to become one of
only three women who presently have full professorships in
mathamtics at leading ItaJian universities. Dr. Pastori is known
for her work on tensor calculus, which is'important for the
understanding of dynamics, hydrodynamics, and elasticity.

PAULETTE LIBERMANN

Dr. Libermann is a contemporary scholar in France, working in the
realm of pure mathematics. Algebraic topology is her main area of
interest, and a.development of her undergraduate work at Sevres.
Much of her work is related to Einstein's discoveries •.

CATHLEEN MORAWET~ (1923- )

In 1946 Cathleen moved to New York and tried to find a job. She
already had a Masters Degree in mathematics from MlT but jobs were
difficult to find. Through her father. who was a well-known
mathematican, she finally got a job editing a book on shock waves.
Eventually. this was the subject of her Ph.D.thesis. Her research
had direct relevance to the design of airplane wings.
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